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Abstract 
 
This thesis concentrates on gaining a fundamental understanding of the crystallisation, 
phase behaviour, and melting in relatively simple fat/oil blends. This is the first reported 
study of hot stage microscopy (HSM) experiments on tripalmitin (PPP)/triolein (OOO), 1,3-
dipalmitoyl-2-oleoylglycerol (POP)/OOO, and cocoa butter (CB)/hazelnut oil (HZ) systems. 
The HSM technique allows the visualisation of the initial crystallisation, polymorphic 
transformations, and melting of fat crystals; melting points can also help identify 
polymorphic form. Supporting experiments were also performed using differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and X-ray diffraction (XRD).  
In PPP-OOO samples, HSM visualised for the first time a melt-mediated transformation 
from β′ to β across a small liquid gap between the untransformed (β′) and transformed (β) 
material. This behaviour was not seen with pure PPP. Melting points obtained by HSM for 
the PPP/OOO system were above those predicted by the Hildebrand equation, but this is 
attributed to the non-equilibration of concentration gradients within the system. This was 
evidenced by the fact that a rapid cooling rate (to produce a finer microstructure with 
smaller crystals, and hence reduce diffusion distances) combined with a slower remelt rate 
enabled samples to melt close to ideal. Indeed, final melting points obtained via HSM were 
consistently higher than DSC results across all systems; convection and the more three-
dimensional system in DSC (as compared with the two-dimensional HSM system) may 
have aided melting. The POP/OOO system displayed complex remelting behaviour, 
especially when warmed at a relatively slow rate; this also resulted in a higher production of 
β. Liquid oil content was shown to not only be important in aiding transformation of lower 
forms to β, but also reduced the number of polymorphs observed upon remelting, as 
compared with pure fat samples. 
Liquid oil content was also shown to be crucial for transformation to β in the CB/HZ 
experiments; very few β crystals were seen in pure CB samples. Experiments carried out 
on DSC for both CB and CB-HZ cooling at 1°C/min or faster produced both α and β′ 
crystals, but for CB-HZ this also then led to some transformation from α to β. The β 
polymorph was not observed when only β′ was formed at slower cooling rates. A curious 
result was that the effect was stronger the longer the samples were held at 0°C before 
rewarming, with the α becoming more resilient against transforming to βʹ and instead 
transforming directly to β. More extensive transformation to β occurred if the sample was 
held for 30 min at 18°C or 22°C during the rewarming step.  
As well as showing differences in melting temperatures, the HSM and DSC results also did 
not always match with respect to polymorphic form. Small quantities of β crystals were 
seen in HSM samples that were not always seen in thermograms of equivalent DSC 
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samples. This either highlights the limitations of DSC or suggests that polymorphic 
behaviour in the more fluid DSC system differs to that in HSM, or both.  
Growth rate analysis of PPP (in OOO) showed that both reduced supersaturation and 
supercooling can be correlated with the growth rates of β′ and β. Growth rates of β that 
occurred via the melting of β′ were well correlated with driving forces that took into account 
that the concentration of PPP in the liquid gap between β′ and β (from which the β crystal 
was growing) was limited by the solubility of β′ at the sample temperature.  
Whilst temperature is often seen as a key driver in governing polymorphic transformation, 
part of the temperature effect may be an indirect effect via the extra amount of liquid 
content at higher temperatures. The ability of oil to aid transformation to β may be relevant 
to food systems where this higher polymorphic form is the preferred type, such as 
chocolate. Potential applications could include producing novel fat blends with relatively 
stable fat network structures at a lower overall saturate level, or developing blends with 
bloom inhibiting properties.  
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1.1 Background to the research 
 
In chocolate and confectionery products, such as enrobed or filled chocolates, low 
melting oils such as hazelnut oil (HZ) may be present. The oil can diffuse into the 
chocolate phase, and softens the product, changing its texture, appearance and 
mouthfeel. There is also a risk of fat migration leading to fat bloom, manifest as a 
general dulling of the characteristic surface gloss of chocolate (Bricknell and Hartel, 
1998). These phenomena affect both the visual and textural quality of chocolate and 
are a major problem for the confectionery industry post-manufacture (Briones and 
Aguilera, 2005). However, previous studies with mixtures of oils with cocoa butter (CB), 
which is the main fat present in chocolate, have shown that increases in liquid fat in 
chocolate can both promote (Smith et al., 2007) and inhibit (Frazier and Hartel, 2010) 
fat bloom. Another contradiction is that cooling chocolate too quickly after tempering is 
generally associated with the formation of unstable polymorphs and fat bloom, and yet, 
solidifying chocolate using rapid cooling methods, such as the Aasted Frozen Cone, 
appears to give resistance to fat bloom. The above phenomena have yet to be fully 
explained and have exposed serious gaps in our understanding of such fat systems.  
 
The international global sales of chocolate were estimated at US$74 billion in 2006, 
with the Western European region accounting for an estimated 45% of global chocolate 
sales in terms of volume (International Confectionery Association, 2007). Given the 
economic importance of chocolate, there is great interest in research that could further 
our knowledge on the factors which cause chocolate to bloom and which cause some 
fats used in chocolate production to be “incompatible” with CB. Mixing of so-called 
incompatible fats is also associated with eutectic softening and/or dilutional softening. It 
is important to distinguish between the latter two phenomena in terms of incompatibility 
of fats. A high melting fat and a low melting oil may still be “compatible”, whereby any 
decrease in solid fat content (SFC) in such a system is proportional to the amount of 
the low melting component added. Conversely, when truly incompatible fats are mixed 
together, they tend to separate from each other, with the SFC decreasing below that of 
either of the individual fats. The concentration at which the two fats separate 
determines the limits of solubility. Below this concentration, the fats are compatible, but 
above this concentration they are incompatible (Lonchampt and Hartel, 2004).  
 
This project seeks to find a more fundamental understanding of the factors which 
govern the compatibility and crystallisation of fats and oils in chocolate and other 
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confectionery products, along with investigating the effects of processing conditions 
such as cooling rate and isothermal hold temperature. Whilst much is known about the 
thermodynamics and polymorphism of mixed fat systems, the fundamentals governing 
the kinetics of crystallisation and transformation of multicomponent systems are still 
relatively poorly understood. Along with differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), this 
project primarily makes use of hot stage microscopy (HSM), which is a relatively 
unused method in the field of fat crystallisation. These techniques will be used to study 
the crystallisation, polymorphism, and melting behaviour of fat/oil mixtures. One of the 
advantages of HSM is that one can see exactly when nucleation and crystal growth 
occur for individual crystals in the system, which is something that cannot be done with 
more traditional techniques, such as DSC, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and X-
ray diffraction (XRD). A computational method for extracting nucleation rate and 
crystallisation growth data from a sequence of HSM images has been developed by 
Stapley et al. (2010). Another unique advantage of HSM is that polymorphic 
transformations for individual crystals can be visualised. 
 
 
1.2 Objectives of the study 
 
The overall objective of this research is to study the effect of adding low melting oils to 
relatively high melting fats on the crystallisation and polymorphic behaviour of these 
fats, and specifically the following: 
 
1. To assess the capability of HSM as a technique for studying fats, in comparison with 
other techniques such as DSC. 
 
2. To examine how different cooling rates from the melt and subsequent rewarming 
rates impact on polymorphism and melting behaviour for different systems, with and 
without the addition of low melting oils, and what is the effect of including a pause 
step at various temperatures during reheating, including at 26°C, a key temperature 
in the tempering of chocolate. 
 
3. To analyse the kinetic aspects of crystallisation of the simple tripalmitin (PPP)/triolein 
(OOO) system using growth rate data from the HSM images captured in 
experiments, including quantification of crystallisation driving forces.  
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1.3 Organisation of the report 
 
This thesis contains seven chapters, the contents of which are briefly described as 
follows: 
 
CHAPTER 1 contains the introduction to the thesis, briefly discussing the reasons for 
carrying out the work, along with detailing the main objectives of the 
study and an outline of the thesis.  
 
CHAPTER 2 covers the relevant literature with a particular emphasis on the chemical 
composition, crystallisation, polymorphism, and phase behaviour of fats 
used in confectionery products, followed by a brief overview of some 
current issues in chocolate production with particular reference to filled 
chocolates. 
 
CHAPTER 3 describes the experimental techniques, analytical tools, and materials 
used in this study. 
 
CHAPTER 4 provides an insight into the behaviour of mixed triacylglycerol (TAG) 
systems by studying the relatively simple PPP/OOO system, and 
assessing (with reference to the literature) the ideality of this system 
according to the Hildebrand equation. Crystallisation and remelting 
experiments are performed in this study using HSM and DSC, 
supplemented by SFC measurements via NMR. The kinetic aspects of 
crystallisation are also analysed using growth rate data from the HSM 
images calculated via the algorithm developed by Stapley et al. (2010).  
 
CHAPTER 5 looks at the effect of OOO addition on the crystallisation and remelting 
of 1,3-dipalmitoyl-2-oleoylglycerol (POP), which is one of the three major 
component TAGs in CB. It however, has a far more complex 
polymorphism due to one double bond in the oleic acid moiety. The 
effects of different initial hold temperatures and remelt rates on 
polymorphism are assessed via HSM and DSC.  
 
CHAPTER 6 builds upon the results in previous chapters using a more complex fat 
system of CB and HZ, a system more applicable to the real world of 
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chocolate and confectionery manufacture. Although all samples in the 
work here are cooled to 0°C from the melt, this chapter contains the 
most extensive examination of cooling and remelting rates contained 
within this thesis. The effect of different hold temperatures during 
rewarming will also be examined including holding at 26°C, an important 
temperature during the tempering of chocolate. 
 
CHAPTER 7 provides overall conclusions for the research detailed in this thesis along 
with suggestions for future work. 
 
  
CHAPTER 2: 
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2.1 Introduction 
 
Cocoa is believed to have first been cultivated from cacao trees (Theobroma cacao) 
around 3000 years ago by the Aztecs. The beans of the cacao trees were used by the 
Aztecs to prepare a spicy, bittersweet drink with the addition of vanilla, spices, and 
honey, which they called “xocolatl”. The first cocoa beans were brought to Europe by 
Columbus as a curiosity but later in the 1520s, Don Cortez of Spain introduced the 
drink to his homeland. The Spaniards preferred the drink to be sweetened with sugar 
but initially it was only affordable by high class society. By the early seventeenth 
century, the drink had become more affordable and its popularity spread throughout 
Europe (Beckett, 2009; Afoakwa, 2010). 
 
The modern form of chocolate first appeared in 1847, made by Fry and Sons of Bristol, 
U.K. by mixing sugar with cocoa powder and CB. In 1875, Daniel Peters, a Swiss 
chocolatier, added milk powder to the basic chocolate recipe to produce milk chocolate. 
With cheaper supplies of raw materials and more efficient production processes in the 
1930s and 1940s, chocolate became more affordable for the wider populace (Afoakwa, 
2010). Today, chocolate is one of the most widely available confectionery products in 
the world. 
 
 
2.2 Cocoa butter and chocolate 
 
2.2.1 Composition of chocolate 
 
To be called ‘‘chocolate’’, a product must contain cocoa. Chocolate is a dispersion of 
solid cocoa particles, sugar crystals, and milk powder (in the case of milk chocolate) in 
a continuous phase of solid and liquid fat (primarily CB). The ratio of solid to liquid fat is 
temperature dependant (Ziegler et al., 2004). Over half of the volume in chocolate is 
taken up by solid particles of sugar and non-fat cocoa solids, with total solids typically 
constituting 65-75% of the product.  
 
Chocolate is mostly solid at room temperature (~20°C), yet melts easily (~32-35°C) 
within the mouth, resulting in a cooling sensation with good flavour release. Chocolate 
may be classed as white, milk, or dark chocolate, depending on the percentage of 
cocoa and milk solids. Some typical examples of chocolate composition are given in 
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Table 2.1. White chocolate contains sugar, milk powder, and CB but does not contain 
any cocoa solids. 
 
Table 2.1: Some typical chocolate formulations (Padley, 1997 (milk and dark), and 
Beckett, 2009 (white)). 
 
   
Milk chocolate 
  
 
White 
chocolate 
High (%) Average (%) Low (%) Dark 
chocolate 
Cocoa mass    14.00         11.78   10.00      39.62 
Whole milk powdera    29.50   23.60         19.08   18.00          
Sugar     48.00   46.00         48.73   55.00      48.08 
Added cocoa butter    22.00   16.00         19.98   16.50      11.75 
Lecithin       0.50     0.40           0.35     0.38        0.35 
Salt             0.06 
Vanillin              0.08     0.06        0.14 
Total  100.00  100.00       100.00 100.00    100.00 
Of which, total fat    29.50    30.00         31.50   27.00      31.10 
aWhole milk power is sometimes substituted with skimmed milk powder and butter oil. 
 
 
2.2.2 Chocolate manufacturing 
 
The chocolate manufacturing process is relatively complex as illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
Cocoa powder and CB are obtained from the beans contained within cocoa pods 
(Figure 2.2) from cocoa trees. After pods are carefully cut from the trees they are 
opened using a machete or wooden club and the majority of the pulp is separated from 
the beans. The fermentation of cocoa beans ensures they are not spoiled by 
germination and also produces flavour precursors. Following fermentation, the beans 
are dried before transport and storage to avoid moulds growing on them, although 
over-drying results in brittle beans (moisture content < 6%) that are more difficult to 
process and handle (Beckett, 2008). 
 
At the start of the chocolate making process the beans are cleaned to remove 
impurities which could damage grinding machinery or, in the case of organic impurities, 
produce unwanted (potentially flavour-spoiling) gases during roasting. The roasting 
process changes the flavour precursors in the beans into chemicals which have a 
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recognisable chocolate taste. High temperatures during roasting allow the Maillard 
reaction to take place along with removing many volatile acids, thus making the liquor 
taste less acidic (Beckett, 2008). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the chocolate manufacturing process (Beckett, 2008). 
 
In the case of whole bean roasting, winnowing takes place between roasting and 
grinding. If the nib and liquor are to be roasted separately, the winnowing process 
would take place beforehand. The roasted and ground mixture, known as “cocoa mass” 
or “cocoa liquor”, is pressed to obtain CB, leaving behind a solid residue called the 
cocoa press cake. Cocoa powder is produced by milling the press cake (Beckett, 
2008). 
 
All of the main chocolate ingredients (cocoa mass, CB, milk powder, and sugar) are 
mixed together and milled so that the largest particles are less than 30 µm; particles 
larger than this may be detected as gritty in the mouth. The fine particles are then 
processed in a machine called a conch, which turns the chocolate from a powder, flaky 
or thick dry paste into a free flowing liquid by coating the solid particles with fat. Coating 
with fat ensures that particles can slide past one another both in processing and when 
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chocolate melts in the mouth. Conching also removes some undesirable 
astringent/acidic flavours produced during fermentation and roasting, along with 
allowing further flavour development. Molten chocolate is then tempered (see 2.3.10 
Tempering cocoa butter and chocolate) to attain the βV polymorph of CB (see 2.3.9 
Polymorphism of cocoa butter), which gives chocolate the desired glossy appearance, 
good snap, contraction and enhanced shelf life characteristics. Liquid chocolate is then 
normally poured into moulds or used in an enrober to coat the final product (Beckett, 
2008).  
 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Cocoa pod showing cocoa beans on the inside (Beckett, 2008). 
 
 
2.2.3 World production and consumption of chocolate 
 
The cocoa or cacao tree originated in South and Central America, but is now grown 
commercially in suitable environments between 20° north and 20° south. The three 
major cocoa growing regions are West Africa, South-East Asia, and South America. 
The production of cocoa in individual countries has changed dramatically in recent 
decades due to economic changes as well as pests and diseases. The flavour and fat 
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composition of cocoa varies according to the area of production. In general, the closer 
to the equator the tree is grown, the harder the fat is, i.e. the fat will melt at a higher 
temperature. Hard CB is better for chocolates that will be sold in summer, whereas soft 
CB is preferable for frozen products, such as choc-ices, where the fat is hardened by 
the cold conditions (Beckett, 2008). 
 
The international global sales of chocolate were estimated at US$74 billion in 2006, 
with the Western European region accounting for an estimated 45% of global chocolate 
sales in terms of volume. Figures for consumption of chocolate products in 2006 
revealed Switzerland as the world leader in chocolate consumption at 9.9 kg/person 
with the UK in sixth place, consuming 7.9 kg/person (International Confectionery 
Association, 2007). With chocolate being such a huge industry, there is much interest 
in research that could further our knowledge on the factors which cause chocolate to 
bloom (see 2.4.1 Post production problem of fat bloom) and which cause some fats 
used in chocolate production to be “incompatible” with CB. 
 
 
2.3 Polymorphism and phase behaviour  
 
The physical behaviour of an edible fat is important as it not only determines its 
functionality in food but also affects the food processing conditions. The main fat 
component present in chocolate is CB, which is responsible for the texture, mouth feel, 
melting properties, and gloss of chocolate. The physical properties of chocolate are 
influenced by the composition and polymorphism of CB. Controlling the crystallisation 
behaviour and polymorphic forms of this fat is, therefore, of crucial importance in the 
production and storage of chocolate (Chaiseri and Dimick, 1987; Ziegleder, 1990).  
 
 
2.3.1 Chemical composition of cocoa butter  
 
Like all edible oils and fats, CB is mainly composed of a mixture of TAGs with a small 
quantity of other minor components. A TAG is a triester of glycerol with three fatty acid 
molecules; the general chemical structure of a TAG is shown in Figure 2.3a. Fatty 
acids consist of a hydrocarbon chain of variable length with a carboxylic acid group 
attached to the end. The chain usually has an even number of carbons, with chain 
lengths between 12 and 24 carbons being the most common. A TAG is classed as 
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unsaturated if a C=C double bond exists in at least one of the fatty acid moieties, while 
TAGs that do not contain any double bonds are termed saturated. Double bonds cause 
chains to become kinked, while saturated chains are linear. As kinks make crystal 
packing more difficult, there is a greater tendency for unsaturated fats containing kinks 
to remain liquid. Consequently, fats containing unsaturated bonds have much lower 
melting points than completely saturated fats (Himawan, et al., 2006). 
 
Carbon atoms within fatty acid chains are arranged in a “zigzag” fashion. The 
arrangement of the chains greatly impacts on the way fat crystals pack together, 
thereby influencing the functionality of the fat. The physical properties of TAGs are also 
heavily dependent upon the fatty acid composition (Small, 1986; Himawan et al., 2006). 
Palmitic acid (P), stearic acid (S), and oleic acid (O) account for more than 95% of the 
fatty acids in CB (Galdamez et al., 2009). The molecular structures of these acids are 
depicted in Figures 2.4b-d. 
 
The bulk of CB is composed of the 1,3-disaturated-2-oleoylglycerol type of TAG, 
namely, 1,3-dipalmitoyl-2-oleoylglycerol (POP), 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-3-stearoylglycerol 
(POS), and 1,3-distearoyl-2-oleoylglycerol (SOS) (Chaiseri and Dimick, 1987). The 
exact TAG composition of CB depends on the geographical region of growth along with 
the species of cocoa tree (Podlaha et al., 1984; Chaiseri and Dimick, 1987; Chaiseri 
and Dimick, 1995). Some typical TAG compositions for CB from different geographical 
regions are summarised in Table 2.2. The three main TAGs in CB have very similar 
properties and behaviours to each other and show high miscibility in the solid phase. 
They therefore dominate the crystallisation, polymorphism and phase transformations 
in CB, thus providing chocolate with its unusual textural and other sensory properties 
(Afoakwa et al., 2008a), such as sharp melting in the mouth. Smaller quantities of 
mono- and di-acylglycerides, polar lipids, free fatty acids, and fat-soluble compounds 
are also present in CB (Chaiseri and Dimick, 1987).  
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(a) TAG 
 
 
 
 
(b) Palmitic acid 
 
 
 
 
(c) Stearic acid 
 
 
 
 
(d) Oleic acid 
 
Figure 2.3: (a) General molecular structure of a TAG (R1, R2, and R3 are individual fatty 
acid moieties), and molecular structures of (b) palmitic acid, (c) stearic acid, and (d) oleic 
acid. 
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Table 2.2: TAG composition of CB from various geographical regions (Chaiseri and 
Dimick, 1995). 
 
 
Malaysia Ivory 
Coast 
Ghana Ecuador Dominican 
Republic 
Brazil 
    
% (weight) 
  
PLO 0.4 0.7 1.0 0.5 0.7 0.9 
PLP 1.1 1.7 1.8 1.6 1.8 1.7 
OOO 0.1 0.4 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.7 
POO 11.0 1.8 2.0 2.7 3.8 5.8 
PLS 2.6 3.7 3.6 3.1 4.2 3.9 
POP 12.6 15.0 14.5 14.1 14.6 13.9 
SOO 1.8 2.3 2.8 3.3 4.4 6.7 
SLS 1.6 1.7 2.0 1.6 1.8 2.1 
POS 46.9 46.3 42.8 45.4 42.8 40.2 
PPS 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.6 
SOS 29.8 24.0 26.3 24.8 22.8 21.7 
PSS 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.5 
SAO 0.9 0.8 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.9 
SSS 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 
† P – palmitic; L – linoleic; O – oleic; S – stearic; A – arachidonic.  
 
 
2.3.2 Basic polymorphism of triacylglycerols 
 
Polymorphism describes the ability of molecules to crystallise in more than one 
crystalline form (Timms, 2003). There are three main forms, namely α, β′, and β, 
however, there can be variations within these forms and some fats display other 
polymorphs. TAG molecules can be considered as “three-legged” molecules that pack 
with the acyl chains (“legs”) in one of two configurations, as shown in Figure 2.4 
(adapted from Chapman, 1962). In one configuration, the chains pack in a “chair” 
shape where the acyl chain in the 2 position is alongside the chain on either the 1 or 3 
positions. In the other configuration, a “tuning fork” shape forms where the acyl chain in 
the 2 position sticks out on its own and the chains in the 1 and 3 positions pack 
alongside each other. Both of these configurations naturally pack in a chair-like manner 
and form structures that stack side by side in crystal planes, sometimes at an angle 
(Himawan et al., 2006). 
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                          (a)                                                   (b) 
 
Figure 2.4: TAG molecule in the (a) chair, and (b) tuning fork configurations (adapted 
from Chapman, 1962). 
 
The chain length structure produces a repetitive sequence of the acyl chains involved 
in a unit cell lamella along the long-chain axis. The β and β′-forms can exist as either 
double chain length or triple chain length structures (Figure 2.5a). A double chain 
length structure is usually formed when the chemical properties of the three acid 
moieties are the same or very similar (Jensen and Mabis, 1966; Sato, 2001). In 
contrast, when the chemical properties of one or two of the three chain moieties are 
largely different from the other, a triple chain length structure is formed because of 
chain sorting (Goto et al., 1992; Sato, 2001). The α-form is normally only found to exist 
in a double chain length structure (Himawan et al., 2006). The differences between the 
polymorphic forms become more apparent when considered from above the crystal 
planes; a depiction of the subcell structure from this viewpoint is shown in Figure 2.5b.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.5: (a) Chain-length packing structures in TAGs, and (b) the subcell structures of 
the three most common polymorphs in TAGs (viewed from above the crystal planes) 
(Sato, 1999). 
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Cell structures can be identified by XRD patterns (Hernqvist, 1988; Sato, 1999), where 
the long spacings give information on the repeat distance between crystal planes 
(chain length packing) and the short spacings give information on subcell structure 
(interchain distances). Interchain distances are dependent on how the chains pack 
together and are complicated by the zigzag arrangement of successive carbon atoms 
in the aliphatic chains. Closer packing is achieved when the zigzags of adjacent chains 
are in step with each other (“parallel”) as opposed to out of step (“perpendicular”) 
(Himawan et al., 2006). The main crystal characteristics of the three main polymorphs 
are as follows (Larsson, 1994; Timms, 2003): 
 
• The α-form is characterized by one strong short spacing line in the XRD pattern near 
0.42 nm. The chains are arranged in a hexagonal structure (H), with no angle of tilt and 
are far enough apart for the zigzag nature of the chains to not influence packing. 
 
• The β′-form is characterized by two strong short spacing lines at 0.37-0.40 nm and at 
0.42-0.43 nm. The chain packing is orthorhombic and perpendicular (O⊥), that is, 
adjacent chains are out of step with each other so they cannot pack closely. The chains 
have an angle of tilt between 50° and 70°. 
 
• The β-form is characterized by a strong lattice spacing line at near 0.46 nm and a 
number of other strong lines around 0.36-0.39 nm. This is the densest polymorphic 
form having a triclinic chain packing, in which adjacent chains are in step (“parallel”), 
and thus pack snugly together. The chains also have an angle of tilt between 50° and 
70°. 
 
 
2.3.3 Polymorphic stability 
 
The structural and crystallisation properties of PPP have been well elucidated as a 
model fat substance for studying polymorphic stability (Hernqvist, 1988; Pilarczyk et al., 
2012). This TAG has a homogenous fatty acid composition, i.e., all fatty acid moeities 
are the same. The polymorphs displayed by PPP are generally also shown by other 
fats (Sato, 2001). In PPP, the α form crystallises upon rapid cooling of the melt without 
appreciable undercooling (Blaurock et al., 1988). It is know that upon heating, the α 
form of PPP melts at 45°C but transforms readily into the β′ form (Eads et al., 1992; 
van Miltenburg and ten Grotenhuis, 1999). However, the α form has also been found to 
transform directly to β (Sato, 2001). A change in just one of the fatty acid moieties from 
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the simple PPP TAG, for example in the case of POP, can result in much more 
complicated polymorphic behaviour (Koyano et al., 1989; Sato et al., 1989; Sato, 2001; 
Bayés-García et al., 2013). 
 
All TAGs display monotropic polymorphism i.e., one polymorphic form is always the 
most thermodynamically stable. Transformations occur from the less stable polymorphs 
to the more stable ones given sufficient time (Aquilano and Sgualdino, 2001; Avramov 
et al., 2004). The relative stability of two polymorphs and the driving force for 
transformations between them at constant temperature and pressure are determined 
by their respective Gibbs free energies (G); the polymorph with the lowest Gibbs free 
energy is the most stable. Figure 2.6a shows the Gibbs free energy-temperature 
diagram for the three basic polymorphs in TAGs, which are also the only three TAGs 
found in PPP. Diagrams such as this can be used to map the thermodynamic stability 
of the polymorphs and ascertain ΔG values between phases. The form of the plots 
follows the defining equation for Gibbs free energy as a function of enthalpy (H), 
entropy (S), and temperature (T) which is: 
 
G = H−TS  
 
Due to its monotropic nature, the Gibbs free energy values are largest for the α-form 
(least dense crystal packing), intermediate for the β′-form, and smallest for the β-form 
(most dense crystal packing). This is mainly a consequence of the higher heats of 
fusion of polymorphs with higher melting temperature. Each polymorphic form has its 
own melting temperature, Tm, shown as the intersection points of the G–T curves of the 
polymorphs and the liquid phase (Figure 2.6a).  
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Figure 2.6: (a) Relation between Gibbs free energy (G) and temperature (T) for the three 
main polymorphic forms of TAGs (monotropic polymorphism), and (b) the polymorphic 
transformation pathways in fats involving liquid crystals (adapted from Sato and Ueno, 
2001 in Himawan et al., 2006). 
 
The transformation pathways among the three main polymorphs, shown in Figure 2.6b, 
can be summarised as follows (Sato, 1989; Himawan et al., 2006): 
 
• The three polymorphic forms can all be directly crystallised from the melt. 
 
• Although any polymorph can be returned to the liquid phase by raising the 
temperature above the melting point, interpolymorphic transformations are always 
irreversible (i.e. β cannot transform to β′, and β′ cannot transform to α). 
 
• Two different modes of transformation are possible: (i) transformations within the solid 
state, and (ii) a recrystallisation of the more stable forms after the less stable forms 
have melted. The latter is normally called “melt-mediated transformation”. 
 
• It has been found in some fat systems that a thermotropic liquid crystalline phase 
exists (Figure 2.6b) as a mesophase or intermediate phase which occurs before the 
crystallisation of the polymorphic crystals or during melt-mediated transformation 
(Gibon et al., 1986; Lavigne, et al., 1993; Ueno et al., 1997).  
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2.3.4 Polymorphic and phase behaviour 
 
The polymorphic and phase behaviour of fats is dependent upon composition. Mixing 
different fatty acid moieties in a TAG produces more complex polymorphic behaviour 
(principally the number of observable polymorphs). It follows, therefore, that saturated 
monoacid TAGs are simplest, followed by mixed acid saturated, with mixed acid 
saturated/unsaturated being the most complex (Small, 1986; Sato and Ueno, 2001). 
Different lengths of fatty acids add further complexity to polymorphic behaviour in fat 
systems (Himawan et al., 2006). The next step up in complexity from pure TAG 
systems is binary mixtures. The equilibrium behaviour of binary mixtures of TAGs is 
best illustrated using phase diagrams. For TAG mixtures, two factors are concurrently 
influencing, namely, polymorphism and interactions between the chains. For binary 
mixtures of TAGs, four main types of phase diagrams have been described (Timms, 
1984) (Figure 2.7): 
 
• Monotectic continuous solid solutions are formed only when TAGs are very similar in 
melting point, molecular volume and polymorph (e.g. POS/SOS, SSS/1,2-distearoyl-3-
elaidoylglycerol (SSE), and the α and βʹ forms of PPP/SSS).  
 
• Eutectic systems are the most commonly found and tend to occur when the 
components differ in molecular volume, shape, and polymorph but not greatly in 
melting temperature (e.g. POS/POP, SOS/SSO, and the β forms of PPP/SSS). 
 
• Monotectic partial solid solutions form in preference to a eutectic system if the 
difference in melting temperature of the TAG components is increased; the high 
melting component dissolves a substantial part of the low melting component (e.g. 
PPP/POP). 
 
• Peritectic systems have only been found to occur in mixed saturated/unsaturated 
systems where at least one TAG has two unsaturated acids (e.g. SOS/SOO, 
POP/POO). 
 
Wesdorp et al. (2005) put together a substantial compilation of phase diagrams of 
binary TAG mixtures from the literature and highlighted three critical issues when 
considering such diagrams: (i) the purity of samples used in experiments, (ii) the 
stabilisation procedure used to produce the most stable phase and the standardisation 
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of this procedure, and (iii) kinetic effects interfering with the determination of the 
solidus. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7: The four main types of phase diagram observed with binary mixtures of 
TAGs: (a) monotectic, continuous solid solution, (b) eutectic, (c) monotectic, partial solid 
solution, and (d) peritectic (Timms, 1984). 
 
The main factors influencing phase behaviour of binary TAG mixtures are differences in 
chain length between the TAGs, the degree of saturation and position of the fatty acid 
moieties, and which polymorphs are involved. Different polymorphs often display 
different phase behaviour (Lutton, 1955; Himawan et al., 2006; MacNaughtan et al., 
2006). It has been noted for binary monosaturated TAG mixtures that the metastable α- 
and β′-forms are miscible when the carbon numbers for the fatty acid chains of the 
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TAGs differ by 2 or less, while immiscibility occurs when differences in carbon chain 
lengths of 4 or 6 are present (Takeuchi et al., 2003). 
 
As previously mentioned, the behaviour of TAGs ultimately depends upon the 
molecular structures of the TAGs in the system and how they are able to pack together 
in crystals in the various polymorphic forms available. Incompatibility of TAGs due to 
differences in chain length and degree of saturation leads to immiscibility in the solid 
state. However, in special cases where the molecular shape of TAG components is 
compatible to each other, chain-chain interactions can provoke the formation of 
molecular compounds at a composition of 50/50. This is observed in systems such as 
SOS/OSO (Koyano et al., 1992), SOS/SSO (Engstrom, 1992; Takeuchi et al., 2002), 
POP/PPO (Minato et al., 1997a), and POP/OPO (Minato et al., 1997b). 
 
Molecular compounds consistently form double chain length structures in the 
metastable and stable phases in contrast to the triple chain length structures that are 
found in the stable polymorphs of the pure TAG components (Himawan et al., 2006). 
These molecular compounds also crystallise faster than the pure components of the 
same polymorph (Sato and Ueno, 2001; Takeuchi et al., 2002). The formation of 
molecular compounds can be useful for blending purposes (Koyano et al., 1992; Sato 
and Ueno, 2001). 
 
 
2.3.5 Modelling the solid-liquid equilibria of triacylglycerols 
 
Modelling offers a way of condensing the information contained in the plethora of 
binary phase diagrams for TAGs, into a relatively small number of parameters. These 
models could potentially be extended to describe ternary and higher systems. Despite 
the usefulness of thermodynamic modelling, there has been relatively little work on 
modelling the solid-liquid equilibria of TAG mixtures (Bruin, 1999). In order to 
mathematically describe equilibrium conditions in TAG systems, the effect of 
composition and temperature on the activity coefficients of components must be 
appropriately modelled. This is usually only performed for the solid phase activity 
coefficients as the liquid phase is generally assumed to be ideal. The simplest case is 
in a binary system where there is a large difference in melting points. The high melting 
component essentially forms a pure crystal and both liquid and solid activity coefficients 
are unity (Himawan et al., 2006). An example of a simple binary system would be 
PPP/OOO, where the melting point of pure PPP is ~66-67°C (Norton et al., 1985; Sato 
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and Kuroda, 1987) and the melting point of pure OOO is ~4-5°C (Smith, 2001; 
Ilyasoglu and Ozcelik, 2011). The lowering of the melting point of PPP caused by the 
addition of OOO has been found in previous studies (Rossell, 1967; Hale and 
Schroeder, 1981; Norton et al., 1985; Ng, 1989; Wesdorp et al. (2005). In systems 
such as this, the so-called Hildebrand equation may be utilised (Hildebrand and Scott, 
1962; Timms, 1978):  

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where x is the mole fraction of the high melting component in the liquid phase, ΔHm is 
the melting enthalpy of the high melting component (J mol−1), R is the universal gas 
constant (8.314 J mol−1 K−1), Tm is the melting temperature for the pure high melting 
component (K), and T is the melting temperature of this component in the blend (K). 
 
As the Hildebrand equation assumes that the high melting component forms an ideal 
solution with the low melting component, the identity of the low melting component 
should have no effect on the solubility of the high melting component. While this 
equation may be useful for the ideal case of a simple binary system, natural fats 
contain a wide range of TAG compositions, and the interactions among these TAGs 
may lead to deviations from ideal solution behaviour (Zhou and Hartel, 2006). A 
straight line in a log x versus 1/T plot is suggestive of ideal solubility of fat crystals in oil 
(Awad et al., 2004).  
 
It is well known that fats with a higher melting point have a lower solubility in low 
melting fats, as predicted by the Hildebrand equation (Kloek et al., 2005; Zhou and 
Hartel, 2006). Solubility is modelled as a melting process with a characteristic melting 
enthalpy, followed by a solubilisation process with a characteristic enthalpy of 
dissolution. In an ideal system, the enthalpy of dissolution is zero, meaning that the 
dissolution behaviour is governed only by the melting of the high melting solute in the 
low melting solvent. The implication of this is that there are no molecular interactions 
between the solute and the solvent. While this is not usually the case for fat and oil 
systems, analysis of melting results should indicate if a dissolution process is ideal or 
non-ideal (Ahmadi et al., 2008). Ideal behaviour of high melting fats in low melting fats 
has been reported in previous studies (Wright et al., 2000; Zhou and Hartel, 2006). 
 
Wesdorp et al. (2005) studied the mixing behaviour of TAG mixtures in the liquid phase 
and three different polymorphic forms. It was found that melts of TAG mixtures and 
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solid solutions of α- polymorphs behave as ideal mixtures as long as the difference of 
chain length does not exceed 15 carbon atoms. Forms β′ and β exhibited significantly 
non-ideal behaviour. Based on these findings, a thermodynamic model to describe the 
phase behaviour of multi-component fats was proposed. The excess Gibbs energy for 
all solid phases was successfully fitted using a 3-suffix Margules equation. A drawback 
of this equation is the lack of a rational base for its extension to multicomponent 
systems (Himawan et al., 2006). 
 
All 4 types of binary TAG phase diagram (Figure 2.7) have been well simulated by the 
3-suffix Margules equation (Himawan et al., 2006). Binary interactions parameters of 
various TAG combinations have been documented (Wesdorp et al., 2005) and have 
been used to simulate the SFC of fats containing many TAG components, showing 
reasonably good agreement with experimental data (Bruin, 1999; van Enckevort et al., 
2002a,b; Wesdorp et al., 2005). A similar approach was employed by Rousset et al. 
(1998) to characterise the equilibrium states of binary mixtures of the POS/SOS system 
which was then used to define the crystallisation driving forces for a kinetic study. 
Wesdorp et al. (2005) also attempted to theoretically estimate the binary interaction 
coefficients required in the Margules equation by evaluating the degree of isomorphism 
(Kitaigorodsky, 1973) and lattice distortion and thus produce a predictive model. 
However, reliable correlations were not achieved (Wesdorp et al., 2005; Himawan et 
al., 2006). 
 
If the compositions of fat mixtures are known, thermodynamics should theoretically give 
a firm foundation for predictive models of SFC. By extracting binary interaction 
coefficients between the TAG components in the mixture it is possible to extrapolate to 
ternary and more complex mixtures (Rousset et al., 1998; Bruin, 1999; Wesdorp et al., 
2005). In practice, however, kinetics cannot be ignored due to the often slow process of 
fat crystallisation (van Enckevort et al., 2002a,b) and the presence of metastable 
regions. Yet thermodynamic aspects are critical since equilibrium information of a fat 
mixture will enable the driving force of crystallisation to be quantified and establish a 
benchmark for the kinetic behaviour (Himawan et al., 2006). 
 
 
2.3.6 Nucleation and growth 
 
Crystallisation consists of nucleation and crystal growth but before these processes 
can take place, supersaturation or supercooling of the mother phase must occur 
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(Boistelle, 1988). A solid becomes the thermodynamically stable phase when a melt is 
cooled down below its melting temperature. However, this liquid-solid transition does 
not occur spontaneously (Himawan et al., 2006). The occurrence of a solid phase in its 
early stages requires the two distinct processes of nucleation and crystal growth. 
During nucleation, molecules come into contact, orient and interact to form highly 
ordered structures, called nuclei. Two nucleation induction times may be defined for a 
crystallisation: (i) when the first stable crystal nucleus forms, and (ii) when the first 
crystal has reached an optically detectable size (Walton, 1969). Crystal growth is the 
advancement of the faces of the nuclei resulting in their enlargement (Nawar, 1996). 
Nucleation and crystal growth occur simultaneously, making it difficult to determine the 
kinetics for each process separately (Boistelle, 1988).  
 
 
 
Figure 2.8: (a) Simplified schematic representation of ordering in the liquid state of TAGs 
preceding the formation of a crystalline solid phase (Sato, 1999; Hartel and Kaylegian, 
2001), and (b) energy barrier diagrams for the three main polymorphic forms of a TAG at 
given conditions below their melting temperatures (adapted from Rousset, 2002 in 
Himawan et al., 2006). 
 
It has been postulated that an ordering process of fat molecules into lamellae acts as a 
precursor to the formation of a crystalline solid phase (Sato, 1999; Hartel and 
Kaylegian, 2001) (Figure 2.8a). This process follows a path through transitory states 
that requires energy barriers to be overcome for different polymorphic forms (Rousset, 
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2002) (Figure 2.8b). The finite diffusion rates of molecules in the liquid and solid 
phases and the arrangement and subsequent attachment of molecules onto the 
surface of growing crystals all contribute to the kinetics of the overall process 
(Hollander et al., 2002). Consequently, kinetic factors are as important as 
thermodynamic ones in determining which polymorph will form from the melt and the 
amount, composition, and properties of the crystalline phase (Himawan et al., 2006). 
Sato and Kuroda (1987) found fast, intermediate, and slow kinetics for the nucleation 
induction times of α, β′, and β polymorphs of pure PPP cooled from the melt, 
respectively, reflecting Ostwald's rule whereby nucleation favours the least stable 
polymorphs (Himawan et al., 2006). However, when the temperature of cooling was 
fluctuated around the melting points of α or β′, the nucleation of more stable forms was 
accelerated due to melt-mediated crystallisation (Sato and Kuroda, 1987). 
 
Slow cooling crystallisation is thought to result in differences in composition between 
the outer and inner regions of a crystal (Los et al., 2002a,b; Wesdorp et al., 2005), 
although an extensive search of the literature did not reveal any experimental proof. 
Rapid crystallisation can result in poorly packed crystals (Dafler, 1977; Gibon et al., 
1986; Timms, 1991). The thermal properties of imperfect crystals are significantly 
different from those of well-ordered ones (Himawan et al., 2006). 
 
 
2.3.7 Crystal growth rate and mechanisms 
 
The growth rate from melts can be controlled by either the attachment rate of growing 
units at the crystal surface (surface kinetics) or by the transport of mass to, or heat 
from, the growing surface (Mullin, 2001). The factors affecting the growth of TAGs can 
be grouped into two main categories, namely, factors that are governed by the bulk 
crystal structure and those which are dictated by the nature of the mother phase 
(Aquilano and Sgualdino, 2001); Figure 2.9 shows these relationships schematically. 
The anisotropic nature of TAG crystals results in large differences in growth rate 
between surfaces (Himawan et al., 2006). Rates of crystallisation in fats have been 
found to be higher for less stable forms than more stable forms (Sato and Kuroda, 
1987; Koyano et al., 1989). Malkin (1954) speculated that ΔG for the melt-
crystallisation increases in the order of α, β′, and β, resulting in α having the highest 
crystallisation rate. 
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Figure 2.9: Flow chart showing the interrelationships of factors affecting the morphology 
and growth rate of TAG crystals (Himawan et al., 2006). 
 
 
2.3.8 Morphology of triacylglycerol crystals 
 
The overall morphology or shape of a crystal is fundamentally determined by the 
relative growth rates of different crystal surfaces. The slower the advancement rate of a 
crystal surface, the higher the probability that the surface will have a large surface area 
in the final crystal habit (Himawan et al., 2006). Crystallised TAGs of different 
polymorphs exhibit various morphologies. Under the microscope the α-form produces 
an amorphous mass of very tiny crystals, the β′-form is generally a bulky shape or 
spherulitic, while the β-form is usually a needle shape (Sato and Ueno, 2001). Although 
it is often found that fat crystals grow as spherulites, enormous variations can occur 
depending on the crystallisation conditions, even for the same TAG system (Kellens et 
al., 1992; Himawan et al., 2006).  
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Fats normally crystallise first in the least stable polymorph that is below its melting point 
with the lowest energy barrier (α) and later transform or recrystallise to more stable 
polymorphs (β′ or β) (Himawan et al., 2006). The kinetics of fat crystallisation are 
influenced by composition (e.g. lauric fats have been shown to crystallise rapidly; 
Timms, 1986) and processing conditions (including cooling rate, crystallisation 
temperature, degree and nature of seeding, and mechanical treatment) and must be 
carefully controlled in order that products have the desired characteristics (Hartel, 
1996; Metin and Hartel, 1998). 
 
Processing conditions during crystallisation influences SFC, polymorphism of the solid 
state, and the microstructure of the crystalline network, all of which impact on the 
macroscopic properties of fat, such as hardness (Marangoni and Narine, 2002; Foubert 
et al., 2006). A higher amount of crystallinity leading to harder networks has been 
shown in various studies (de Man, 1964; Haighton, 1976; Campos et al., 2002; 
Braipson-Danthine and Deroanne, 2004). 
 
The final state of the crystal network is also influenced by post crystallisation processes 
occurring during storage. These processes can affect properties such as hardness, 
which often noticeably increases (de Man and de Man, 2001). This increase in 
hardness is due to sintering, i.e. the formation of solid bridges between crystals to form 
a network (de Man and de Man, 2001; Walstra et al., 2001; Ghotra et al., 2002). The 
aforementioned polymorphic transformation towards more stable phases may occur. 
Changes in size distribution via Ostwald ripening may also take place (Aquilano and 
Sgualdino, 2001). 
 
Often, after primary nucleation and subsequent growth begins, secondary nucleation 
can take place simultaneously with crystal growth and ripening. Secondary nucleation 
has been defined as nucleation occurring due to the presence of the growing crystals 
(Myerson, 2002). Polymorphic transformations may occur in the processing stage. 
Transformation into polymorphic forms that give desirable properties is often forced via 
manipulating conditions. For example, shearing and tempering (see 2.3.10 Tempering 
cocoa butter and chocolate) have been applied in CB crystallisation for controlling its 
polymorphism (Bolliger et al., 1998; Bolliger et al., 1999; Stapley et al., 1999; Mazzanti 
et al., 2003; 2005). 
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2.3.9 Polymorphism of cocoa butter 
 
The phase behaviour of CB is very complex and is influenced by composition and 
thermal history. Because of the economic importance of CB and chocolate 
confectionery, there has been much research into the phase behaviour and 
polymorphism of CB. The melting points of CB TAGs and nomenclature from various 
studies are summarised in Table 2.3. In some papers, γ is referred to as sub-α 
because its melting point is below that of α. The nomenclature used in this thesis is that 
of Vaeck (1960) supplemented by that of Wille and Lutton (1966), i.e. in ascending 
order of stability, γ, α, β′III, β′IV, βV, and βVI. 
 
Table 2.3: Classification of CB polymorphs with their respective melting points (°C) as 
defined by various research groups. 
 
Vaeck 
(1960) 
Wille and Lutton 
(1966) 
Chapman et al. 
(1971) 
Lovegren et al. 
(1976) 
van Malssen et al. 
(1996b)  
γ        17 I             17.3 I           melting    VI          13 γ           -5 to +5 
α        23 II            23.3 II           point V           20 α          17-22 
 III           25.5     III       not given IV          23 β2′         
β′       28                20-27 
 IV          27.5 IV          25.6 III          25 β1′ 
 V           33.8 V           30.8 II           30 β2 
β      34-35                29-34 
 VI          36.3 VI          32.2 I            33.5 β1 
 
A distinct melting point is exhibited for each polymorph in CB. This fat is usually hard 
and brittle at temperatures up to 27°C, mostly melts between 27-33°C and is 
essentially completely melted at 35°C (Ali et al., 2001). At sufficiently high 
temperatures, CB is found to be in a quasi-liquid state, with a few high melting point 
form βV or βVI crystallites remaining intact (van Malssen et al., 1999). These high 
melting crystals are composed of tri-saturated TAGs and may exist in liquid CB at 
temperatures as high as 38°C (Loisel et al., 1998). 
 
The definitive study on polymorphism of CB was made by Wille and Lutton (1966), who 
identified six forms using XRD. Confirmation of Wille and Lutton's (1966) results was 
provided by DSC studies by Huyghebaert and Hendrickx (1971). As a result of DSC 
studies, Merken and Vaeck (1980) claimed that form β′III is actually a mixture of forms α 
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and β′IV, and that form βVI is only a form of βV enriched in higher melting TAGs by 
phase separation. However, these authors did not temper samples to develop a 
particular form and instead merely varied the DSC heating rate. Also, Merken and 
Vaeck (1980) used only one sample of CB in their study, whereas Huyghebaert and 
Hendrickx (1971) used 12 samples, and Merken and Vaeck made no attempt to repeat 
the latter's procedures.  
 
The published DSC curves of Merken and Vaeck (1980) relate either to mixtures of 
forms, or forms transforming into other more stable forms, whereas the results of 
Huyghebaert and Hendrickx (1971) mostly show a single peak which can be directly 
related to a particular polymorph. The DSC curves of Huyghebaert and Hendrickx 
(1971) also showed a narrower peak for βVI than for βV, whereas a broader peak would 
be expected if phase separation of higher melting TAGs had occurred. It is likely that 
the procedures used by Merken and Vaeck (1980) did not produce form βVI because 
they failed to provide the long tempering time shown to be necessary by other workers 
(Timms, 1984). Aronhime et al. (1988) also argued that form βVI merely corresponded 
to a phase differing in composition rather than being a separate polymorph. However, 
other studies have confirmed Wille and Lutton's interpretation. For example, electron 
micrographs published by Berger et al. (1979) show the morphology of the six forms 
very clearly. The polymorphs were also characterised by X-ray crystallography and it 
was shown that chocolate which has developed fat bloom has the same crystal 
morphology as CB in form βVI. A study by Loisel et al. (1998) also seemed to confirm 
the existence of six different polymorphs with an apparatus allowing simultaneous 
recording of DSC and XRD. It is now accepted by many researchers that CB TAGs can 
crystallise into six different polymorphic forms.  
 
From the phase-transition scheme of CB crystallising under static isothermal conditions 
(Figure 2.10), it was concluded that the γ phase is very unstable, that α and β′ phases 
are metastable, and that the β phases have the highest stability (van Malssen et al., 
1999). Forms γ, α, and β′III quickly transform into more stable forms. Form βV is a 
relatively stable form found in optimal-tempered chocolate (see 2.3.10 Tempering 
cocoa butter and chocolate), giving glossy appearance, good snap, contraction, and 
resistance to bloom (Beckett, 2008). Form βVI is the most stable and is difficult to 
generate but will form on lengthy storage of chocolate, accompanied by fat bloom (see 
2.4.1 Post production problem of fat bloom) and has crystals experienced as large and 
gritty on the tongue (Afoakwa et al., 2009b).  
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Figure 2.10: Occurrence domains of CB polymorphs examined by dynamic crystallisation 
(van Malssen et al., 1999). 
 
All the phases except the two stable β phases may crystallise from totally molten CB 
(van Langevelde et al., 2001b). Crystallisation of the β phases directly from the melt 
has only been observed either by (i) using the “memory effect” of CB i.e., solidification 
of CB that was heated only a few degrees above its melting point before cooling (van 
Malssen et al., 1996a, 1999), or (ii) by the addition of βVI CB seeds under carefully 
controlled conditions in which case it is possible to produce forms βV (Windhab, 2011) 
and βVI (Giddey and Clerc, 1961; van Langevelde et al., 2001b). 
 
 
2.3.10 Tempering cocoa butter and chocolate 
 
Tempering is a precrystallisation technique whereby chocolate mass is subjected to 
carefully controlled shear-temperature-time parameter combinations in order to induce 
crystallisation of CB in a thermodynamically stable polymorphic form. The tempering 
process produces seed crystals of the form βV polymorph of CB, which enables this 
polymorph to be the dominant form when the tempered chocolate is subsequently 
deposited in moulds and cooled (Talbot, 1994). Form βV is the most desirable 
polymorphic form and gives chocolate a glossy appearance, good snap, contraction, 
and enhanced shelf life characteristics (Beckett, 2008). Chocolate melts over a 
temperature range and the presence of lower polymorphic forms will mean that a 
greater fraction of the CB will be liquid at room temperature, thus affecting texture and 
consumer acceptability (Tewkesbury et al., 2000). 
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The control of crystallisation is critical for texture, melting properties, and other quality 
characteristics (Hartel, 2001). Crystallisation conditions such as thermal history, cooling 
rate, and crystallisation temperature influence the organisation of the crystal network 
and the polymorphic state of the TAG crystals (see 2.3.1 Chemical composition of 
cocoa butter) and, therefore, have a significant impact on the kinetics and physical 
properties of crystallised TAG systems (Pérez-Martínez et al., 2007; Afoakwa et al., 
2008a). Mechanical treatment and composition also influence crystallisation (van 
Malssen et al., 1996b). 
 
Tempering has four key steps, as shown in Figure 2.11 (Talbot, 1999a). Chocolate 
must be heated to at least 50°C to ensure complete melting of the fats, thus avoiding 
any “memory effect” of the CB (van Langevelde et al., 2001a). The molten chocolate is 
then cooled and mixed to induce precrystallisation. After melting and seeding, 
chocolate is normally cooled to around 26 to 29°C (Manning and Dimick, 1985; Loisel 
et al., 1997a; Talbot, 1999a) in order that stable fat crystals can form. Method 2.150(b) 
of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), used for measuring 
the melting properties of fat via NMR, also utilises 26°C and involves a lengthy 40-hour 
stabilisation at this temperature. During this holding stage of tempering, laboratory 
scale studies showed that following nucleation, crystallisation of chocolate was very 
fast at 26.1°C and slower at 30.5°C, while below 26°C, crystallisation was so rapid that 
no induction time was observed (Loisel et al., 1997a). Marangoni and McGauley (2003) 
found that untempered CB cooled from the melt to 26°C may take up to 3 days to 
crystallise in the β′ form, although subsequent transformation to the β form occurred 
within hours. It is important during the crystallisation stage at 26 to 29°C to try to 
achieve a good temper, described by Seguine (1991), “as consisting of the largest 
number of the smallest possible crystals in the right crystalline form”. Overly rapid 
crystallisation induces the formation of metastable forms of CB with the potential to 
cause poor demoulding and induce fat bloom, such as forms β′III and β′IV. The 
chocolate is then heated to around 30°C for milk chocolate or 31-32°C for dark 
chocolate to convert any unstable crystals. 
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Figure 2.11: A typical tempering sequence (Talbot, 1999a). 
 
The correct temper regime during precrystallisation of chocolate is necessary to obtain 
premium quality products and avoid defects in structure and melting character. Well-
tempered chocolate shows better resistance to fat migration, softening, and bloom 
appearance. Both under-tempering (too few seed crystals) and over-tempering (too 
many seed crystals) can cause significant changes to the melting properties of 
chocolate (Afoakwa et al., 2009b). Beckett (2000) explained that the crystallisation 
processes in both untempered and under-tempered chocolates lead to the formation of 
the unstable β′IV polymorph, which later transforms into the more stable βVI polymorph 
during storage. As mentioned previously, tempering is important for gloss, a key quality 
attribute in chocolate. Afoakwa et al. (2008a) found that in under-tempered dark 
chocolates, light scattering was caused by reductions in surface regularity. Over-
tempering caused significant increases in product hardness and stickiness along with 
reduced gloss and darkening of product surfaces. Under-tempering induced fat bloom 
in products with consequential quality defects on texture, colour, and surface gloss. 
Thus, attainment of optimal temper regimes during precrystallisation of dark chocolate 
was central to the desired texture and appearance (Afoakwa et al., 2008a). 
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2.4 Current issues in chocolate production 
 
2.4.1 Post production problem of fat bloom 
 
Fat bloom is a physical defect (beige or dull, greyish-white in colour) that occurs post-
manufacture of chocolate and causes a general dulling of the characteristic surface 
gloss (Bricknell and Hartel, 1998). An example of bloomed chocolates can be seen in 
Figure 2.12. This phenomenon affects both the visual and textural quality of chocolate 
and is a major problem for the confectionery industry post-manufacture (Briones and 
Aguilera, 2005). Fat bloom may appear as marbled, spotted, or uniformly spread 
across the chocolate surface (de Graef et al., 2005). Hartel (1999) explained the 
appearance of fat bloom as recrystallisation of fats from the less stable form β′IV to the 
more stable βVI polymorph, accompanied by changes in light dispersion on surface 
TAG crystals greater than 5 µm in size. The crystallisation processes in both 
untempered and under-tempered chocolates lead to this polymorphic transformation 
occurring during storage (Beckett, 2008). Increases in whiteness in under-tempered 
chocolates post-manufacture have been reported in several studies (Lonchampt and 
Hartel, 2004, 2006; Altimiras et al., 2007; Afoakwa et al., 2008b). Three root causes of 
fat bloom have been identified: compositional factors, incorrect processing, and poor 
storage (Lonchampt and Hartel, 2004). Differences have also been identified, 
depending on whether the fat bloom occurs on plain chocolate or on filled chocolate 
products. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.12: Bloomed (on the left) and unbloomed (on the right) dark chocolate sweets 
(Beckett, 2008). 
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2.4.1.1 Fat bloom on plain chocolate   
 
There are two main groups of theories to describe fat bloom development on plain 
chocolate during storage, namely, phase separation and polymorphic transformation. 
The phase separation theory is explained by the separation of high and low melting 
TAGs in CB, with the high melting TAGs causing fat bloom (Wille and Lutton, 1966; 
Adenier et al., 1993). Insufficient formation of βV may leave a liquid fraction (containing 
high melting TAGs) that is propelled to the surface, particularly if the chocolate has 
cracks and crevices (Hartel, 1999; Beckett, 2008). Once at the surface, the high 
melting TAGs recrystallise and appear as bloom (Bricknell and Hartel, 1998). The 
polymorphic transformation theory is based on a transformation in CB from the β′IV to 
βVI form (Hartel, 1999; Beckett, 2000), or from the βV to βVI form (Bricknell and Hartel, 
1998), resulting in bloom. One or both of these undesirable phenomena, and the 
subsequent appearance of fat bloom, may occur as a result of three temperature 
dependant situations. Firstly, if chocolate is untempered or under-tempered (Seguine, 
1991; Beckett, 2000), and secondly, if chocolate is cooled too quickly after the 
tempering process (Kleinert, 1961), it will bloom due to a lack of formation of stable βV 
crystals and a subsequent formation of unstable polymorphs, which then recrystallise 
to give bloom. The third situation is caused by high or fluctuating storage temperatures 
post-manufacture, which may result in melting and subsequent unstable 
recrystallisation of the CB along with solid state transformation of CB from the βV to βVI 
form, resulting in bloom (Timms, 1984; Schlichter-Aronhime and Garti, 1988; Cebula 
and Ziegleder, 1993). Even small temperature fluctuations during storage can decrease 
the induction time for fat bloom and increase its rate of formation (Hettich, 1966; 
Lonchampt and Hartel, 2004; Rousseau, 2006). 
 
Initially, fat bloom crystals arise on the surface of chocolate only at specific locations, 
which Sonwai and Rousseau (2008) have divided into two categories: (i) pre-existing 
surface crystals that act as templates for larger bloom-causing crystals, and (ii) 
amorphous, welled regions (referred to as ‘cones’) that solidify with age and act as loci 
for subsequent crystal outcrops. Fat bloom beginning only at specific locations would 
suggest that a chocolate’s microstructural heterogeneity is responsible for distinct 
surface fat crystallisation pathways (Sonwai and Rousseau, 2010). 
 
While the appearance of fat bloom is as a result of the formation of βVI, the formation of 
βVI may not automatically lead to bloom (Smith et al., 2007). Bricknell and Hartel (1998) 
stated that the onset of formation of the βVI polymorph of CB was not the “cause” of 
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visual bloom formation, but rather was one of the consequences. Chocolate may 
appear bloom-free while still containing significant quantities of the βVI polymorph 
(Bricknell and Hartel, 1998). 
 
 
2.4.1.2 Fat bloom and migration in multi-component products  
 
The chocolate confectionery market is dominated by multi-component products where 
two or more fat phases are in contact (Galdamez et al., 2009). These products have a 
greater tendency to bloom than plain chocolate. The onset of fat bloom is caused by 
migration of lipid from the filling into the chocolate coating. Fat migration can lead to a 
significant loss of quality and limit product shelf life (Smith et al., 2007; Galdamez et al., 
2009). The development of fat bloom occurs when migrated fats recrystallise on the 
surface of the chocolate (Ziegleder, 1997). 
 
Soft centred fillings are generally high in liquid fats with a different TAG composition to 
CB, such as HZ (de Graef et al., 2005). When two fat phases of differing composition 
are in contact, migration of lipids between the phases is likely to occur, driven by TAG 
concentration gradients between the phases (de Graef et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2007). 
The factors that influence fat migration and its effects include contact area, ratio of the 
two fat phases, SFCs, fat level and non-fat solid particles, particle size, viscosity, 
storage temperature, and fat type. Chocolate products commonly affected by fat 
migration are those with nut or cream based centres, and coated biscuits or wafers 
(Smith et al., 2007). Migration of TAGs occurs via the liquid phases of adjacent fats and 
can be intense in the direction from the filling into the chocolate, while weaker diffusion 
from the CB of the chocolate layer into the filling will also occur (de Graef et al., 2005). 
This differing of diffusion rates occurs because fat migration normally involves the 
movement of softer fats (containing more liquid) into harder ones (Talbot, 1990; Timms, 
2003). 
 
Quality reduction caused by fat migration can be exhibited in many ways. Softening of 
the chocolate occurs while the centre often becomes harder, resulting in a loss of 
texture contrast between the two components. If the migration from the filling to 
chocolate coating is more rapid than in the reverse direction, there is a consequent 
swelling of the chocolate. The chocolate may also show discolouration. The increase in 
the liquid fat content of the chocolate can increase the rate of fat bloom formation on 
the chocolate surface (Smith et al., 2007). If the TAGs that migrate into the chocolate 
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are incompatible with CB, additional softening occurs (over and above that expected by 
dilution) due to a eutectic effect (Rossell, 1973; Paulicka, 1986; Herzing, 1989; Timms, 
2002). This effect occurs when two or more incompatible fats are mixed together with 
the resultant mixture having a lower melting point and lower SFC than any of the 
individual pure fats. The eutectic effect enhances liquid fat movement throughout the 
chocolate matrix (Talbot, 1999b). This further increase in the liquid fat content of the 
chocolate can also further increase the rate of, or trigger fat bloom formation (Smith et 
al., 2007). The eutectic effect is distinct from the softening and lowering of SFC caused 
by dilution. For example, when HZ or almond oil (both of which are liquid at room 
temperature) are added to CB, no eutectic can be observed as the CB is “simply 
diluted” in those liquid oils (Zeng et al., 2002; Lonchampt and Hartel, 2004). 
 
As fat mixing is taking place, the equilibrium between solid and liquid phases in each 
fat is disturbed with the consequence that some of the previously solid material may 
dissolve in the new liquid phase and migrate (Ziegler and Szlachetka, 2005; Smith et 
al., 2007). For example, mono-unsaturated TAGs from the CB may dissolve in the 
liquid fat and migrate to the chocolate surface, where they crystallise (Ziegleder, 1997). 
According to Ziegleder (1997), it is a combination of crystallisation of the di- or tri-
unsaturated TAGs of the filling and crystallisation of the mono-unsaturated TAGs of the 
CB that causes fat bloom.  
 
Smith et al. (2007) demonstrated that even small additions (1%) of HZ to CB increased 
the transformation rate of βV to βVI but that for each extra percent this effect decreased 
with higher levels of addition. There was less of a difference in transformation rates 
between different levels of HZ as the temperature was increased, emphasising 
temperature as an important factor in polymorphic transformation. Using model filled 
chocolates, the authors also found that even low levels of migration of HZ increased 
the rate of formation to βVI in CB. Polymorphic transformation was linked to the degree 
of migration of nut oil from the filling, with CB closer to the filling experiencing greater 
degrees of migration of HZ and faster transformation (Smith et al., 2007). 
 
It has been suggested that migration may also be due to capillary rise (Aguilera et al., 
2004; Marty et al., 2005), whereby liquid oil is drawn into pores or holes in the solid fat 
matrix (Smith et al., 2007). Capillary theory postulates that higher migration rates occur 
through bigger capillaries (at short times), reaching asymptotic levels with long storage 
periods (Aguilera et al., 2004). Afoakwa et al. (2009a) seemed to confirm this theory in 
a study where product containing the largest particle size (50 µm) showed the fastest 
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fat bloom rate, while product containing the smallest particle size (18 µm) showed the 
least bloom formation. The authors suggested that the presence of larger pores and 
crevices in products with 50 µm particle sizes may have facilitated movement of 
recrystallised fat through them onto the surface of the product, suspected to be due to 
hydrodynamic forces by capillary action. The flocculated network provided by higher 
inter-particle interaction in the 18 µm particle size product may have interfered with the 
migration of recrystallised fat onto the product surface and consequently reduced their 
rate of bloom development (Afoakwa et al., 2008c; Afoakwa et al., 2009a). Conversely, 
in a previous study into bloom development in model bars made of sand particles and 
CB, Altimiras et al. (2007) found that bars made with the smallest sand particle fraction 
showed the highest fat migration and the biggest change in whiteness index (a 
measurement of surface colour). However, it is likely that the sand particles used in the 
study of Altimiras et al. (2007) did not provide the same inter-particle interaction 
observed in the samples used by Afoakwa et al. (2009a). 
 
Heating and partly melting CB reduces its density, in other words, the same amount of 
CB occupies a greater volume. Altimiras et al. (2007) suggested that density difference 
was the main driving force in fat migration and, therefore, a key factor in bloom 
development. This result was in agreement with a previous study where the authors 
had concluded that an increase in volume when CB melts should force liquid towards 
the surface through pores and cracks (Loisel et al., 1997b). 
 
While the exact mechanism of fat migration has yet to be established (Aguilera et al., 
2004), this phenomenon is probably due to a combination of diffusion and capillary rise 
mechanisms (Guiheneuf et al., 1997). There are ways of reducing bloom triggered by 
fat migration. One way is to try to stop fat migrating into the chocolate by having 
another harder fat that either forms a layer inside the chocolate shell or forms a 
sponge-like system within the centre. Another way is to add an anti-bloom fat to the 
chocolate or to the centre, from where it migrates together with the oil. Anti-bloom fats 
are reportedly able to slow down the form βV to form βVI transition (Beckett, 2008). 
Compositions of anti-bloom fats are commercially sensitive and tend not to be given in 
research papers. 
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2.4.2 Incompatible fats and oils 
 
In general, the more dissimilar the fatty acid composition of two blended fats, the 
stronger the melting point depression and the softer the fat blend (Herzing, 1989). 
According to Dimick and Manning (1987), an increase in the amount of liquid phase 
results in softer chocolate. The SFC depends not only on temperature but also on the 
presence of other fats. Fats such as peanut or HZ, common ingredients in filled 
chocolates, have high levels of low melting point TAGs that can dissolve the crystals in 
CB (Galdamez et al., 2009). The solubility of a high melting fat in oil affects 
crystallisation kinetics, melting point, and sensory attributes such as texture (Humphrey 
and Narine, 2005; Zhou and Hartel, 2006). As mentioned in the previous section, Smith 
et al. (2007) demonstrated that even small additions (1%) of HZ to CB increased the 
transformation rate of βV to βVI. A low melting fraction in CB was also shown to speed 
up the rate of transformation to form βVI (Lovegren et al., 1976), while the addition of 
olive oil to CB has been shown to increase polymorphic transformation rates (Lovegren 
et al., 1976; Cruickshank and Biol, 1979). At each temperature and composition for a 
fat, there is a maximum amount of the solid phase that is soluble in the liquid phase 
(Galdamez et al., 2009). This equilibrium phase behaviour may be described by a 
phase diagram (see 2.3.4 Polymorphic and phase behaviour).  
 
Increased molecular mobility in the crystallising phase was postulated by Pérez-
Martínez et al. (2007) as a reason for an increase in transformation from βʹ to β in a 
CB/canola oil blend, especially at lower concentrations of CB (30 and 45%). It is not 
entirely clear from this study whether increased “molecular mobility” in the crystallising 
phase refers to an increase in the likelihood of a TAG going through a solid-solid or 
melt-mediated transformation. An increase in transformation from βʹ to β in this study 
was not seen at concentrations of 60% CB or above in canola oil or for a CB/soybean 
oil blend at all concentrations (formation of β was comparable with the pure CB sample 
in both cases); the authors suggested the former was caused by an increase in 
interfacial viscosity of the crystallising phase limiting molecular mobility, while the latter 
may have been due to the limited molecular interactions between the TAGs of the CB 
and the TAGs of the soybean oil, resulting in no effect on the molecular mobility at the 
crystallising interface (Pérez-Martínez et al., 2007). The OOO TAG is the most 
abundant TAG present in peanut oil (Jakab et al., 2002; Tuberoso et al., 2007), HZ 
(Parcerisa, et al., 2000; Benitez-Sánchez et al., 2003), olive oil (Jakab et al., 2002; 
Tuberoso et al., 2007), and canola oil (Byrdwell and Neff, 2004), while in soybean oil 
the major TAGs are trilinolein (LLL), 1,2-dilinoleoyI-3-oleoylglycerol (LLO), and 1,2-
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dilinoleoyl-3-palmitoylglycerol (LLP) (Pérez-Martínez et al., 2007). Campos et al. (2010) 
suggested that LLL promotes polymorphic transformations in CB, partly because it 
increases the volume fraction of liquid in the system, thus decreasing viscosity and 
enhancing molecular mobility. The authors observed this effect with a concentration as 
low as 1% LLL in CB, which was not found by Pérez-Martínez et al. (2007). Also in 
contradiction to Pérez-Martínez et al. (2007), it was suggested that limited molecular 
compatibility with LLL was what actually accelerated polymorphic transformations into 
the stable β form in CB (Campos et al., 2010). However, these results of Campos et al. 
(2010) were from experiments holding samples at ambient temperatures for 24 hours 
or more, while the results of Pérez-Martínez et al. (2007) were achieved after remelting 
samples that had been cooled to -50°C from the melt. 
 
So, mixing of so-called incompatible fats is generally associated with undesirable 
results, such as migration of oils into chocolate resulting in the appearance of fat 
bloom. However, adding these fats together may, in some cases, give desirable 
results. Frazier and Hartel (2010) stated that fat migration appeared to be the primary 
factor in controlling bloom on chocolate chips baked in cookies. Normally when 
chocolate is completely melted and allowed to solidify without tempering it will display 
fat bloom within a day or two. However, this is not the case with chocolate chips baked 
in cookies, even though the chips melt during baking. Chocolate chips baked in cookies 
solidify without tempering yet bloom is rarely observed in this product.  
 
Frazier and Hartel (2010) found that in baked chocolate chip cookies, the amount of 
visible fat bloom on the chocolate chips decreased with increased fat content of the 
cookie dough. As can be seen from Figure 2.13, bloom is clearly visible on cookies 
made with 14% palm oil shortening (Figure 2.13a), while bloom appears to be inhibited 
on cookies made with 20% palm oil shortening (Figure 2.13b). Chocolate chips that 
were not sufficiently surrounded by cookie dough during baking displayed more bloom 
than chips fully enveloped by dough in the same cookie. Cookie dough made with high 
levels of butter, palm oil shortening, peanut oil or olive oil demonstrated a protective 
effect against bloom in chocolate chips post-baking. This protective effect was not seen 
when the cookie dough was made using CB. The authors concluded that fat migration 
from the cookie dough appeared to be the primary factor in controlling bloom on 
chocolate chips baked in cookies. Most of this fat migration is likely to occur when the 
chocolate chips are melted during baking, so the chocolate resolidifies with a different 
fat composition than before baking. Upon cooling after baking, the CB apparently 
recrystallises in a way that prevents bloom appearing (Frazier and Hartel, 2010). 
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However, polymorphic forms were not reported in this study and, consequently, the 
exact mechanism of bloom inhibition is difficult to explain. 
 
     
             (a)                                                         (b) 
 
Figure 2.13: Cookies made with (a) 14% palm oil shortening showing fat bloom, and (b) 
20% palm oil shortening appearing free from fat bloom (Frazier and Hartel, 2010). 
 
The profiles of TAGs of chocolate chips taken from cookies made with palm oil 
shortening indicated that the oil had migrated from the cookie dough into the chips 
while CB had migrated out of the chips. This migration was greater in cookies made 
with higher amounts of fat. Additionally, the liquid oils used in the study did not need to 
be added at the same level as the solid fats in order to inhibit bloom. Palm oil 
shortening and butter cookies required ~17-18% fat in the cookie dough to inhibit 
bloom, while peanut oil and olive oil cookies required ~11% fat to inhibit bloom. The 
liquid oils were already liquid at room temperature and had a lower SFC than the solid 
fats, meaning that the oils probably migrated more readily and did not require initial 
melting, which may have led to greater total migration. The authors stated that bloom 
was completely inhibited on chocolate chips baked in cookies with high fat levels in the 
cookie dough. However, bloom inhibition post-baking of conventional chocolate chip 
cookies was not reported beyond 10 days of storage at 20°C (Frazier and Hartel, 
2010). 
 
According to EU Chocolate Directive 2000/36/EC, six vegetable fats (illipe, palm oil, 
sal, shea, kokum gurgi, and mango kernel) may be used, at up to 5% (weight) in 
chocolate (Wilson, 1999; Stewart and Kristott, 2004). However, migration is one way of 
adding oils other than these six into chocolate without contravening legislation. 
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2.4.3 Rapid cooling techniques   
 
Chocolate is normally cooled in a slow controlled way after the tempering process to 
ensure that the CB sets in the correct crystalline form. Cooling chocolate too quickly 
after tempering is associated with the formation of unstable polymorphs and a 
subsequent development of fat bloom. However, the traditional cooling tunnels used in 
chocolate manufacturing are disadvantageous in terms of their consumption of time, 
space, and energy. Several patents exist making use of rapid to aggressive cooling 
regimes to set chocolate (Aasted, 1993, Demmer et al., 2002, Willcocks et al., 2002). 
Demmer et al. (2002) describes a process by which liquid chocolate mass is subjected 
to tempering, supercooling and press-forming through an extrusion die and cooled 
stamps. Willcocks et al. (2002) make use of rapid cooling using increased convective 
heat transfer coefficients and/or low operating temperatures.  
 
The Frozen Cone process, patented by Aasted, is designed to reduce the complexity of 
shell moulding; the principle is illustrated in Figure 2.14. With this technique, the 
chocolate is still tempered before it comes into contact with the frozen plunger. The 
Aasted system operates at -15°C to -21°C (Aasted, 1997) and the manufacturer’s claim 
that solidifying the chocolate rapidly actually gives resistance to fat bloom. However, 
this “resistance to bloom” could in part be due to the uniformity of the chocolate shells 
produced. Cold-formed chocolate shells have an even wall thickness, which results 
from the controlled gap between cone and form. A traditionally moulded chocolate shell 
has thick and thin areas, which are created during the turning-over of the mould, 
because the surface tension forces unevenly affect the chocolate that pours out 
(Walker and Beckett, 2009). In some trials, traditionally moulded pralines were found to 
develop fat bloom earlier than cold-formed ones, probably because the migrating filling 
oil penetrates faster through the thin areas of the shell (Boehme et al., 2003; Ziegleder, 
et al., 2004).  
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Figure 2.14: The Aasted Frozen Cone technique used for the rapid cooling of chocolate 
(Aasted FrozenCone® technology, 2016). 
 
It seems counterintuitive that very cold temperatures do not cause the fat to set in its 
unstable crystalline form and so rapidly form bloom. According to Walker and Beckett 
(2009), this may also be partly due to the short time of contact, with only the surface 
reaching the very low temperatures. The bulk of the fat present remains liquid and has 
to lose its latent and some specific heat in order to set. This heat must pass through 
the surface made by the plunger as the mould, if plastic, is largely an insulator. In 
passing through this surface the temperature will rise and convert the unstable crystals 
into a stable form (Walker and Beckett, 2009). 
 
 
2.5 Conclusions 
 
In products such as chocolates and spreads, low melting oils are often added to high 
melting fats, which affects the crystallisation kinetics, polymorphic behaviour, and 
melting point of the product. Adding oils to fats softens a product, changing its texture, 
appearance, and mouthfeel. There is also a risk of fat migration and fat bloom in filled 
chocolates, and a subsequent deterioration of the visual and textural qualities of 
product. Previous findings on CB and oil have shown that increases in liquid fat in 
chocolate both promote and inhibit fat bloom. Studies into simpler fat systems have 
revealed both ideal and non-ideal behaviour in the liquid phase. Clearly, there remains 
contradictions and serious gaps in our understanding of fat systems. Given the 
economic importance of chocolate, there is great interest in research that could further 
our knowledge on the factors which cause chocolate to bloom and which cause some 
fats used in chocolate production to be “incompatible” with CB.  
 
Cooling chocolate too quickly after tempering is associated with the formation of 
unstable polymorphs and a subsequent development of fat bloom. However, rapid 
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cooling techniques, such as the Aasted Frozen Cone, have been used in recent years 
to set chocolate, seemingly with some success in giving resistance to fat bloom. It 
seems counterintuitive that very cold temperatures do not cause the fat to set in an 
unstable crystalline form with a subsequent development of bloom. A few explanations 
for this phenomenon have been postulated but the exact mechanisms are not fully 
understood. 
 
Hence, this project seeks to find a more fundamental understanding of the factors 
which govern the compatibility and crystallisation of fats and oils in chocolate and other 
confectionery products. Phase and crystallisation behaviour of fat systems will be 
examined, along with looking into the effects of processing conditions such as cooling 
rate and hold temperature. This project primarily makes use of HSM (relatively unused 
in fat studies to date) to visually observe the crystallisation, melting, and polymorphic 
transformation behaviour of fat mixtures. Initial work concentrates on a simple binary 
system before moving on to a more complex system of CB and HZ (a common 
ingredient in filled chocolates), a system more applicable to the real world of 
confectionery manufacture. Adding to knowledge of the fundamentals of nucleation 
rates, crystal growth, and polymorphic transformations in fat systems, along with 
understanding the effect of temperature, would assist in controlling and optimising 
processing and storage conditions of fat-based products.  
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3.1 Materials 
 
The fats and oils used in this study were PPP, OOO (both ≥99% purity, purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, U.K.), POP (≥99% purity, kindly provided by Unilever Research 
Colworth, Sharnbrook, U.K.), CB, and HZ (kindly supplied by Nestlé Product 
Technology Centre, York). 
 
 
3.2 Hot stage microscopy 
 
3.2.1 Introduction 
 
The HSM technique is relatively unused in the field of fat crystallisation. Optical 
microscopy has been used previously to estimate percent SFC and extract fractal 
information (Narine and Marangoni, 1999; Tang and Marangoni, 2006), to measure 
crystallisation rates (Himawan et al., 2007), and to measure growth rates (Kellens et 
al., 1992; Nguyen et al., 2014) during crystallisation. Polarising microscopy has also 
been used to study fat crystallisation but this technique does not capture optical images 
(Koyano et al., 1989). One of the advantages of optical microscopy is that you can see 
exactly when nucleation and crystal growth are taking place, which is something that 
cannot be done with more traditional techniques, for example, DSC. A DSC 
thermogram may show that crystallisation is taking place but is unable to separate 
nucleation and growth, which occur simultaneously in a system. Melting and 
recrystallisation may occur concurrently during heating, and so all but the final melting 
point within a fat system may be difficult to ascertain with DSC. Small heat changes 
may be difficult to detect using DSC if too large a sample size or scanning rate is used. 
These issues may result in a set of false liquidus and solidus points in phase diagrams. 
Another method of characterising the equilibrium condition between crystalline and 
liquid fat is the temperature point of zero solid fat as measured by NMR. However, 
NMR readings are notoriously inaccurate at SFC levels of a few percent (Zhou and 
Hartel, 2006) as the NMR signal responds to the liquid rather than the solid in the 
sample.  
 
A computational method for extracting nucleation rate and crystallisation growth data 
from a sequence of HSM images has been developed by Stapley et al. (2010). The 
algorithm subtracts greyscale pixel values in corresponding positions on successive 
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images, thereby locating pixels relating to new growth which are then either assigned 
to newly nucleated crystals or digitally “grown” onto existing crystals. Thus, the 
algorithm tracks the natural processes of nucleation and growth. Subtracting 
successive images from each other also helps to overcome the problem of background 
noise. These difference images can then be thresholded to produce a binary 
(black/white) map of “new” pixels. The binary maps show the appearance of newly 
crystallised material. The result is a series of maps that identify pixels with specific 
crystals by an assigned number (label) which remains the same for each crystal from 
image to image, thereby enabling the growth of any crystal to be tracked. The crystal-
maps can be visualized by representing each number by a different colour. An example 
of a source image along with the corresponding colour crystal map can be seen in 
Figure 3.1. These maps are analysed by computer to extract unimpinged crystal size 
and number information, and hence provide crystal growth rate, nucleation rate, solid 
fraction data, and crystal size distributions. 
 
The two-dimensional particle size maps that can be created from imaging methods 
have particular uses for characterising crystals which have a high aspect ratio (Larsen 
et al., 2006), and it also allows for the possibility of polymorph determination without 
relying on additional methods such as XRD or infrared spectroscopy (Calderon De 
Anda et al., 2005; Li et al., 2006). The static nature of the system and thin sample 
geometry used does mean that mass transfer in the liquid phase will be almost purely 
diffusive rather than convective (self-diffusion coefficients of TAGs have previously 
been measured by Callaghan and Jolley (1980)). This is clearly a very different fluid 
mechanical environment to that found in most process equipment such as stirred tank 
crystallisers or scraped surface heat exchangers where large shear forces are typical, 
convective mass transfer is significant, and growth in three dimensions can occur. 
However, this technique can still provide useful information about nucleation and 
crystal growth and there are many instances in food processing whereby crystals do 
form in an almost static environment (Stapley et al., 2009). 
 
Following crystallisation of samples, re-melting may also be observed under the 
microscope. Melting temperature ramp is of crucial importance; too slow and there is 
the risk of polymorphic transformation (although this can also provide important data), 
too fast and thermal lag may occur i.e., the temperature of the sample will not be the 
same as shown on screen. 
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                            (a) 
 
 
                            (b) 
 
Figure 3.1: (a) Source image and (b) corresponding crystal-map for the crystallisation of 
POP TAGs at 23°C. The width of each image corresponds to 0.3 mm. 
 
 
3.2.2 Experimental methodology 
 
Optical microscopy was carried out using a Linkam THMS600 variable temperature 
stage (Linkam Instruments, Tadworth, U.K.) with an Olympus BX43F microscope 
(Olympus Microscopy, Essex, U.K.) coupled to a Q Imaging Retiga-2000R digital 
camera (Q Imaging, Surrey, Canada) and Linksys 32 software data capture system 
(Linkam Instruments, Tadworth, U.K.); the set-up can be seen in Figure 3.2. Fat 
samples were melted and held at 60°C (for POP and CB samples) or 80°C (for PPP 
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samples) for 30 min, after which an aliquot (~1.5 mg) was transferred, using a pre-
heated spaluta, to a circular glass slide of 16 mm diameter. The glass slide was then 
transferred to the Linkam hot stage (a close up of the stage can be seen in Figure 3.3) 
and held at 60°C (for POP and CB samples) or 80°C (for PPP samples) for 10 min to 
obtain a uniform melt and erase any “crystal memory”. Towards the end of this 10 min 
hold, a coverslip (13 mm in diameter) was placed concentrically on top of the sample 
and gently tapped to remove any air bubbles and also to provide a reasonably uniform 
sample thickness of ~10 μm. The melted sample was then cooled at a given rate 
(50°C/min in most experiments) by flowing liquid nitrogen through the stage to an 
isothermal holding temperature. Samples were held isothermally (normally for 60 min 
or until crystals had grown sufficiently large) and then melted using a given 
temperature ramp (1°C/min in most experiments).  
 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Set up for the HSM technique used in this study. 
 
Images (1600 x 1260 pixels) were captured automatically at regular time intervals 
(depending on which data were being sought) throughout the crystallisation and 
melting periods. The images were scaled by taking an image of a graticule at the same 
magnification. Images were analysed using MATLAB (MathWorks, Cambridge, U.K.) 
as per the method of Stapley et al. (2010) to produce induction times and growth rates, 
while melting points were determined visually. Induction times for nucleation were 
taken as the time where the first crystal was optically detected by the algorithm in the 
collected images. Melting temperature was taken when the last visible crystal melted. 
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Samples were reused for further experiments on the same day after melting out again 
at 60°C (for POP and CB samples) or 80°C (for PPP samples) for 10 min. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Close up of the temperature controlled stage with the lid off (circular glass 
slide and cover slip are 16 mm and 13 mm in diameter, respectively). 
 
The quantity of sample used on the glass slide was important for successful 
crystallisation experiments. In a previous study by Stapley et al. (2010), a quantity of 
~1 mg was used for HSM experiments. The authors noted that as high solid fractions 
were reached, voids appeared on the images marked by a strong meniscus. This 
happened as a result of the higher density of the solid phase occupying a smaller 
volume than the mother liquid phase. This volume reduction was accompanied by flows 
of liquid into the image area from the rest of the sample, which can cause problems for 
data collection, especially if the movement is excessive. However, once a section of 
fluid became isolated from this means of supply, by becoming completely surrounded 
by solid crystals, it then was susceptible to forming voids (Stapley et al., 2009). The 
formation of these voids obviously disrupts the crystallisation process where they meet 
a growing crystal interface, and so data collection should be stopped at this point. The 
issue of voids appearing was encountered in the current study, although not very often. 
If ~1 mg of sample or below was used, voids were more likely to appear, impinging on 
the crystals and interfering with growth. However, a sample of 2 mg or above was likely 
to leak out the side of the slide. Using an aliquot of ~1.5 mg was found to give less of 
the issues mentioned above. 
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3.3 Differential scanning calorimetry 
 
3.3.1 Introduction 
 
The DSC technique gives information about the temperatures and energy associated 
with fusion and crystallisation, melting, phase behaviour, polymorphic transformations, 
and data to estimate SFC (Tan and Che Man, 2000). There are two types of DSC 
techniques available, namely, heat flux and power compensated; a heat flux DSC 
instrument was used in this research. Both techniques measure the energy necessary 
to maintain a near zero temperature difference between a sample material and an inert 
reference material, as both materials are put through identical temperature profiles at 
controlled rates. Heat flux DSC uses the same furnace to heat the sample and the 
reference, both of which are connected by a lowresistance heat flow path (a metal 
disc). Differences in the temperature of the sample relative to the reference are 
recorded and described as enthalpy or heat capacity change in the sample. Power 
compensated DSC uses separate, identical furnaces for both sample and reference. 
The temperatures of both materials are forced to be identical by varying the power 
input to both furnaces; the energy required to do this is a measure of enthalpy or heat 
capacity changes in the sample relative to the reference. 
 
Care must be taken when interpreting DSC results which are plotted on curves referred 
to as DSC thermograms. More than one transformation may occur at a given moment 
within a fat system but separating them upon analysis of a DSC thermogram may be 
difficult. For example, nucleation and crystal growth occur simultaneously in a system 
(Foubert et al., 2005), while melting and recrystallisation may occur concurrently during 
heating. Several weak, broad and overlapping transitions have been found for 
chocolate and other foods (de Meuter et al., 1999; Verdonck et al., 1999).  
 
During chocolate manufacture, the crystalline state and solid/liquid ratio of the fats 
present are important in determining the quality of finished products. The DSC 
technique has been used for many years as a way of studying the melting and 
crystallisation behaviour of confectionery fats, CB, and pure TAGs. The technique 
measures changes in the fundamental quantity of energy that reflect specific heat 
capacity and changes of phase in materials. Energy measurements may be obtained 
when heating or cooling samples, or in the case of crystallisation studies, when 
samples are heated, cooled, and then maintained at a specific temperature. Peaks on 
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DSC graphs corresponding to latent heat have been observed in temperature ranges 
relating to melting of specific polymorphs (McFarlane, 1999). Such data may be used 
to predict sensory character along with mechanical and rheological properties of 
chocolate, and confectionery shelf life (Hartel, 2001). 
 
After a DSC run, peak areas must be integrated in order to convert DSC crystallisation 
and melting peaks into sigmoid crystallisation curves representing the amount of heat 
released or absorbed as function of time. The amount of heat change at a given time t 
(ΔHt0−t), is calculated by taking the area enclosed by a baseline and the peak between 
t0 (the start point of crystallisation or melting) and t. The relative amount of heat change 
at time t is calculated by taking the ratio of ΔHt0−t and the total heat of the reaction, ΔH, 
the latter being the integration of the peak between t0 and te (the end point of 
crystallisation or melting). 
 
Crystallisation and melting temperatures observed during DSC runs are often 
discussed in the following terms: onset temperature (Tonset) corresponds to the 
temperature at which a specific crystal form starts to crystallise or melt; peak 
temperature (Tpeak), is where the rate of transformation is greatest; and end 
temperature (Tend), indicates the completion of solidification or liquefaction; all these 
data are related to the crystal type. These temperatures, along with enthalpy of melting 
(ΔHm), are normally calculated automatically by the software. Peak height, position, 
and resolution are dependent on sample composition and crystalline state distribution 
(McFarlane, 1999). 
 
 
3.3.2 Experimental methodology 
 
Measurements were carried out using a TA Instruments DSC Q10 model with a TA 
Instruments DSC refrigerated cooling system FC100DXOTA model (TA Instruments, 
New Castle, U.S.A.), using nitrogen as a purge gas. Samples were analysed using a 
TA Universal Analysis 2000 programme (TA Instruments, New Castle, U.S.A.). The 
DSC instrument was calibrated using an indium standard. 
 
Fat samples were melted and held at 60°C (for POP and CB samples) or 80°C (for 
PPP samples) for 30 min after which an aliquot of ~1 mg (for POP and CB samples) or 
~5 mg (for PPP samples) was loaded onto the middle of an aluminium pan using a 
small pre-heated spatula and the pan hermetically sealed. An empty sealed aluminium 
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pan was used as a reference. The same temperature profiles were used as for the 
HSM experiments. Thermograms were analysed using the TA Universal Analysis 2000 
programme (TA Instruments, New Castle, U.S.A.). End-point melting temperatures 
were identified at the point where the thermogram was adjudged to have returned to 
the baseline. Peak melting temperatures were also noted. 
 
 
3.4 Nuclear magnetic resonance 
 
3.4.1 Introduction 
 
The NMR technique may be used to determine the SFC of a fat sample. This technique 
measures the response of hydrogen nuclei (protons) to a short intense pulse of radio 
frequency energy in a magnetic field. Applying this pulse to a sample induces a 
magnetisation signal, and the initial amplitude of this signal is proportional to the 
number of protons present in the sample. The signal decay corresponding to each 
component in a sample (e.g. liquid and solid fat) will be different and are 
distinguishable by different decay times (slower for liquid fat than solid fat) The percent 
liquid or solid fat can be obtained by sampling the decaying signal at two different 
suitable time points (Campos, 2005). 
 
 
3.4.2 Experimental methodology 
 
The SFC profiles were measured by NMR using a Maran benchtop analyser and SFC 
Direct software (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, U.K.). Samples (1.5 g) were melted 
then transferred into small glass tubes, which were then placed in longer glass tubes. 
The samples were then put through tempering regimes using heating blocks placed in 
water baths. Solid fat samples had their SFC measured then had their temperature 
raised a given increment in °C at a time, allowing 30 min for samples to settle at each 
temperature, after which another SFC reading was taken. This process was repeated 
until the samples had melted. A temperature probe in contact with glycol held within the 
same glass tube set up described above was used as a reference throughout. 
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3.5 High resolution gas chromatography 
 
3.5.1 Introduction 
 
For measuring composition of fats and oils, gas chromatography (GC) is an important 
and frequently used technique. The mobile phase used in GC is an inert carrier gas 
such as helium, hydrogen, or nitrogen, while the stationary phase is a microscopic 
layer of liquid coated on the inner walls of a column. A sample is usually partitioned 
between the liquid and gas phases according to a distribution coefficient or constant 
(Christie, 2003). Traditional packed columns with silicone stationary phases are unable 
to separate saturated and unsaturated components which have the same chain length. 
However, high resolution gas chromatography (HR-GC) is a highly efficient technique 
which is able to separate individual TAGs by applying thermostable stationary phases 
based on polysiloxane with methyl phenyl groups attached to the surface of the 
capillary columns (Buchgraber, 2004). This technique can separate a complex mixture 
of TAG components according to chain length and degree of unsaturation of the fatty 
acids at high temperatures (330-360°C). The polarity and selectivity for double bonds 
of the methyl phenyl polysiloxane layer increases with increasing temperatures. It is 
HR-GC which is used in this research. 
 
 
3.5.2 Experimental methodology 
 
The compositions of samples were verified by HR-GC. Samples were diluted with 
2,2,4-Trimethylpentane (Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, U.K.) to a concentration of 10mg/mL 
and shaken vigorously to ensure complete dilution. Analysis was carried out using an 
HP 5890 Series II GC system equipped with a manual split injector and a flame 
ionisation detector. The column used was a 65% diphenyl/35% dimethyl polysiloxane 
RTx-65TG of 30m length, 0.25mm internal diameter, and 0.10μm film thickness 
(Thames Restek, Buckinghamshire, U.K.). A volume of 0.1μL was injected onto the 
column and helium used as a carrier gas at a constant flow rate of 1mL/min. The oven 
temperature was programmed with the injector in oven track mode; 80°C for 0.5 min, 
ramping to 330°C at 50°C/min and then holding for 2 min, before finally ramping to 
350°C at 1°C/min and holding for 5 min. Sample elution and the obtaining of retention 
times was expected between 330 and 350°C. 
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3.6 X-ray diffraction 
 
3.6.1 Introduction 
 
When it comes to the identification of different polymorphic forms in fats, XRD is 
considered the definitive technique. This technique is non-destructive and allows 
measuring of the molecular arrangement of the crystal. The wavelength of short X-rays 
is comparable to the size of atoms and is ideally suited for probing the structural 
arrangements of atoms and molecules. In single crystals, the atomic positions in the 
unit cell can be determined using XRD with high accuracy, and thereafter molecular 
conformation can be derived. The principal of XRD can be described by Bragg’s law:  
 
                                                                                                       (3.1) 
 
where d is the distance between the reflecting planes (Å), θ is the incident angle (°), λ 
is the wavelength (Å), and n is an integer (generally n = 1). At lower angles, the 
diffraction lines obtained are referred to as long spacings, which relates to the 
longitudinal packing of the chains. There are the reflections originating from the planes 
formed by the methyl end groups of the TAGs and are dependent on both chain length 
and the tilt angle of the component fatty acids. Similarly, at higher angles the observed 
diffraction lines are referred to as short spacings, which relates to the much shorter 
distances associated with the lateral organisation of the chains. These are sensitive to 
the cross-sectional packing of hydrocarbon chains and are independent of chain length 
(Marangoni and McGauley, 2003). 
 
 
3.6.2 Experimental methodology 
 
Analysis via XRD was carried out on a Bruker D8 Quest Eco, which was equipped with 
a 1 Kw molybdenum source. The detector used was a Photon 50, which was at a 
distance of 94.17 mm from the sample, which was mounted in 1 mm diameter 
borosilicate capillaries. The sample temperature was controlled using an Oxford 
Cryosystems 800 series cyrostream cooler. Two theta calibration was performed using 
silicon powder. Samples were put through similar temperature regimes as for HSM and 
DSC samples, i.e., cooled from the melt, held at an isothermal hold temperature, and 
then remelted. All readout frames taken by the XRD were of 60 s duration and taken 
periodically, depending on which data were being sought. 
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4.1 Introduction 
 
Knowledge of the fundamentals of nucleation, crystal growth, polymorphic 
transformation, and melting behaviour of fats is important for determining the optimum 
processing and storage conditions of many fat containing foods such as spreads, ice 
cream, and chocolate in order to maximise product quality (Hartel, 1996). Natural fats 
contain many different TAG species and it is common to find both high melting and low 
melting point TAGs in the same fat. In addition, high melting fats and low melting oils 
may be combined in food products to achieve a softening effect which contributes to 
texture, mouthfeel, and appearance. This softening effect is caused by dissolution of 
the high melting components into the liquid phase, which is richer in the low melting 
components. The solubility of the high melting component in the oil affects 
crystallisation kinetics, melting point, and sensory attributes such as texture (Humphrey 
and Narine, 2005; Zhou and Hartel, 2006). It is therefore important to understand the 
mixing behaviour within such systems in order to predict those fat blends that will give 
desirable structures and functionality. Potential applications include producing novel fat 
blends with relatively stable fat network structures at a lower overall saturate level.  
 
Whilst much is known about the thermodynamics and polymorphism of mixed fat 
systems, the fundamentals governing the kinetics of crystallisation and transformation 
of multicomponent systems are still relatively poorly understood. The aim of the work in 
this chapter is to gain insight into the behaviour of mixed TAG systems by studying the 
relatively simple PPP/OOO system. Despite being of similar chain lengths, the palmitic 
acid moiety that comprises PPP is entirely saturated, whilst the oleic acid moiety 
comprising OOO is entirely monounsaturated. Consequently, these TAGs have hugely 
differing melting points and so at room temperature PPP is solid, whereas OOO is 
liquid. This means that crystallisation in this system is entirely of PPP within an OOO 
“solvent”.  
 
The β polymorph of pure PPP has a melting point of ~65-67°C (Lutton, 1955; Norton et 
al., 1985; Sato and Kuroda, 1987; Kellens et al., 1992; MacNaughtan et al., 2006), 
although melting points as high as 69°C have been reported (Smith, 2001), while the β′ 
form has a melting point of ~55-57°C (Lutton, 1955; Sato and Kuroda, 1987; Kellens et 
al., 1992), and the α form has a melting point of 44-46°C (Lutton, 1955; Sato and 
Kuroda, 1987; Kellens et al., 1992; Himawan et al., 2007). The β form of OOO has a 
melting point of ~4-5°C (Smith, 2001; Ilyasoglu and Ozcelik, 2011). In order to correlate 
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growth rate data with supercooling or supersaturation of PPP it is important to be able 
to characterise the melting behaviour of the system in order to calculate accurate 
values of supercooling or supersaturation. Melting temperatures of the PPP/OOO 
system have been reported in the literature by Rossell (1967), Hale and Schroeder 
(1981), Ng (1989), Norton et al. (1985), and Wesdorp et al. (2005), while Zhou and 
Hartel (2006) also studied PPP in various vegetable oils. The variation of melting 
temperature with composition has generally (except Hale and Schroeder (1981) and 
Ng (1989)) been modelled using the Hildebrand equation (see equation 2.1 in 2.3.5 
Modelling the solid-liquid equilibria of triacylglycerols), which assumes ideality in both 
solid and liquid phases and zero heat of dissolution (Hildebrand and Scott, 1962; 
Timms, 1978).  
 
Norton et al. (1985) consistently found DSC melting peaks to be at higher temperatures 
than those predicted by the Hildebrand equation, particularly at low PPP contents. The 
authors attributed this to a non-ideal demixing of the PPP and OOO within the liquid 
phase, which would have increased the apparent PPP content in the OOO rich liquid, 
and thus raise melting temperatures. The authors also mentioned that they had 
performed light microscopy and NMR measurements which supported their claim. 
Some of the DSC peaks also showed a curious shoulder which was commented upon 
by Wesdorp et al. (2005). Conversely, data reported by Rossell (1967), Wesdorp et al. 
(2005), and Zhou and Hartel (2006) were considered to follow ideal behaviour. The 
data reported by Rossell (1967) was provided in a private communication from another 
worker (H.C. Kung). It is unclear which experimental method was used, although, it 
was probably either a DSC method or the thaw-melt method using stirred capillary 
tubes (as detailed by Kerridge, 1952). Nevertheless, the data fitted the Hildebrand 
equation well with a fitted melting enthalpy of 40.4 kcal/mol (= 169 kJ/mol). Wesdorp et 
al. (2005) also cited Rossell’s data along with data provided via private communication 
(P.A.M. Grootscholten), which showed a similar trend, although again the method was 
not given. 
 
Zhou and Hartel (2006) measured solubility curves of 84.9% pure PPP (with a further 
13.8% comprising PPS and 1-myristoyl-2,3-dipalmitoylglycerol (MPP)) in a range of low 
melting oils (tricaprylin, canola oil, sunflower oil, lard-olein, and palm-olein). The 
authors did this by equilibrating samples for a week and then taking GC composition 
analyses of the liquid obtained by vacuum filtration. Hildebrand plots were found to be 
straight and consistent in all cases except for mixtures with tricaprylin, which was 
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considered to mix with PPP in the solid phase. Zhou and Hartel (2006) concluded that 
all the other PPP-oil systems behaved ideally. 
 
So, there is an apparent conflict in the literature relating to the ideality of the PPP/OOO 
system. In an attempt to try to resolve this conflict, melting experiments were 
performed in this study using both HSM and DSC, and these techniques were also 
supplemented by SFC measurements via NMR. 
 
 
4.2 Materials and methods 
 
4.2.1 Sample preparation 
 
Blends of PPP with OOO (1.5 g) in mass ratios of 10/90, 20/80, 40/60, 60/40, 80/20, 
100/0% (w/w) were prepared from ≥99% purity stock samples (Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, 
U.K.) and labelled 10PPP, 20PPP, 40PPP, 60PPP, 80PPP, and 100PPP, respectively. 
 
4.2.2 Hot stage microscopy 
 
Experiments were run as previously described in 3.2.2 Experimental methodology. 
Samples were cooled from the melt (80°C) at a rate of 50°C/min, held at an isothermal 
temperature (see below) until crystals had grown (measurement of growth rates were 
stopped whenever impingement with other crystals or continued growth outwith the 
field of view occurred), and then remelted using a temperature ramp of 1°C/min. The 
isothermal temperatures used for image analysis were selected at 1°C intervals over a 
5°C temperature range which differed for each sample composition, due to their 
different melting points. The temperature ranges used were: 31-36°C for 10PPP; 35-
40°C for 20PPP; 41-46°C for 40PPP; 43-48°C for 60PPP; 46-51°C for 80PPP; and 47-
52°C for 100PPP. Above these temperatures nucleation either did not take place within 
the time frame of the experiments or became more difficult to capture within the field of 
view. Below these isothermal hold temperatures nucleation tended to be too rapid, 
causing movement in the slide, therefore crystal growth could not be accurately tracked 
by the algorithm. It is quite possible that the α polymorph was forming in such cases as 
this was below the melting temperature for this polymorph, which crystallises upon 
rapid cooling of the melt without appreciable undercooling (Blaurock et al., 1988). 
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A second series of experiments were performed in which the samples were cooled to 
20°C at either 1 or 50°C/min and then subsequently melted at either 0.1 or 1°C/min. 
The crystals formed were too small and formed too quickly for a growth rate analysis. 
These experiments were instead used to observe the effect of large sub-coolings on 
the melting behaviour, and to compare this with results obtained at the higher 
isothermal hold temperatures. 
 
4.2.3 Differential scanning calorimetry 
 
Samples of ~5 mg were weighed and run as previously described in 3.3.2 Experimental 
methodology. The same temperature profiles were used as for the HSM experiments 
described in the previous section. 
 
4.2.4 Nuclear magnetic resonance 
 
The SFC profiles of 20PPP, 40PPP, and 100PPP were measured using the 
experimental setup as previously described in 3.4.2 Experimental methodology. Tests 
were run using HSM to ascertain which tempering regimes would form β with no βʹ 
present. Samples were held at 80°C for 30 min then tempered in the following ways: 
20PPP was held at 39°C for 30 min then 55°C for 30 min; 40PPP was held at 45°C for 
30 min then 61°C for 30 min; and 100PPP was held at 51°C for 30 min then 64°C for 
30 min. Following this, all samples were cooled at ~1°C/min to 20°C and held for ~14 
hours. Samples then had their SFC measured at 5°C intervals until 50°C and 2°C 
intervals above 50°C until zero SFC was measured. The samples were held at each 
temperature for 30 min for samples to equilibrate before measuring.  
 
 
4.3 Results and discussion 
 
4.3.1 Crystal morphology and polymorphism 
 
Examples of crystals formed at the highest isothermal hold temperatures used for each 
of the compositions are given in Figure 4.1. The pure PPP crystal showed very similar 
morphology to that found by Stapley et al. (2009). However, it can be seen that in 
mixed systems two distinct solid regions or zones can form: an inner circle or core 
surrounded by a ring, with a small liquid gap in between (see examples in Figure 4.1b-
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e). Subsequent melting of these crystals showed that the two regions melted at 
different temperatures, with the melting temperatures (see later) reliably identifying the 
outer ring (which melted first) as β′ and the inner core as β. Both regions grew over 
time (analysed in detail later), concentrically outwards from the nucleation point, but the 
inner β core grew at the expense of the outer β′ ring. As previously mentioned, there 
was a very small but observable gap between the two regions, which would 
presumably be a liquid mixture of PPP and OOO. The PPP from the β′ crystal thus 
appears to dissolve into the interstitial melt region and subsequently crystallises onto 
the β crystal across the other side of the gap. This is quite plausible as the solubility of 
the β form of PPP in OOO is lower than that of β′, and as long as the concentration of 
PPP in this gap region is between these two solubilities then there will be positive 
driving forces for both the dissolution of β′ and the crystallisation of β, simultaneously. 
This is an example of a melt-mediated transformation from the β′ to the β polymorph, 
which has been widely postulated as a transformation mechanism in TAG systems, but 
this is apparently the first time that a visual observation of this mechanism has been 
reported. The above crystallisation pattern in blends differed in many 10PPP (≥ 31°C) 
and 20PPP (≥ 37°C) samples and in a few 40PPP (46°C) samples where crystals were 
either of the type described above, or had β′ only partially surrounding β (see example 
in Figure 4.1b), or were independently growing β′ or β crystals (see example in Figure 
4.1a, where melting temperatures identified the crystals on the left as β′ and the crystal 
in the top right of this image as β). 
 
When HSM images were used to determine nucleation point, it was found that either β′ 
or β was the first optically detected form. However, in crystals containing both β′ and β, 
it is unlikely that β nucleated first and β′ afterward at a constant temperature. It is 
possible that when β was the first optically detected polymorph, solid-state and/or 
solution-mediated transformations from β′ to β occurred after the first nucleation of β′ 
but that this was difficult to see form the first few images. The range of temperatures 
over which each type of behaviour was observed is shown in Table 4.1. For 100PPP, 
the only time the β form appeared immediately after nucleation was at the highest 
isothermal temperature (52°C). However, in this sample, β only grew for a short time 
before it was surrounded by a band of β′, whereupon (unlike with mixtures) the β 
growth appeared to be halted by the β′. The β form was much more prevalent in 
mixtures. In most 40PPP samples and in all 60PPP and 80PPP samples where β was 
optically detected first, β′ completely surrounded β shortly after so that β′ formed the 
outer layer of the growing crystal (see examples in Figures 4.1c-e). The β crystal would 
thus grow at the expense of the β′ material. On occasions when the β′ form was 
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optically detected first (for mixtures), the β form would “nucleate” within the crystal, 
typically around 1-2 min later. In general, any transformation from β′ to β would begin at 
the centre of the crystal, but on a few occasions β regions would form elsewhere in the 
crystal. Figure 4.1e shows the consequence of a few incidences where this occurred in 
the 80PPP sample, producing a non-circular inner region. A more extreme example is 
shown in Figure 4.2 for 60PPP at a low isothermal hold temperature of 44°C, where 
nucleation of β occurred at multiple locations and subsequent growth was relatively 
rough. Pockets of β growing within the outer β′ ring of 60PPP and 80PPP samples 
occurred more frequently at lower temperatures or when β′ was optically detected first 
for a given crystal. In 10PPP and 20PPP samples, β showed a few signs of growth 
within the β′ outer ring only at the lowest isothermal hold temperatures for these 
samples shown in Table 4.1, i.e., 31 and 34-35°C, respectively. In 40PPP samples, β 
grew within the β′ ring when β′ was the polymorph to be optically detected first but not 
when β was optically detected first.  
 
For each composition, the morphology of the crystals was rougher and more diffuse at 
lower isothermal hold temperatures (see example in Figure 4.2 for 60PPP), and more 
circular and better defined at higher temperatures (see example in Figure 4.1d for 
60PPP), as found in earlier studies (Himawan et al., 2006; Stapley et al., 2009). The 
more ordered looking crystals at higher temperatures perhaps result from the crystals 
having more time to form ordered structures given the slower crystallisation at higher 
temperatures, as compared with more rapid crystallisation resulting in rougher crystals 
at lower temperatures. This has been found previously and is a reflection of the much 
larger temperature variation of nucleation rate than crystal growth (Stapley et al., 
2009). 
 
As mentioned previously, determination of polymorphic form in the HSM was 
performed by examining remelting behaviour under the microscope. However, 
transformations were observed as samples were warmed, so the final melting of solid 
observed invariably corresponded to β, which is the most stable form (Sato and 
Kuroda, 1987). In blended samples the transformation was easy to follow as the inner 
β circle would grow at the expense of the outer β′ ring. The last remnants of the β′ form 
thus tended to disappear at the outer edge of the ring. However, for 100PPP samples 
the transformation was less obvious, but was still observable as a darkening of the 
affected regions. This did not occur until samples had warmed to 51-52°C, and was 
very slow at first, but accelerated as the temperature increased past 55°C. There was a 
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clear and widespread melting of solid at ~60.5°C, which must have been of remaining 
untransformed β′, although this is higher than literature values (55-57°C). 
   
   (a)                                                                      (b) 
 
   
   (c)                                                                      (d) 
 
   
   (e)                                                                      (f) 
 
Figure 4.1: PPP crystals growing in OOO at their respective highest isothermal hold 
temperatures: (a) 10% PPP at 36°C; (b) 20% PPP at 40°C; (c) 40% PPP at 46°C; (d) 60% 
PPP at 48°C; (e) 80% PPP at 51°C; and (f) 100% PPP at 52°C. The width of each image 
corresponds to 0.6 mm. 
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Table 4.1: Temperature ranges over which different polymorphs were observed for PPP 
in OOO following cooling from the melt at 50°C/min. 
 
Composition Isothermal hold temperature (°C) 
     
 Single β′ 
crystals 
β′ optically 
detected first,  
β grew inside 
β optically 
detected first,  
β′ grew outside 
Single β 
crystals 
     
     
  10% PPP 31-36 31-35 31-35 31-36 
  20% PPP   35-40 38-40 
  40% PPP  38-44 38-46  
  60% PPP  41-47 44-48  
  80% PPP  43-49 49-51  
100% PPP 45-51  52  
     
  
 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Image showing the crystal morphology of 60% PPP in OOO as rougher and 
more diffuse at a hold temperature of 44°C after 370 s. The width of the image 
corresponds to 0.6 mm. 
 
When samples were cooled and held at temperatures below those shown in Table 4.1, 
nucleation from the melt resulted in many small crystals (looking neither like β′ nor β), 
which rapidly covered the slide as a fine mass. When rewarmed at 1°C/min, the 
crystals melted at temperatures corresponding to the β form. However, as previously 
mentioned it is extremely likely that α nucleated first, followed by transformation to 
higher forms, as it is known that the α form crystallises upon rapid cooling of the melt 
without appreciable undercooling (Blaurock et al., 1988). To confirm this, experiments 
were also performed by DSC using the same temperature profiles. Samples of 100PPP 
were rapidly cooled (50°C/min) from the melt to a holding temperature of 40-44°C and 
held for 1 min; the thermograms of the samples during subsequent remeting can be 
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seen in Figure 4.3. In samples of 100PPP remelted at 1°C/min from 40, 41, or 42°C, a 
recrystallisation process was seen to commence at 44.6°C (± 0.10), peaking at 45.2°C 
(± 0.15). Samples remelted from 43 or 44°C appeared to begin recrystallising almost 
immediately upon heating showing a peak crystallisation of 44.7 or 46.4°C, 
respectively. The recrystallisation described above could be that of α to β′, or α to β. It 
is known that upon heating, the α form melts at ~45°C but transforms readily into the β′ 
form (Eads et al., 1992; van Miltenburg and ten Grotenhuis, 1999). However, the α 
form has also been found to transform directly to β (Sato, 2001). When blended 
PPP/OOO samples were subjected to similar temperature profiles (i.e. cooling at 
50°C/min to temperatures below those in Table 4.1 and holding for 1 min) the 
subsequent DSC melting thermograms only showed a β melting peak (even for 
temperatures as low as 20°C); an example can be seen for 80PPP in Figure 4.4. 
However, as the crystallisation temperatures were below those expected for the α 
melting point (based on Hildebrand), and the α form crystallises upon rapid cooling of 
the melt without appreciable undercooling (Blaurock et al., 1988), it is not unreasonable 
to believe that the α form was produced on cooling, but this quickly transformed to the 
β form. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3: DSC melting profiles of 100PPP remelted from 40, 41, 42, 43, or 44°C at 
1°C/min following previous cooling from the melt at 50°C/min. 
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Figure 4.4: DSC melting profile of 80PPP remelted from 20°C at 1°C/min following 
previous cooling from the melt at 50°C/min. 
 
 
4.3.2 β melting point data 
 
Table 4.2 shows melting point data (see Appendix A) for the various samples obtained 
via HSM and DSC (both “peak” and “end-point” values) after having previously 
undergone isothermal crystallisation (i.e., crystallisation occurred when the temperature 
was constant) at different temperatures. Also shown are ideal melting points for the β 
polymorph based on the Hildebrand equation, assuming a PPP melting enthalpy of 
171.3 kJ/mol and a pure PPP melting point of 67.6°C. The enthalpy value was taken 
from Appendix 1 of Wesdorp et al. (2005) and is the average of data in the literature, 
including the authors’ work. The melting temperature used was that obtained in this 
study from HSM experiments of 100PPP samples. The equivalent DSC sample had a 
final melting value of 67.4°C (“end-point”), although the DSC peak melting temperature 
was 66.4°C. As expected, the observed melting points decreased with increasing OOO 
content. However, melting points determined via HSM, and to a slightly lesser extent 
the DSC end melting points, were above those predicted from the Hildebrand equation. 
Indeed, some of the HSM data were only slightly below the melting point temperature 
of pure PPP. Recorded DSC peak temperatures were (by their very nature) lower than 
the end-point temperatures, but were also generally slightly lower than the predicted 
ideal values. If a lower Tm value of 66.4°C (based on DSC peak melting of PPP) is 
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used then this lowers theoretical predictions by ~1.2°C, and the correlation is then very 
close. The DSC peak temperatures are similar to those reported by Norton et al. (1985) 
and Ng (1989). 
 
Table 4.2 also shows that for HSM samples the isothermal hold temperature had a 
small but consistent effect on the final melting temperature. For mixed samples, raising 
the isothermal temperature by 5°C could typically produce an increase of 1°C in the 
observed melting point. There was a much reduced effect of this phenomenon for pure 
PPP samples. A second series of experiments was also conducted whereby PPP 
samples were melted at 80°C, cooled at different rates (1 or 50°C/min) to 20°C, held 
for 60 min, and remelted at different rates (0.1 or 1°C/min) to see if this impacted upon 
melting temperature (Table 4.3; see Appendix B). This had a big impact on the values 
obtained by HSM, bringing them much more in line with the ideal, theoretical values. It 
was also apparent that faster initial cooling rates and slower heating rates resulted in 
lower observed melting points for mixtures. This was also seen for the DSC end point 
data. The DSC peak data were similar to those observed previously. 
 
As the remelting rate appears to be important, the effect of changing this rate from 
1°C/min to 0.1°C/min was also then tested on two selected isothermal samples: 
100PPP (crystallised at 51°C) and 20PPP (crystallised at 39°C). The 100PPP sample 
melted at 67.6°C in the HSM, which was the same result that was obtained with the 
1°C/min remelt rate. However, when scanned at 0.1°C/min, the 20PPP sample melted 
at 62.7°C (± 0.15), which was ~1.6°C below that found with a 1°C/min remelt rate. The 
equivalent DSC samples of 100PPP remelted from 51°C and 20PPP remelted from 
39°C (both at 0.1°C/min), melted at 65.8°C and 61.4°C, respectively. It thus appears 
that mixed samples do not have enough time to equilibrate during melting in the HSM 
when heating at 1°C/min. To gauge whether a heating rate of 0.1°C/min would provide 
sufficient time for samples to reach equilibrium conditions, a further test was performed 
whereby a 20PPP sample crystallised at 38°C was heated to 60°C on the HSM at 
1°C/min then slowly raised to 62°C at 0.1°C/min and held. This sample fully melted 
after ~80 min. However, when the same sample was recrystallised as above but held 
at the 60°C isothermal stage (above the predicted ideal melting point), it had not fully 
melted even after 36 hours. Thicker samples were also remelted at 1°C/min via HSM in 
concave slides to increase the likelihood of convection and see if this would aid 
melting, but no differences in melting points were found. 
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Table 4.2: Final melting temperatures obtained by HSM and final and peak melting temperatures obtained by DSC for PPP in OOO previously 
subjected to isothermal crystallisation at a base temperature (different for each composition) plus an offset. The ideal melting points are calculated 
from the Hildebrand equation using Tm = 67.6°C and ΔH = 171.3 kJ/mol. 
 
Technique Wt. % Isothermal Ideal Melting point after crystallising at base temperature + offset (°C) 
 PPP base temp. 
(°C) 
m. pt. 
(°C) 
base + 0°C base + 1°C base + 2°C base + 3°C base + 4°C base + 5°C 
          
HSM 10% 31.0 55.1 59.7 (± 0.7) 59.7 (± 0.2) 60.7 (± 0.3) 60.7 (± 0.3) 60.9 (± 0.3) 61.0 (± 0.1) 
 20% 35.0 58.8 64.0 (± 0.0) 63.9 (± 0.1) 64.2 (± 0.1) 64.2 (± 0.1) 64.3 (± 0.4) 64.6 (± 0.1) 
 40% 41.0 62.5 65.4 (± 0.1) 66.1 (± 0.2) 65.9 (± 0.1) 66.2 (± 0.2) 66.3 (± 0.3) 66.4 (± 0.2) 
 60% 43.0 64.7 67.1 (± 0.2) 67.0 (± 0.1) 67.0 (± 0.2) 67.3 (± 0.2) 67.4 (± 0.1) 67.4 (± 0.0) 
 80% 46.0 66.3 67.0 (± 0.1) 67.2 (± 0.1) 67.4 (± 0.1) 67.5 (± 0.3) 67.6 (± 0.2) 67.7 (± 0.2) 
 100% 47.0 67.6 67.5 (± 0.1) 67.6 (± 0.0) 67.6 (± 0.0) 67.6 (± 0.0) 67.6 (± 0.1) 67.8 (± 0.1) 
          
DSC 10% 31.0 55.1 60.6 (± 0.3) 60.4 (± 0.2) 60.7 (± 0.1) 60.3 (± 0.1) 60.7 (± 0.0) 61.4 (± 0.2) 
(end point) 20% 35.0 58.8 60.7 (± 0.0) 60.7 (± 0.0) 60.8 (± 0.0) 60.7 (± 0.1) 60.7 (± 0.1) 60.7 (± 0.0) 
 40% 41.0 62.5 64.4 (± 0.4) 64.3 (± 0.2) 64.5 (± 0.1) 64.6 (± 0.3) 64.6 (± 0.2) 64.5 (± 0.3) 
 60% 43.0 64.7 65.5 (± 0.5) 65.5 (± 0.3) 65.6 (± 0.1) 65.5 (± 0.3) 65.4 (± 0.1) 65.4 (± 0.0) 
 80% 46.0 66.3 66.3 (± 0.1) 66.3 (± 0.1) 66.3 (± 0.1) 65.9 (± 0.0) 65.8 (± 0.1) 65.9 (± 0.1) 
 100% 47.0 67.6 67.1 (± 0.2) 67.2 (± 0.1) 67.3 (± 0.1) 67.5 (± 0.0) 67.6 (± 0.1) 67.6 (± 0.1) 
          
DSC 10% 31.0 55.1 55.2 (± 0.1) 55.3 (± 0.2) 55.1 (± 0.2) 55.2 (± 0.1) 55.9 (± 0.4) 56.0 (± 0.0) 
(peak) 20% 35.0 58.8 57.1 (± 0.3) 57.0 (± 0.3) 57.3 (± 0.2) 57.7 (± 0.0) 57.8 (± 0.1) 57.8 (± 0.1) 
 40% 41.0 62.5 61.8 (± 0.4) 62.0 (± 0.4) 62.0 (± 0.6) 61.7 (± 0.7) 61.0 (± 0.0) 61.1 (± 0.2) 
 60% 43.0 64.7 63.4 (± 0.2) 63.7 (± 0.2) 63.5 (± 0.6) 62.9 (± 0.1) 63.3 (± 0.2) 63.1 (± 0.1) 
 80% 46.0 66.3 64.7 (± 0.1) 64.8 (± 0.1) 64.6 (± 0.0) 64.6 (± 0.1) 64.6 (± 0.0) 64.5 (± 0.1) 
 100% 47.0 67.6 65.8 (± 0.1) 65.9 (± 0.1) 65.9 (± 0.1) 66.0 (± 0.1) 66.0 (± 0.1) 66.1 (± 0.1) 
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Table 4.3: Final melting temperatures obtained by HSM and final and peak melting 
temperatures obtained by DSC for PPP in OOO previously subjected to non-isothermal 
crystallisation at cooling rates (CR) of 1 or 50°C/min, followed by a 60 min hold at 20°C, 
and then heating rates (HR) of 1 or 0.1°C/min. The ideal melting points are calculated 
from the Hildebrand equation using Tm = 67.6°C and ΔH = 171.3 kJ/mol. 
 
Technique Wt. %  Ideal Temperature regime 
 PPP m. pt. CR 1°C/min CR 1 °C/min CR 50°C/min CR 50°C/min 
  (°C) HR 1°C/min HR 0.1°C/min HR 1 °C/min HR 0.1°C/min 
       
HSM 10% 55.1 56.7 (± 0.0) 55.8 (± 0.2) 54.8 (± 0.0) 55.0 (± 0.1) 
 20% 58.8 61.0 (± 0.3) 59.8 (± 0.1) 59.5 (± 0.0) 59.5 (± 0.1) 
 40% 62.5 63.7 (± 0.1) 63.4 (± 0.1) 62.6 (± 0.0) 62.6 (± 0.1) 
 60% 64.7 66.8 (± 0.1) 64.8 (± 0.1) 64.6 (± 0.1) 64.7 (± 0.0) 
 80% 66.3 66.2 (± 0.0) 65.9 (± 0.4) 65.0 (± 0.1) 65.2 (± 0.1) 
 100% 67.6 67.4 (± 0.0) 67.4 (± 0.0) 67.4 (± 0.0) 67.4 (± 0.0) 
       
DSC 10% 55.1 * * * * 
(end point) 20% 58.8 62.0 (± 0.1) 60.1 (± 0.1) 60.5 (± 0.4) 60.1 (± 0.5) 
 40% 62.5 64.9 (± 0.0) 63.8 (± 0.4) 64.1 (± 0.1) 63.9 (± 0.2) 
 60% 64.7 64.6 (± 0.1) 63.8 (± 0.1) 64.1 (± 0.1) 63.6 (± 0.1) 
 80% 66.3 65.3 (± 0.1) 64.6 (± 0.0) 65.2 (± 0.0) 64.8 (± 0.0) 
 100% 67.6 67.1 (± 0.2) 65.5 (± 0.0) 66.9 (± 0.1) 65.4 (± 0.0) 
       
DSC 10% 55.1 56.7 (± 0.2) * 54.7 (± 0.1) * 
(peak) 20% 58.8 59.1 (± 0.1) 59.5 (± 0.1) 58.3 (± 0.4) 59.7 (± 0.4) 
 40% 62.5 63.5 (± 0.1) 63.4 (± 0.4) 62.9 (± 0.1) 63.0 (± 0.2) 
 60% 64.7 63.3 (± 0.0) 63.2 (± 0.1) 63.0 (± 0.1) 63.1 (± 0.1) 
 80% 66.3 64.1 (± 0.0) 64.2 (± 0.0) 63.9 (± 0.0) 64.0 (± 0.1) 
 100% 67.6 65.3 (± 0.1) 65.3 (± 0.0) 65.2 (± 0.1) 65.1 (± 0.0) 
       
* unable to adequately determine.  
 
Wesdorp et al. (2005) mentioned that thermal lag in techniques should be considered 
when assessing melting points. However, thermal lag does not explain the fact that 
melting points for pure PPP are relatively unchanged across all techniques and 
remelting rates, or that the mixtures show variations according to previous 
crystallisation history. One factor that may be preventing samples from equilibration is 
diffusion. The thin sample geometry is likely to result in an almost entirely diffusive 
system (i.e. little convection). Furthermore, significant diffusion is only possible in two 
dimensions. Thus, significant concentration differences may arise within the melt phase 
between the melting crystal and the mother phase and uniform mixing may not be a 
good assumption. It is possible to estimate this effect as there are published values for 
the diffusivity of TAGs. Callaghan and Jolley (1980) measured the self-diffusion 
coefficient of OOO, SSS, and LLL (all C-18 TAGs) using the NMR Pulsed Gradient 
Spin Echo technique at a number of temperatures. This technique is able to 
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discriminate between random walk diffusion and bulk flow and so values are unlikely to 
be influenced by any natural convection in the NMR tube. They produced Arrhenius fits 
for diffusivity versus temperature, which for 60°C (a pertinent value for this study) yields 
diffusivity values of 3.65 x 10-11 m2/s and 2.75 x 10-11 m2/s for OOO and SSS, 
respectively. Values for PPP are not available but as it is a slightly smaller molecule 
than SSS, its diffusivity will be larger and may bring it close to that of OOO. For this 
reason, and the fact that diffusion in the sample is due as much to the diffusion of OOO 
as PPP, calculations will be made using the available OOO values. 
 
For 2D diffusion (appropriate to microscope slides), the root mean square (RMS) 
diffusion distance (l) is calculated from the equation: 
Dtl 4                                (4.1) 
where D is the diffusion coefficient and t is time. However, judging by solutions for 
cylindrical geometries presented in Crank (1975), the distance over which full 
equilibration can be considered to occur is perhaps closer to half of this (i.e. when Dt/l2 
≈ 1). 
 
Some useful indicative times are 60 s and 600 s, which correspond to the time taken to 
increase by 1°C at scanning rates of 1°C/min and 0.1°C/min, respectively. These yield 
RMS diffusion distances of 190 and 590 microns, which is the same order of magnitude 
as the images shown in Figure 4.1. This strongly indicates that diffusional resistances 
to mass transfer are responsible for non-equilibration occurring in the HSM samples 
referred to in Table 4.2 (isothermal crystallisation). The PPP and OOO TAGs are not 
able to achieve uniform concentration profiles in the liquid phase, and therefore the 
melting PPP crystals are contacting a solution which has a higher PPP content than the 
bulk. These crystals consequently melt at a higher temperature.  
 
The above theory also explains the other observations noted earlier. First, that the 
melting point variations are much greater for mixtures than for pure PPP. The small 
melting point variations for pure PPP can be attributed to differences in crystal 
perfection and size. Second, reducing the remelt rate gives more time for concentration 
gradients to smooth out in mixtures and lowers melting points. Third, that increasing 
the isothermal hold temperature increases the apparent melting point can be explained 
by higher isothermal holds leading to fewer but larger crystals, and increasing the 
distances required for diffusion. Fourth, the non-isothermal crystallisation experiments 
gave melting points much more in line with ideal predictions and this is explained by 
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the much finer microstructure created in the initial crystallisation, which produces 
pockets of PPP and OOO that are less than a few microns from each other. Increasing 
the cooling rate gives smaller crystals still (as nucleation would have occurred at a 
lower temperature than the slower cooled samples), resulting in values very close to 
the ideal. Fifth, that the elevated melting points which are observed for end point 
determinations of melting (both HSM and DSC) are more dependent on diffusion, 
whereas DSC peak melting depends on when the majority of the PPP melts rather than 
the tail end of melting.  
 
This insight allows an overview to now be made of all the melting data, including those 
in the literature. Figure 4.5 shows Hildebrand plots for melting points obtained by the 
different techniques, with points corresponding to the average value of a row in Table 
4.2 or 4.3, along with data extracted from the literature, and the ideal prediction used in 
Tables 4.2 and 4.3. The data from Rossell (1967) and Wesdorp et al. (2005) show very 
good straight lines, the slope of which mirrors that of the ideal prediction, although 
there is an offset which may be due to differences in sample purity and/or the 
technique, which the authors did not report. As mentioned previously, deviations from 
the ideal slope can clearly be seen in isothermal HSM, DSC end point determinations 
in this study, and also the DSC results from Norton et al. (1985) which led these 
authors to conclude non-ideal behaviour. However, the deviations reported by Norton 
et al. (1985) were mainly found in very dilute samples. It is plausible that at such dilute 
concentrations of PPP, the crystals that do form are very far apart from each other and 
the PPP is unable to diffuse the large distances required for the sample to equilibrate, 
even at the low scanning rates used. Norton et al. (1985) explained the deviation from 
ideal behaviour due to a demixing effect of the PPP and OOO. The explanation 
ventured here is that there is of course a demixing effect when the sample initially 
crystallises as pure PPP crystals form, but that not enough time was given for the 
sample to remix. With the diffusion argument able to explain the observed deviations 
from ideal behaviour, it appears reasonable to conclude that the system is ideal. 
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Figure 4.5: Hildebrand plot showing melting points of PPP in OOO obtained from HSM 
and DSC (peak and end-point) data from samples previously crystallised either 
isothermally or non-isothermally (data plotted are averages for each combination); also 
shown are literature data and the ideal prediction based on ΔH = 171.3 kJ/mol and Tm = 
67.6°C. 
 
 
4.3.3 Solid fat content by nuclear magnetic resonance 
 
Determinations of SFC were made by NMR for 20PPP and 40PPP samples to confirm 
ideal behaviour for β melting in the PPP/OOO system, after tempering (see 4.2.4 for 
temperature regimes). Ideal SFC curves can be calculated as follows. For a given T, 
the Hildebrand equation predicts a corresponding equilibrium liquid mole fraction (L) of 
PPP. Assuming this value for the liquid phase (xL) and a mole fraction of 1 for the solid 
phase (i.e. pure PPP), and knowing the overall composition of the system (xoverall), this 
allows the fraction of solid to be calculated via a mole balance: 

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1
                             (4.2) 
The results for SFC are shown in Figure 4.6. The experimental data follow the ideal 
SFC curves reasonably well (although, a few of the error bars were relatively large). 
Indeed, if the elevated melting points seen in Figure 4.5 were due to non-idealities then 
these would be expected to give higher SFC values than the ideal. If anything, the 
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20PPP data are lower than predicted, but this may be due to incomplete crystallisation 
after the conditioning sequence, and there was some fluctuation in SFC content 
throughout the melting process. The 100PPP samples melted between 68 and 70°C 
(not shown in Figure 4.6).  
 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Melting profiles of 20% and 40% PPP in OOO as measured by NMR (actual), 
and as predicted by the Hildebrand equation (ideal). 
 
Some SFC experiments, designed to more closely replicate the main body of HSM 
experiments, were also carried out, i.e., rapid cooling directly from the melt to an 
isothermal hold temperature, and remelting following crystallisation. Cooling rates could 
not be controlled as accurately as with the HSM. However, it was noted that from the 
melt (80°C) it took 20PPP 6 min to reach 39°C (~7°C/min), 40PPP 3 min to reach 45°C 
(~12°C/min), and 100PPP 3 min to reach 51°C (~10°C/min), using glycerol as a 
reference material. These SFC experiments also gave ideal melting and visually the 
samples also appeared to have melted at ideal temperatures.  
 
 
4.3.4 β′ melting point data 
 
It was possible to obtain melting point data for the β′ form from HSM experiments by 
visual observation of the images, and the results are presented in Table 4.4 (see 
Appendix C). Also shown are ideal values predicted from the Hildebrand equation 
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using a melting enthalpy and temperature of 126.5 kJ/mol and 60.5°C, respectively. As 
with the Hildebrand calculations for the β form, the melting enthalpy used here follows 
that given by Wesdorp et al. (2005), whilst the melting temperatures are from the HSM 
values recorded in the experiments presented here. As with the β melting significant 
variations of observed melting point could be seen across different previous isothermal 
crystallisation hold temperatures. This is again attributed to diffusion in the sample. 
Unlike the β samples, the observed melting points for samples with the lowest 
isothermal hold temperatures were quite similar (even below) predicted values. 
However, unlike the β determinations the β′ values did not represent melting into a 
completely liquid system as is many cases there were β crystals present as the β′ 
regions melted. These would have depleted the liquid phase of PPP, giving a less 
concentrated solution and this would have acted to depress melting points. 
Nevertheless there is no reason to believe that the system is non-ideal given these 
data and the previous conclusion that the β melting could be considered ideal.  
 
 
4.3.5 Nucleation induction times 
 
The induction times corresponding to the time at which crystals were first detected by 
the image analysis algorithm are shown in Figure 4.7. The method used in this study 
can detect very small growing nuclei by a shade change in an individual pixel (the size 
of which depends on the magnification scale but can be around one micron or less) 
from one microscope image to the next and so induction times detected by the 
algorithm are potentially very accurate. However, the resolution of the technique is 
limited by the time interval between successive images and the fact that only a small 
volume of the sample is viewed. Indeed, there is a very strong likelihood that crystals 
that are on the same slide but outside the field of view of the microscope nucleate first. 
There was some variability in the results but in general the first detected nucleation 
was more likely to occur sooner at lower isothermal hold temperatures and higher PPP 
concentrations.  
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Table 4.4: Melting temperatures of the β′ polymorph obtained by HSM for PPP in OOO previously subjected to isothermal crystallisation at  a base 
temperature (different for each composition) plus an offset. The ideal melting points are calculated from the Hildebrand equation using Tm = 60.5°C 
and ΔH = 126.5 kJ/mol. 
 
Technique Wt. % Isothermal Ideal Melting point after crystallising at base temperature + offset (°C) 
 PPP base temp. 
(°C) 
m.pt. 
(°C) 
base + 0°C base + 1°C base + 2°C base + 3°C base + 4°C base + 5°C 
          
HSM 10% 31.0 45.0 45.9 (± 0.6) 46.5 (± 0.5) 47.9 (± 0.4) 49.0 (± 0.1) 50.5 (± 0.3) 50.7 (± 0.3) 
 20% 35.0 49.6 48.7 (± 0.1) 49.0 (± 0.2) 49.8 (± 0.2) 50.2 (± 0.3) 51.6 (± 0.1) 51.6 (± 0.4) 
 40% 41.0 54.3 54.4 (± 0.3) 56.4 (± 0.1) 56.4 (± 0.1) 56.9 (± 0.1) 57.3 (± 0.2) 57.3 (± 0.3) 
 60% 43.0 57.1 57.0 (± 0.1) 57.0 (± 0.1) 57.3 (± 0.1) 57.3 (± 0.1) 57.4 (± 0.2) 57.5 (± 0.1) 
 80% 46.0 59.0 58.6 (± 0.1) 58.6 (± 0.1) 59.0 (± 0.1) 59.3 (± 0.1) 59.4 (± 0.1) 59.6 (± 0.2) 
 100% 47.0 60.5 60.0 (± 0.0) 60.2 (± 0.1) 60.3 (± 0.1) 60.3 (± 0.1) 60.3 (± 0.1) 60.5 (± 0.1) 
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Figure 4.7: Fastest nucleation induction times detected by HSM for PPP in OOO at 
various isothermal hold temperatures.  
 
As can be seen from Table 4.1, which gives polymorphic form determined visually via 
HSM, the β form was optically detected first from the melt at the highest isothermal 
hold temperatures used for samples containing 40% PPP or above. The β form could 
able be optically detcted first from the melt across all isothermal hold temperatures 
shown in Table 4.1 in samples containing 40% PPP or below. The β′ form was not 
optically detected first in any of the 20PPP samples. Sato and Kuroda (1987) found 
fast, intermediate, and slow kinetics for the nucleation induction times of α, β′, and β 
polymorphs of pure PPP, respectively, reflecting Ostwald's rule whereby nucleation 
favours the least stable polymorphs (Himawan et al., 2006). It is well established that 
the nucleation of polymorphs depends on the balance between kinetic and 
thermodynamic factors. The thermodynamic driving force depends on the subcooling 
(ΔT) below the melting point and will thus vary according to β > β′ > α. However, the 
kinetic barrier for nucleation (the free energy, ΔG) is also highest for β > β′ > α. This 
means that lower polymorphs generally nucleate first if they are able to reach even a 
small amount of subcooling. For samples 10PPP, 40PPP, and 60PPP there appeared 
to be a range of isothermal hold temperatures where both the β′ and β form were 
optically detected from the melt first (Table 4.1). 
 
In 100PPP samples, the β form was optically detected first at 52°C, while in the range 
45-51°C β′ was optically detected from the melt. Previous studies have shown that 
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between 45 and 51°C, the crystals of PPP appearing first from the melt are of the β′ 
form (Sato and Kuroda, 1987; Stapley et al., 2009), whereas they become β between 
51 and 57°C (Sato and Kuroda, 1987). Sato and Kuroda (1987) suggested this 
conversion may be explained by the conflicting effect between ΔT and ΔG. The 
influence of ΔT always prevails in β and so, β′ does not first crystallise approaching its 
melting temperature (57°C) due to a decrease of ΔT, when β becomes predominant. 
When the crystallisation temperature decreases, β′ starts to appear due to the kinetic 
effect of its lower ΔG value. It is possible that the factors of ΔT and ΔG for β′ and β 
might be balanced at 51°C (Sato and Kuroda, 1987).  
 
As previously mentioned, below the lowest isothermal hold temperatures shown for 
each composition in Table 4.1, there was a second crossover point (in the context of 
decreasing temperatures) where a fine mass of crystals was produced, likely to have 
been that of the α form. The difference in subcooling between these second crossover 
temperatures, and both average final melting temperatures and theoretical values for 
each composition, generally increased with increasing OOO content. This rapid 
crystallisation perhaps became more difficult as there was less PPP present with 
increased OOO content. 
 
 
4.3.6 Crystallisation growth rates  
 
An attempt was made to resolve growth rates of the β regions in mixed crystals (where 
β′ completely surrounded β) using the algorithm. However, this could not be reliably 
achieved. Therefore, β growth rates were calculated by manually locating “North”, 
“South”, “East”, and “West” points on the outer edge of the β section of the crystals. 
This was done only whilst the inner region was still circular and not affected by the 
nucleation of other β zones as seen, for example, in Figure 4.1e. A typical plot is 
shown in Figure 4.8 for 80PPP at 51°C. It can be seen that the growth rate of the β′ 
region is approximately twice as fast as that for the β region. In this case, β appeared 
at around 400 s, with the β′ polymorph forming an outer ring soon after (at ~520 s). The 
MATLAB analysis is sensitive to the outer edge of the crystals, and it can be seen that 
growth is initially slow when it corresponds to β but speeds up around the point where 
the β′ form appeared on the outer ring of the crystal. Further evidence of the difference 
in growth rates between β′ and β can be seen in the example in Figure 4.1b. Although 
the growth of β was faster when not restricted by β′, it still appears slightly slower than 
β′. However, insufficient crystals of this type were produced to give reliable values for 
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comparisons between these growth rates. During the time period most samples were 
studied there was no appreciable reduction of growth rate with time. However, a few 
samples that were run for sufficient time showed that ultimately all β′ was “consumed” 
and β growth reduced to zero as the samples came to equilibrium. 
  
 
 
Figure 4.8: Growth of 80% PPP in OOO isothermally held at 51°C as tracked by the 
algorithm and by manual calculations. 
  
The initial unimpinged growth rates, i.e., that of the outer edge of PPP crystals, are 
shown in Figure 4.9. These rates refer purely to the growth of β′ except for 10PPP and 
20PPP samples, which were a mixture of β′ and β (see 4.3.1 Crystal morphology and 
polymorphism). The crystal growth rates increased in an approximately linear fashion 
with decreasing temperature. Growth was generally slower for 10PPP and 20PPP, 
probably due not only to their differing crystallisation pattern and morphology (i.e., a 
mixture of β′ and the slower growing β on the outer edge of growing crystals), but also 
possibly due to the presence of less PPP as compared with the other samples. 
Samples with a higher PPP content gave higher growth rates for a given temperature. 
Unimpinged growth rate data were very reproducible.  
  
The growth rate data for the inner β section in mixed crystals collected at the top 3 
isothermal hold temperatures for samples 40PPP, 60PPP, and 80PPP are shown in 
Figure 4.10. For other samples, either the β growth rate in mixed crystals could not be 
easily discerned or there were insufficient suitable crystals produced as a result of 
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either more rapid and/or less ordered crystal growth, or the lower concentration of PPP 
(< 40% PPP). As previously indicated in Figure 4.8, growth rates for the β form in this 
type of crystal fell significantly below those recorded for the β′ form. Crystallisation 
rates were also found by Sato and Kuroda (1987) to be highest for α, intermediate for 
β′ and lowest for the most stable β form. These authors also found that transformation 
rates to higher forms were slower than crystallisation rates for each polymorph at the 
same temperature examined. Rates of crystallisation in fats have been found to be 
higher for less stable forms than more stable forms (Sato and Kuroda, 1987; Koyano et 
al., 1989). Malkin (1954) speculated that ΔG for the melt-crystallisation increases in the 
order of α, β′, and β, resulting in α having the highest crystallisation rate. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.9: Unimpinged growth rate (representing the outer edge of crystals) of PPP in 
OOO at various isothermal hold temperatures; growth rate refers to that of β′, except for 
10PPP and 20PPP which were a mixture of β′ and β. 
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Figure 4.10: Growth rate data of β crystals of PPP, via melt-mediation of β′ crystals of 
PPP, in OOO at various isothermal hold temperatures.  
 
The β growth rate values seen in Figure 4.10 show relatively little variation with 
composition or temperature compared to those found for β′. A possible explanation is 
that the majority of growth occurs from the narrow band of melt phase separating the 
two polymorphic regions. The concentration of PPP in this melt phase is limited by the 
solubility of the β′ form, so the concentration driving force will always lie within a 
relatively narrow band. This also provides another explanation for the lower growth 
rates observed for β in these crystals. 
 
 
4.3.7 Growth rate analysis 
 
One advantage of studying a relatively simple binary system is that a theoretical 
analysis of the crystal growth kinetics is possible. The driving force for crystal growth in 
fat systems is commonly expressed via means of a subcooling below the theoretical 
melting point, but here it is also possible to define a supersaturation (a state whereby a 
solution contains more of the dissolved material than could be dissolved by the solvent 
under normal circumstances) driving force (Himawan et al., 2006). Figures 4.9a, 4.9b, 
and 4.9c show the growth rate of β′ (except for 10PPP and 20PPP which were a 
mixture of β′ and β) versus supersaturation (xL-xβ′), reduced supersaturation 
(supersaturation ratio or relative supersaturation, (xL-xβ′)/xβ′), and supercooling (Tmβ′ -T), 
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respectively (see Figure 4.12), where T is the actual sample temperature, xL is the 
mole fraction of PPP in the liquid phase which initially can be taken to be the same as 
the overall sample composition (and is assumed here), xβ′ is the saturation liquid 
composition corresponding to β′ melting at temperature T, and Tmβ′ is the β′ melting 
temperature corresponding to liquid composition xL. The parameters xβ′ and Tmβ′ are 
calculated via the Hildebrand equation, using the same enthalpy and PPP melting point 
parameters used in Table 4.4 (ΔHm = 126.5 kJ/mol, Tm = 60.5°C).  
 
 
 
           (a) 
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           (b) 
 
 
 
           (c)  
 
Figure 4.11: Growth rate of the β′ polymorph of PPP from an OOO solution, plotted 
against theoretical values for driving forces calculated via the Hildebrand equation of (a) 
supersaturation (xL-xβ′), (b) reduced saturation ((xL-xβ′)/xβ′), and (c) supercooling (Tmβ′ -T); 
see Figure 10 for an explanation of the symbols. Growth rate refers to that of β′, except 
for 10PPP and 20PPP which were a mixture of β′ and β. 
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Figure 4.12: Schematic representation of the supersaturation (Δx) and supercooling (ΔT) 
driving forces for crystallisation of the β′ polymorph of PPP in a solution of OOO, and 
transformation to the β polymorph via melting of β′.  
 
The plot of growth rate against supersaturation shows a limited correlation, but when 
the growth rate data are plotted against either reduced supersaturation or supercooling, 
the higher concentrations of PPP (40% and above) collapse onto a single “master” 
curve with only a small degree of scatter, which appears to be a proportional 
relationship in both cases. A proportional relationship with reduced saturation is 
indicative of a continuous growth (rough interfacial growth, whereby the growth 
interface undergoes surface roughening) mechanism rather than screw dislocation or 
birth and spread mechanisms (Nguyen et al., 2014). The rough interfacial growth 
mechanism is commonly found at high supersaturations (as here) and indeed, a rough 
morphology is observed under the microscope for these samples. The 10% and 20% 
PPP samples grew slower than the other samples and do not fit the above pattern. As 
previously mentioned, 10PPP and 20PPP had differing crystallisation morphologies, 
i.e., a mixture of β′ and the slower growing β on the outer edge of growing crystals. 
These samples being more dilute resulting in long range diffusion of PPP to the 
growing crystal could also be an important limiting factor. However, the ability to 
correlate the higher concentration data using either reduced supersaturation or 
supercooling based on an ideal model is a useful simplification and also supports the 
earlier conclusion that the system can be considered ideal in terms of the β′ polymorph. 
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It is also possible to correlate growth data for the β polymorph, but this is growing from 
the solution in the interstitial gap between the dissolving β′ region and the β region, 
rather than the bulk solution. The concentration of PPP in this gap is therefore not 
dependent on the bulk solution concentration, but rather is controlled by the release of 
PPP dissolving from the β′ crystal side that is governed by the solubility of the β′ form 
at the prevailing sample temperature (xβ′). The equivalent driving forces for the growth 
of the β form are thus: supersaturation (x-xβ′), reduced supersaturation ((x-xβ′)/ x), 
and supercooling (Tm - Tmβ′). Here x  is the saturation liquid composition corresponding 
to β melting at temperature T, and Tmβ is the β melting temperature corresponding to 
liquid composition xβ′. The parameters x and Tmβ are calculated via the Hildebrand 
equation, using the same enthalpy and PPP melting point parameters used in Tables 
4.2 and 4.3. The driving forces for both β′ and β crystallisation are illustrated 
schematically in Figure 4.12. Figure 4.13 shows the equivalent driving force plots for 
the melt-mediated transformation of β′ to β. As the β form is not growing from the bulk 
solution but rather from PPP that has dissolved from the β′ crystal, there is a smaller 
variation for driving force variables for β, as compared with β′. This reflects and 
explains the relatively small variation in the growth rates of the β form. It also provides 
support for PPP/OOO being an ideal system.   
 
 
           (a) 
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           (b) 
 
 
 
           (c) 
 
Figure 4.13: Growth rate of β crystals of PPP in OOO via melting of β′ crystals, plotted 
against theoretical values of driving forces calculated via the Hildebrand equation of (a) 
supersaturation (xβ′-xβ), (b) reduced saturation ((xβ′-xβ)/xβ), and (c) supercooling (Tmβ - 
Tmβ′); see Figure 10 for an explanation of the symbols. 
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4.4 Conclusions 
 
This is the first reported study of HSM experiments on the PPP/OOO system. The HSM 
technique has the advantage of being able to physically see the morphology and 
growth of the crystals. This technique has visualised for the first time a melt-mediated 
transformation from β′ to β, which in PPP-OOO blends was generally seen to originate 
from the centre of the crystal and spread outwards with a small liquid gap between the 
untransformed and transformed material. This “melt-mediated” transformation has often 
been hypothesised (see Sato, 2001) but can be clearly seen occurring in these 
samples. A further advantage of this technique is that it allows changes occurring 
within a crystal to be visualised also. The amount and location of liquid within a crystal 
network thus appears to play a key role in polymorphic transformations in fat systems 
in general. Whilst temperature is often seen as a key driver in governing polymorphic 
transformation, part of the temperature effect may actually be an indirect effect via the 
amount of liquid content.  
 
The HSM technique is good for determining sample melting points as a definitive end 
of melting point can be observed. However, a major disadvantage with this technique is 
that it appears that diffusional mass transfer resistances significantly delay melting by 
maintaining concentration gradients in the liquid phase and thus non-equilibrium 
conditions for long time periods. The length of time required for melting depends on the 
diffusional distances in play, which in turn depends on the crystal sizes present. 
However, a very rough rule of thumb could be used in that the time spent during which 
the sample melts should be at the very least as long as the period of time over which 
the sample crystallised. When crystallisation times are very short, as in constant 
cooling rate experiments, and a fine microstructure is formed whereby pockets of OOO 
and PPP are very close to one another, diffusion distances are very small and the 
melting behaviour is close to that predicted by the ideal Hildebrand model. This 
hypothesis is further supported by the fact that lower isothermal crystallisation 
temperatures and faster cooling rates (for non-isothermal crystallisations) lower the 
observed melting points for blends (much more so than for pure PPP), and that 
diffusion distances versus times calculated using literature data for diffusivity are of the 
right order of magnitude for diffusion to be a limiting factor.  
 
Analysis of crystal growth rates showed that both reduced supersaturation and 
supercooling can be used to correlate the growth rates of the β′ and β forms. 
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Compositions above 40% PPP collapsed well onto a “master curve”, while the dilute 
10% and 20% PPP systems did not fit this curve. Growth rates of the β form were well 
correlated with driving forces that took into account that the concentration of PPP in the 
liquid from which the crystal was growing was limited by the solubility of the β′ 
polymorph at the sample temperature. Both reduced supersaturation and supercooling 
driving forces could be quantified this way, and indeed, a similar principle could be 
used to correlate the driving forces for polymorphic transformations in general.    
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5.1 Introduction 
 
In the previous chapter, the simplest possible binary fat and oil TAG system, that of 
PPP and OOO, was studied. The aim of the work presented in this chapter is to study 
the effect of OOO on the crystallisation and remelting of a slightly less simple and 
uniform fat than the trisaturated PPP, namely POP, which has one unsaturated fatty 
acid moiety. Therefore, only one fatty acid moiety is changed in comparison with 
PPP/OOO. Previous studies have shown POP to display more complex polymorphic 
behaviour than PPP (Koyano et al., 1989; Sato et al., 1989; Sato, 2001; Bayés-García 
et al., 2013). The POP TAG is one of the three main TAGs in CB and may constitute 
~12-15% of CB, depending on the geographical region where the cocoa trees are 
grown (Chaiseri and Dimick, 1995). The two highest melting forms of POP, namely β2 
and β1, exhibit thermal and structural behaviour almost identical to that of the two 
highest forms in CB, namely βV and βVI, respectively (Koyano et al., 1989).  
 
It was found in the previous chapter that adding 20% oil into a fat system had an effect 
on polymorphic behaviour, and so an 80:20 system was also utilised for the POP/OOO 
experiments in this chapter. It was also noted in the PPP/OOO work that using a remelt 
rate of 1°C/min resulted in higher melting points when compared with samples 
remelted at 0.1°C/min. Both of these remelt rates will also be used in this chapter. The 
peak melting DSC values for POP are compared with those presented in Figure 3 of 
Sato et al. (1989), and these are listed in Table 5.1. Predicted peak melting values of 
POP polymorphs in the POP-OOO (80:20) blend were calculated via Hildebrand (Table 
5.1) using the aforementioned values along with melting enthalpy values from Sato et 
al. (1989). Extraction of data from the HSM images for analysis on MATLAB via the 
algorithm utilised in the previous chapter was problematic. This was as a result of 
either rapid crystallisation (at 0°C and 10°C), or due to two polymorphic forms growing 
in very different ways and impinging on each other (at 20°C); this is discussed in more 
detail in the results section below. Therefore, the images were unsuitable for a kinetic 
analysis.  
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Table 5.1: Peak melting temperatures obtained by DSC of the various polymorphic forms 
of POP, taken from Figure 3 in Sato et al. (1989), along with predicted peak melting 
values for a POP-OOO (80:20) blend calculated via the Hildebrand equation. 
 
Polymorphic ΔHm (kJ/mol)a Expected DSC peak melting values (°C) 
form  POPa POP-OOO (80:20)b 
    
α  68.1 17.0 14.8 
γ  92.5 25.8-26.2 24.1-24.5 
δ              107.5 29.2 27.7 
pseudo-β2ʹ   95.5 30.7-30.8 29.0-29.1 
pseudo-β1ʹ  98.3 32.2-33.0 30.5-31.3 
β2              124.4 33.8-34.9 32.5-33.6 
β1              130.2 35.8 34.5 
    
a From Figure 3 in Sato et al. (1989). 
b Calculated via Hildebrand using values from Sato et al. (1989).  
 
 
5.2 Materials and methods 
 
5.2.1 Sample preparation 
 
A sample of POP (≥99% purity) was kindly provided by Unilever Research Colworth, 
Sharnbrook, U.K. A sample of OOO (≥99% purity) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, 
Dorset, U.K. Experiments were performed either with the POP sample or a POP-OOO 
(80/20, w/w) blend. Experiments are labelled according to the sample type and the 
temperature cooled to during experiments, i.e., POP_0C, POP_10C, POP_20C, POP-
OOO_0C, POP-OOO_10C, and POP-OOO_20C. 
 
 
5.2.2 Differential scanning calorimetry 
 
Samples of ~1 mg were weighed and run as previously described in 3.3.2 Experimental 
methodology. Samples were melted at 60°C, cooled at 50°C/min to 0, 10, or 20°C, held 
for 60 min, and then remelted at 0.1 or 1°C/min to 40°C.  
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5.2.3 Hot stage microscopy 
  
Experiments were run as previously described in 3.2.2 Experimental methodology. The 
same temperature profiles that were used for DSC samples were also used for HSM 
samples. Polymorphic transformations upon remelting and the temperatures at which 
they occurred were noted along with final melting temperatures.   
 
 
5.3 Results and discussion 
 
The peak crystallisation and melting temperatures, along with final melting points of 
POP and POP-OOO samples, are given in Table 5.2 (data were highly reproducible). 
(An overview of the polymorphism observed in the samples can also be found in the 
conclusions to this chapter, in section 5.4). Values in Table 5.2 that are starred and in 
smaller font size indicate peaks that were small but visible enough to indicate possible 
recrystallisation. Where peak melting values did not match exactly with those of Sato et 
al. (1989) or those predicted by the Hildebrand equation, the closest match for 
polymorphic form has been given. As can be seen in Table 5.2, the highest melting 
points and the most complex remelting behaviour (i.e., there were generally more 
recrystallisation and melting peaks) tended to occur when samples were previously 
cooled to 0 or 10°C from the melt and then remelted at 0.1°C/min. Previous studies of 
POP have also shown that cooling samples rapidly then warming them slowly results in 
more complex polymorphic behaviour (Cebula et al., 1991; Bayés-García et al., 2013). 
It can also be seen in Table 5.2 that samples of POP-OOO generally showed greater 
differences between DSC and HSM for end melting results than POP samples. Data for 
the PPP/OOO system were highly reproducible. 
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Table 5.2: Peak crystallisation and melting temperatures obtained by DSC, and final 
melting temperatures obtained by DSC and HSM of pure POP and an 80/20 POP-OOO 
blend, following cooling from the melt at 50°C/min and a hold for 60 min at 0, 10, or 20°C. 
 
Sample Remelt                                        Temperature (°C)  
 rate Recrystallisation Melting peaks Final melting Final melting 
 (°C/min) peaks (DSC) and polymorph (DSC) (DSC) (HSM) 
      POP_0C 0.1 11.7/24.1/32.2 31.2/34.7/35.7 36.3 38.5 
   pseudo-β2ʹ/β2/β1   
      POP_10C 0.1 24.3/31.4 31.1/34.7/35.6 36.3 38.5 
   pseudo-β2ʹ/β2/β1   
      
POP_20C 0.1 28.1 27.0/31.2/32.6 33.5 38.5 
   γ/pseudo-β2ʹ/pseudo-β1ʹ   
      
POP_0C 1 14.9/27.9 26.9/31.2 32.9 33.6 
   γ/pseudo-β2ʹ   
      
POP_10C 1 14.6*/29.2 26.9/31.2 32.5 33.6 
   γ/pseudo-β2ʹ   
      
POP_20C 1 29.4* 27.1/31.0 33.5 35.2 
   γ/pseudo-β2ʹ   
      
POP-OOO_0C 0.1 18.2*/29.4/30.7 28.5 and 29.6/33.2/34.7 35.4 37.5 
   pseudo-β2ʹ/β2/β1   
      
POP-OOO_10C 0.1  29.8/30.7/33.8 34.0 37.5 
   pseudo-β2ʹ/pseudo-β1ʹ/β2   
      
POP-OOO_20C 0.1 25.7 26.9 27.3 34.7 
   δ   
      
POP-OOO_0C 1 16.8 30.0 31.7 37.2 
   pseudo-β2ʹ   
      
POP-OOO_10C 1  29.9 32.9 37.2 
   pseudo-β2ʹ   
      
POP-OOO_20C 1  25.8 27.8 34.8 
   γ   
* Possible recrystallisation but too small to be conclusive. 
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5.3.1 Remelting POP at 0.1°C/min 
 
The thermograms for POP samples remelted from 0, 10, or 20°C at 0.1°C/min 
indicated complex remelt behaviour and are shown in Figure 5.1. Recrystallisation 
during remelting was evident in all POP samples remelted at 0.1°C, with sample 
POP_0C displaying the most recrystallisation peaks (three in total) during remelting. 
Initial cooling of POP from the melt to 0°C at 50°C/min resulted in rapid and instant 
crystallisation of the α polymorph across the microscope slide. No changes were 
evident from the HSM images throughout a 60 min hold at 0°C (Figure 5.2a). Upon 
heating of POP_0C from 0 to 40°C at 0.1°C/min, the HSM images did not appear to 
show any change until 11.7°C, which coincided with the DSC recrystallisation peak 
representing transformation from α to γ (Figure 5.1). Curiously, from 11.7°C, fading 
(i.e., the image became less well defined) could be seen in the HSM images with no 
obvious signs of recrystallisation, giving the impression of melting; this fading stopped 
by 14.7°C. Perhaps any crystal growth at this point was too subtle to be obvious 
visually from the HSM images.  
 
The fade seen at 14.7°C in the HSM image remained unchanged up to 22.6°C (Figure 
5.2b) the temperature of the start of the DSC recrystallisation peak from γ to pseudo-β2ʹ 
(Figure 5.1). From 22.6°C, some recrystallisation growth was evident, and an HSM 
image of pseudo-β2ʹ corresponding to the end of the γ to pseudo-β2ʹ DSC 
recrystallisation peak (25°C) for POP_0C is shown in Figure 5.2c. This growth 
appeared to stop by 26.6°C due to impingement. However, darkening regions had 
begun to appear at 25.8°C (just after the end of the γ to pseudo-β2ʹ DSC 
recrystallisation peak) and grew larger up to 32.2°C (Figure 5.2d), which coincided with 
a DSC recrystallisation peak to β2 and β1 (Figure 5.1). These darkened regions 
possibly contained β2 and air and became smaller in size above 32.2°C, with part of the 
material becoming circular and more obviously like air bubbles, before disappearing by 
33.6°C (Figure 5.2e); this corresponded with the end of the recrystallisation peak to β2 
and β1. Interestingly, between 33.6 and 35.2°C, β1 crystals could clearly be seen to 
grow from the HSM images (Figures 5.2e and 5.2f), and these temperatures coincided 
with the start and end of the β2 DSC melting peak. This phenomenon possibly suggests 
melt-mediated transformation. The end melting point (for β1) of POP_0C remelted at 
0.1°C/min was 36.3°C according to DSC themograms, while the last crystals were 
seen to melt in HSM images at 38.5°C. 
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Figure 5.1: DSC melting profiles of POP remelted from 0, 10, or 20°C to 40°C at 0.1°C/min 
following previous cooling from the melt at 50°C/min.   
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  (a)                                                                  (b)  
 
   
  (c)                                                                  (d)  
 
   
  (e)                                                                  (f)  
 
Figure 5.2: POP during 0.1°C/min remelting at (a) 0°C (the very beginning of remelting), 
(b) 22.6°C, (c) 25.0°C, (d) 32.2°C, (e) 33.6°C, and (f) 35.2°C. Sample had previously been 
cooled to 0°C at 50°C/min from the melt and held at 0°C for 60 min before remelting. 
Smaller font indicates the polymorph present in a lesser quantity. The width of each 
image corresponds to 0.6 mm. 
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As with sample POP_0C, cooling from the melt to 10°C at 50°C/min resulted in rapid 
and instant crystallisation of α and the HSM images were almost identical to that shown 
in Figure 5.2a throughout a 60 min hold at 10°C. Upon heating of POP_10C from 10 to 
40°C at 0.1°C/min, a similar fading event (~11.7-14.7°C) could be seen in HSM 
images, as that which occurred in the POP_0C HSM images coinciding with the α to γ 
DSC recrystallisation peak for POP_0C; curiously, this was not seen in thermograms 
for POP_10C (Figure 5.1). The POP samples cooled to 10°C should have contained 
some α as this form crystallises upon rapid cooling of the melt without appreciable 
undercooling (Blaurock et al., 1988). Koyano et al. (1989) observed no supercooling for 
the α form of POP, which crystallised just below its melting point. There was probably 
more α present in samples cooled to 0°C than those cooled to 10°C and this was 
perhaps reflected in DSC thermograms, despite the HSM images looking so similar for 
POP_0C and POP_10C between 11.7 and 14.7°C. Another possibility to explain this is 
that perhaps γ rather α than formed predominantly at 10°C in DSC samples.  
 
Following the fade in the HSM images described above, the polymorphic behaviour for 
POP_10C was similar to that described for POP_0C remelted at 0.1°C/min (see 
comparable images in Figures 5.3a-d), the only minor difference appearing to be in the 
final melting. At 33.3°C (the start of the β2 melting peak), some of the air bubbles seen 
in HSM POP_10C images disappeared, while some appeared to regrow up to 35.6°C 
(β1 melting peak), in uneven shapes. After 35.6°C, the darkened regions began to 
become smaller again before disappearing at 37.5°C. The β1 crystals (lighter regions) 
showed signs of growth up to 34.7°C (Figure 5.3d), which coincided with the β2 DSC 
melting peak for POP_10 remelted at 0.1°C/min; no growth was apparent in HSM 
images beyond this point. As with POP_0C, the end melting point (β1) of POP_10C 
was 36.3°C according to DSC themograms, while the last crystals were seen to melt in 
HSM images at 38.5°C.  
 
Among POP samples remelted at 0.1°C/min, those remelted from 10°C (POP_10C) 
had the most β2 and β1 forms present, as seen in Figure 5.1. Coincidentally, the 
thermogram for sample POP_10C showed a smaller pseudo-β2ʹ melting peak followed 
by a greater recrystallisation peak (31.4°C) prior to greater melting peaks of β2 and β1, 
as compared with POP_0C samples (Figure 5.1). While pseudo-β2ʹ was identified as 
the third polymorph in the transformation pathway in the current study for POP_0C and 
POP_10C samples remelted at 0.1°C/min, Bayés-García et al. (2013) found δ to be 
present at a similar stage for similar samples. However, in the latter study POP 
samples were cooled at slower rates of 2 or 15°C/min and from DSC thermograms 
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samples appeared to have been cooled to -10°C, although it is unclear if samples were 
held for any length of time at this temperature. 
 
   
  (a)                                                                  (b)  
  
   
  (c)                                                                  (d)  
 
Figure 5.3: POP during 0.1°C/min remelting at (a) 22.5°C, (b) 25.2°C, (c) 32.7°C, and (d) 
34.7°C. Sample had previously been cooled to 10°C at 50°C/min from the melt and held at 
10°C for 60 min before remelting. Smaller font indicates the polymorph present in a 
lesser quantity. The width of each image corresponds to 0.6 mm. 
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Following initial cooling of POP from the melt to 20°C at 50°C/min, γ crystals began to 
grow within ~2½ min; these would eventually form the circular crystals seen in Figure 
5.4a. After ~6½ min at 20°C, the more rapidly growing δ polymorph (the material 
surrounding the circular crystals in Figure 5.4a) nucleated and grew until complete 
impingement with the circular γ crystals, preventing further growth of both polymorphs. 
Once impingement between γ and δ was complete, no changes were evident from the 
HSM images throughout the remainder of the 60 min hold at 20°C; the image in Figure 
5.4a is representative from this point until during the remelting phase above 22.5°C. 
Koyano et al. (1989) previously found the γ form to crystallise at 20°C following rapid 
cooling from the melt. This partly explains the less rapid crystallisation seen at 20°C, 
compared with that seen at 0 or 10°C; rates of crystallisation of POP have previously 
been found to be higher in less stable than in more stable forms (Koyano et al., 1989). 
Upon heating of POP_20C from 20 to 40°C at 0.1°C/min, some growth of pseudo-β1ʹ 
could be seen sprouting from the γ crystals above 22.5°C. This sprouting can be seen 
in Figure 5.4b at 25.2°C, which was around the start of the γ melting peak for 
POP_20C (Figure 5.1).  
 
By the end of the γ melting peak, at 27.3°C, no obvious melting had taken place in the 
HSM images but growth of the sprouting pseudo-β1ʹ had continued, while the circular 
crystals also began to show growth at this point and had become obviously lighter in 
colour (Figure 5.4c); later melting revealed that the circular crystals at this stage had 
likely transformed to β2. It appeared, therefore, that γ had transformed to both pseudo-
β1ʹ and β2, depending on location. It was not obvious if the tiny amount of pseudo-β2ʹ 
seen in the DSC thermogram for POP_20C (Figure 5.1) was seen in HSM images. By 
28.1°C, coinciding with the DSC recrystallisation peak for POP_20C, the δ crystal 
material surrounding the circular β2 crystals in the HSM image began to darken, some 
of which then melted while some only appeared to partly melt; the peak of this melting 
seemed to occur around the end of the DSC recrystallisation peak at 29.3°C (Figure 
5.4d). The recrystallisation peak possibly represents transformation of δ to a higher 
form; from the HSM images this higher form appeared to be β2 (discussed below), but 
this was not obvious in the DSC thermogram (Figure 5.1). Melting continuing to appear 
in the HSM images during the recrystallisation peak can perhaps be explained in terms 
of the exothermic recrystallisation energy levels surpassing those of endothermic 
melting at this point, hence the change in the thermogram seen here.  
 
Following the partial melting between 28.1 and 29.3°C, the dark crystals (β2) continued 
to grow, filling up the space occupied by the recently melted δ; this growth finished 
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around the start of the small pseudo-β2ʹ melting peak at ~30°C, while the sprouting 
pseudo-β1ʹ material and circular β2 crystals also stopped showing signs of growth at 
this point. The end melting point for POP_20C DSC samples remelted at 0.1°C/min 
was 33.5°C (the tail end of the pseudo-β1ʹ melting peak), with no higher melting forms 
(β2 and β1) evident from DSC thermograms (Figure 5.1). However, crystals could still 
clearly be seen in HSM samples at 33.5°C, by which point the pseudo-β1ʹ had 
completely melted (Figure 5.4e). By 35°C, the circular β2 crystals had melted away, 
with most of the surrounding β2 crystal material melting by 35.7°C (at which 
temperature the melting peak β1 for was seen in samples POP_0 and POP_10). The 
HSM images also revealed some growth of β1 crystals (Figure 5.4f) in POP_20C 
samples. These β1 crystals (Figure 5.4f) continued to show some growth but began to 
melt above 36°C before finally melting at the same temperature POP_0C and 
POP_10C HSM samples melted at, i.e., 38.5°C.  
 
From the HSM images, there appeared to be less β1 crystals present in samples 
remelted from 20°C at 0.1°C/min, than those remelted from 0 or 10°C at 0.1°C/min (the 
image in Figure 5.4f was taken from a slightly different location than the images in 
Figures 5.4a-e as not many β1 crystals were evident in the original location captured on 
the microscope slide). Bayés-García et al. (2013) also found in pure POP experiments 
that transformation to β was less likely to occur during rewarming when γ (the starting 
polymorph for POP_20C) rather than α (the starting polymorph for POP_0C and 
POP_10C) was the starting polymorph. It is possible that this growth and melting of β1 
did not appear on the DSC thermogram as the quantity was low, resulting in very small 
heat changes that were difficult to detect, or that this regrowth did not take place in the 
more fluid system present in the DSC sample. 
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  (c)                                                                       (d)  
 
   
  (e)                                                                  (f)  
 
Figure 5.4: POP during 0.1°C/min remelting at (a) 22.5°C, (b) 25.2°C, (c) 27.3°C, (d) 29.3°C, 
(e) 33.5°C, and (f) 35.7°C. Sample had previously been cooled to 20°C at 50°C/min from 
the melt and held at 20°C for 60 min before remelting. The width of each image 
corresponds to 0.6 mm. 
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5.3.2 Remelting POP at 1°C/min 
 
The thermograms for POP samples remelted from 0, 10, or 20°C at 1°C/min indicated 
less complex remelt behaviour than POP samples remelted at 0.1°C/min, as seen in 
Figure 5.5. Two DSC melting peaks were seen when remelting POP at 1°C/min, 
whereas three were seen when a remelt rate of 0.1°C/min was used. No higher melting 
(β2 and β1) DSC peaks were seen when remelting POP at 1°C/min. Upon heating of 
POP_0C from 0 to 40°C at 1°C/min, the HSM images did not appear to show any 
change until 14.4°C, which coincided with the start of the recrystallisation peak 
(14.9°C) from  α to γ (Figure 5.5). Bayés-García et al. (2013) previously found that 
heating pure POP at 1°C/min caused a solid-state transformation from α to γ at 15°C, 
as indicated by an exothermic DSC peak. This transformation found in the current 
study probably occurred at a higher temperature compared with the equivalent sample 
remelted at 0.1°C/min as a remelt rate of 1°C/min would have allowed less time for 
transformation to occur. From 14.4°C, the HSM image faded in a similar way to POP 
samples remelted at 0.1°C/min, giving the impression of melting. This fading stopped at 
17.3°C, at which temperature there appeared to be the start of a slight readjustment in 
the DSC thermogram (Figure 5.5).  
 
No differences were seen in the HSM images for POP_0C remelted at 1°C/min from 
17.3°C until 24.4°C (Figure 5.6a), whereupon some transformation could be seen to 
occur in the HSM images (darkening regions) coinciding with the start of the DSC 
melting peak for γ (Figure 5.5). The early stages of this transformation can be seen in 
Figure 5.6b at 27.2°C, which was at the point between the end of γ melting peak and 
the start of the DSC recrystallisation peak from γ to pseudo-β2ʹ (Figure 5.5). These 
darkening regions of pseudo-β2ʹ continued to grow, accompanied with melting of the 
surrounding γ material. The point where the surrounding material had melted away can 
be seen in Figure 5.6c at 29°C, which was towards the end of DSC recrystallisation 
peak and just before melting of pseudo-β2ʹ began, as seen in the thermogram in Figure 
5.5. Continued growth of pseudo-β2ʹ could be seen in HSM images above 29°C, filling 
the voids where γ had just melted, and ceasing just before the pseudo-β2ʹ melting peak 
at 31.2°C (Figure 5.5); the corresponding HSM image for this is shown in Figure 5.6d. 
After 31.2°C, melting became more obvious visually in HSM images. The final melting 
point (pseudo-β2ʹ) for POP_0C DSC samples relmelted at 1°C/min was 32.9°C, 
whereas for HSM samples it was 33.6°C. 
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Figure 5.5: DSC melting profiles of POP remelted from 0, 10, or 20°C to 40°C at 1°C/min 
following previous cooling from the melt at 50°C/min.   
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  (c)                                                                       (d)  
 
Figure 5.6: POP during 1°C/min remelting at (a) 24.4°C, (b) 27.2°C, (c) 29.0°C, and (d) 
31.2°C. Sample had previously been cooled to 0°C at 50°C/min from the melt and held at 
0°C for 60 min before remelting. Smaller font indicates the polymorph present in a lesser 
quantity. The width of each image corresponds to 0.6 mm. 
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During remelting of POP_10C from 0 to 40°C at 1°C/min, a small amount of 
recrystallisation from α to γ with a peak of 14.6°C may have occurred, but very little 
compared with that seen at this point in the equivalent sample remelted from 0°C 
(Figure 5.5). Samples of POP_10C showed similar remelting patterns in HSM images 
to POP_0C when remelted at 1°C/min (see comparable images in Figures 5.7a-d). One 
minor difference in POP_10C samples was that the pseudo-β2ʹ appeared to continue 
growing past the pseudo-β2ʹ DSC melting peak at 31.2°C (growth had apparently 
ceased by this point in POP_0C samples), and began to melt after 31.8°C (Figure 
5.7d). There was much less recrystallisation prior to a much smaller pseudo-β2ʹ DSC 
melting peak for sample POP_10C remelted at 1°C, as compared with sample 
POP_0C (Figure 5.5). It can also be seen from the HSM images that there was more 
melting of γ (Figure 5.7c) and less filling of the voids by the growing pseudo-β2ʹ crystals 
(Figure 5.7d) than that seen in POP_0C when compared with the equivalent images for 
POP_0C (Figures 5.6c and 5.6d). The final melting point (pseudo-β2ʹ) for POP_10C 
DSC samples remelted at 1°C/min was 32.5°C, while for HSM samples it was 33.6°C. 
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Figure 5.7: POP during 1°C/min remelting at (a) 23.6°C, (b) 27.8°C, (c) 29.2°C, and (d) 
31.8°C. Sample had previously been cooled to 10°C at 50°C/min from the melt and held at 
10°C for 60 min before remelting. Smaller font indicates the polymorph present in a 
lesser quantity. The width of each image corresponds to 0.6 mm. 
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When POP_20C was remelted from 20 to 40°C at 1°C/min, no transformation was 
seen up until 25.2°C in HSM images (Figure 5.8a). From 25.2°C (coinciding with the 
start of the DSC melting peak for γ) to 27.9°C (the point between the end of γ melting 
and the start of possible recrystallisation to pseudo-β2ʹ), the circular crystals became 
brighter in appearance (later melting indicated that a transformation from γ to β2 may 
have occurred at this point in the circular crystals, as described for POP_20 remelted at 
0.1°C/min), while the outer material became darker. Melting in the HSM indicated this 
outer crystal material to be δ, however the presence of this polymorph was not so 
apparent in the DSC thermogram. There was also the development of pseudo-β2ʹ 
sprouting from the circular crystals, as described for POP_20C samples remelted at 
0.1°C/min. By 29°C, the δ material seen in HSM POP_20C samples remelted at 
1°C/min had melted away (Figure 5.8b), coinciding with a possible DSC 
recrystallisation peak (Figure 5.5). The HSM image corresponding to the DSC melting 
peak for pseudo-β2ʹ at 31°C can be seen in Figure 5.8c. Above 31°C, the pseudo-β2ʹ 
could be seen in HSM images to darken before melting by the DSC end melting point 
at 33.6°C. Crystals of β2 could still be seen to grow up to 33.6°C in HSM images, 
before finally melting at 35.2°C.  
 
There was less growth of pseudo-β2ʹ in POP_20C samples remelted at 1°C/min 
(Figures 5.8b and 5.8c), compared with those remelted at 0.1°C/min (Figures 5.4b-d), 
probably due to there being less time available for transformation and growth at the 
higher remelt rate. It was perhaps also for this reason that no β1 crystals were seen in 
POP_20C samples remelted at 1°C/min, as were seen in samples remelted at 
0.1°C/min (Figure 5.4f). Within the group of POP samples remelted at 1°C/min, 
recrystallisation was most evident in samples remelted from 0°C, probably indicating 
that a greater quantity of lower forms were present after cooling to 0°C, as compared 
with POP samples cooled to 10 or 20°C. These POP samples remelted from 0°C at 
1°C/min, also displayed the largest final melting peak, i.e. that of pseudo-β2ʹ; 
coincidently, this sample also showed the most recrystallisation before the pseudo-β2ʹ 
melting peak. While pseudo-β2ʹ was identified as the third and final polymorph in the 
transformation pathway in the current study for POP_0C and POP_10C samples 
remelted at 1°C/min, Bayés-García et al. (2013) found β to be the third and final 
polymorph for similar samples. However, as discussed above (see 5.3.1 Remelting 
POP at 0.1°C/min), the experimental conditions used by Bayés-García et al. (2013) 
differed a little from those in the current study. 
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Figure 5.8: POP during 1°C/min remelting at (a) 25.2°C, (b) 29.3°C, (c) 31.0°C, and (d) 
33.6°C. Sample had previously been cooled to 20°C at 50°C/min from the melt and held at 
20°C for 60 min before remelting. The width of each image corresponds to 0.6 mm. 
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5.3.3 Remelting POP-OOO at 0.1°C/min 
 
As with POP samples, the thermograms for POP-OOO samples remelted from 0, 10, or 
20°C at 0.1°C/min indicated complex remelt behaviour and are shown in Figure 5.9. 
Initial cooling of POP-OOO from the melt to 0°C at 50°C/min resulted in rapid and 
instant crystallisation across the microscope slide. No changes were evident from the 
HSM images throughout a 60 min hold at 0°C (Figure 5.10a). From early in the 
remelting of POP-OOO_0C from 0 to 40°C at 0.1°C/min, at ~2-3°C, darkening regions 
could be seen to grow until ~12.2°C (Figure 5.10b), at which temperature the DSC 
thermogram, which has been steadily rising, levelled off (Figure 5.9); possibly a 
transformation from α to γ had occurred during this period. This levelling off in the 
thermogram was followed by what may have been very slow recrystallisation of γ to 
pseudo-β2ʹ, with a possible peak of 18.2°C (Figure 5.9). No changes were observed 
from 12.2°C until 18.2°C in the HSM images, whereupon the structures in the images 
started to become a little less sharp, indicating a possible slight melting. 
Transformation could be seen to start in the HSM images at 26°C, with lighter growing 
crystals developing out of the main crystal mass. These crystals were later confirmed 
as β2 and can be seen at in Figure 5.10c at 28.5°C, the temperature of what may have 
been the first part of a split pseudo-β2ʹ DSC melting peak (Figure 5.9), possibly split as 
a result of some recrystallisation between the peaks. This pseudo-β2ʹ melting peak had 
a final melting temperature of 30.7°C, by which point the material surrounding the 
growing crystals in HSM images had become lighter (Figure 5.10d); later melting 
suggested that a transformation from pseudo-β2ʹ to β2 had occurred here.  
 
Above 30.7°C, the β2 began to melt away and the lightening of the material appeared 
to be over by 31.2°C. Above 31.2°C, further melting of β2 occurred and this polymorph 
was gone from HSM images by 33.2°C (Figure 5.10e), which was the peak melting 
temperature of the β2 polymorph (Figure 5.10). The β1 crystals had continued to grow 
throughout this period but growth slowed down after 33.2°C, and above 34°C these 
crystals could be seen to begin melting in the HSM images. The end melting point for 
the DSC POP-OOO_0C samples remelted at 0.1°C was 35.4°C, however, β1 crystals 
could still be seen in the HSM images at this point (Figure 5.10f). The final melting 
point (β1) for HSM the samples was 37.5°C. When POP-OOO_0C was remelted at 
0.1°C/min, it mostly melted in β2 and β1 forms, whereas POP_0C mostly remelted in 
the pseudo-β2ʹ form when remelted at the same rate. Amongst all POP-OOO samples 
remelted at 0.1°C/min, those remelted from 0°C showed the most recrystallisation upon 
remelting and, perhaps consequently, the greatest quantity of β2 and β1 forms. These 
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POP-OOO_0C samples indicated a significant proportion of β2 and β1 via DSC 
thermograms, although, the peaks for these polymorphs were quantitatively smaller 
than in POP samples remelted at 0.1°C/min from 0 or 10°C. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.9: DSC melting profiles of POP-OOO remelted from 0, 10, or 20°C to 40°C at 
0.1°C/min following previous cooling from the melt at 50°C/min.   
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Figure 5.10: POP-OOO during 0.1°C/min remelting at (a) 0°C (the very beginning of 
remelting), (b) 12.2°C, (c) 28.5°C, (d) 30.7°C, (e) 33.2°C, and (f) 35.4°C. Sample had 
previously been cooled to 0°C at 50°C/min from the melt and held at 0°C for 60 min 
before remelting. The width of each image corresponds to 0.6 mm. 
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As with POP-OOO_0C samples, initial cooling of POP-OOO from the melt to 10°C at 
50°C/min resulted in rapid and instant crystallisation of α across the microscope slide 
and the HSM image looked similar to that in Figure 5.10a. However, within 2 min at 
10°C, a probable transformation of α to γ began, with structures of γ appearing to grow 
over the existing α crystal mass. This growth continued throughout the 60 min holding 
time at 10°C, right up until the start of the heating phase; see the image at the end of 
the 60 min hold at 10°C for PPP-OOO in Figure 5.11a. Upon heating at 0.1°C/min, it 
was unclear from the DSC thermogram (Figure 5.9) whether very slow recrystallisation 
took place early in the remelting of POP-OOO_10C (possibly beginning ~12-13°C). At 
25.5°C, the definition in the structures in HSM images began to look less sharp as the 
sample appeared to begin melting. A transformation could be seen occurring around 
29.8°C in HSM images, which coincided with the pseudo-β2ʹ DSC melting peak. It was 
not obvious if the small amount of pseudo-β1ʹ seen in the DSC thermogram for POP-
OOO_10C (Figure 5.9) was seen in HSM images. An image of β1 crystals growing out 
of the main crystal mass (later confirmed to be β2) can be seen at 31.6°C in Figure 
5.11b, which coincided with the end melting point of pseudo-β1ʹ in DSC samples 
(Figure 5.9); it is not entirely clear if there was also a recrystallisation peak around 
31.6°C.  
 
There appeared to be a very small DSC melting peak of β2 beginning at 33.6°C (Figure 
5.9), at which point in the HSM images, the β2 material surrounding the growing β1 
crystals had melted away (Figure 5.11c). The end melting point of this small β2 peak 
was 34°C, although, crystals could still be seen to grow in the HSM images. There 
appeared to be a slight levelling off in the thermogram around the point where a β1 
peak would be expected. Above 35°C (Figure 5.11d), the β1 crystals appeared to begin 
to melt in the HSM images, giving an end melting result of 37.5°C. Most POP-
OOO_10C melted in the pseudo-βʹ forms, whereas POP_10C mostly melted in the 
higher β forms, when remelted at 0.1°C/min. The small high melting β2 peak seen for 
POP-OOO_10C in Figure 5.9 was not very significant, especially when compared with 
the peaks seen for POP-OOO_0C, when a remelt rate of 0.1°C/min was used. 
Coincidentally, more melting and less (if any) recrystallisation was evident in 
thermograms before this small peak in POP-OOO_10C samples, compared with POP-
OOO_0C samples remelted at 0.1°C/min.  
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  (a)                                                                       (b)  
 
   
  (c)                                                                       (d)  
  
Figure 5.11: POP-OOO during 0.1°C/min remelting at (a) 10°C (the very beginning of 
remelting), (b) 31.6°C, (c) 33.6°C, and (d) 35.0°C. Sample had previously been cooled to 
10°C at 50°C/min from the melt and held at 10°C for 60 min before remelting. The width of 
each image corresponds to 0.6 mm. 
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Following initial cooling of POP-OOO from the melt to 20°C at 50°C/min, a similar 
phenomenon was seen as for POP samples cooled to 20°C. The γ form can be seen 
as the circular crystal in Figure 5.12a, with the more rapidly growing δ form as the 
surrounding material. Once impingement was complete, no changes were evident from 
the HSM images throughout the remainder of the 60 min hold at 20°C; the image in 
Figure 5.12a is representative from this point until the sample was heated. Upon 
heating of POP-OOO_20C from 20 to 40°C at 0.1°C/min, the circular γ crystal could be 
seen to grow in size, accompanied with melting of the outer δ material in the immediate 
vicinity of the crystal. A more obvious gap began to form between these forms ~23-
24°C. This gap can be seen in Figure 5.12b at 25.5°C, which coincided with the start of 
a very small recrystallisation peak from γ to δ in the DSC sample (Figure 5.9).  
 
There was very little activity seen in DSC thermograms for PPP-OOO_20C samples 
remelted at 0.1°C/min compared with the other samples. The end melting point (δ) 
appeared to be 27.3°C in the thermogram (Figure 5.9), by which point a large 
proportion of the δ had melted away in the HSM images (Figure 5.12c); the remainder 
of the δ melted away by 28°C. Between 25.5 and 27.3°C in HSM images, slight growth 
and slight darkening was seen internally in the circular crystal, although, it is unclear 
whether or not this indicated transformation from one polymorphic form to another. 
Melting in the HSM revealed this circular crystal to be of the β2 type. Given that very 
little change was seen in this crystal (other than growth) before melting, it is possible 
that it was already in the β2 form at the start of remelting (i.e. at 20°C). It also seemed 
evident from DSC thermograms that recrystallisation had occurred from γ to δ, which 
was not seen in HSM images. The circular β2 crystal in the HSM images continued to 
show growth up to 31.2°C (Figure 5.12d), after which the crystal began to melt, finally 
melting by 34.7°C.   
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  (a)                                                                       (b)  
 
   
  (c)                                                                       (d)  
 
Figure 5.12: POP-OOO during 0.1°C/min remelting at (a) 20°C (the very beginning of 
remelting), (b) 25.5°C, (c) 27.3°C, and (d) 31.2°C. Sample had previously been cooled to 
20°C at 50°C/min from the melt and held at 20°C for 60 min before remelting. The width of 
each image corresponds to 0.6 mm. 
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5.3.4 Remelting POP-OOO at 1°C/min 
 
Samples of POP-OOO heated at 1°C/min from 0, 10, or 20°C to 40°C displayed the 
most simple remelt behaviour in this study, with each sample having only one DSC 
melting peak and only those remelted from 0°C displaying even a small amount of 
recrystallisation (Figure 5.13). When POP-OOO_0C was remelted at 1°C/min, 
transformation could be seen ~8-9°C as the crystal mass began to darken in places. 
This darkening can be seen Figure 5.14a at 16.8°C, the temperature of the DSC 
recrystallisation peak. This transformation (apparently to pseudo-β2ʹ) continued until 
20.7°C (Figure 5.14b), the temperature of the start of the DSC melting peak for 
pseudo-β2ʹ (Figure 5.13). Very little change could be seen in the HSM images until the 
DSC pseudo-β2ʹ melting peak at 30°C, after which the sample appeared to start to 
melt. The final melting point (pseudo-β2ʹ) for the DSC POP-OOO_0C sample was 
31.7°C, although, crystals could still be seen in the HSM images at this point (Figure 
5.14c). By 32.7°C, the bulk of the crystal material melted away, out of which grew small 
β1 crystals (not seen in DSC samples for this sample) that only appeared to show signs 
of melting above 35.6°C (Figure 5.14d). The final melting point for these β1 crystals 
seen in the HSM images was 37.2°C. 
 
When POP-OOO_10C was remelted at 1°C/min from 10 to 40°C, the structure of the 
crystal mass in HSM images appeared to fade a little at around 26°C, with some 
darkening beginning to appear; this was around the point where the onset slope of 
melting of pseudo-β2ʹ increased for the DSC sample (Figure 5.13). An image of this 
darkening can be seen in Figure 5.15a at 29.9°C, the temperature of the pseudo-β2ʹ 
melting peak of the DSC sample (Figure 5.13). The pseudo-β2ʹ melted away by 32.9°C 
(also the DSC end melting temperature), however, investigation across the microscope 
slide revealed a few β1 crystals (see HSM image at 35°C in Figure 5.15b). It is unclear 
whether these β1 crystals (not seen in DSC thermograms for this sample) grew much 
after appearing (there were too few of these crystals across the slide to adequately 
determine this) but they showed signs of beginning to melt above 35°C, finally melting 
by 37.2°C in HSM images. 
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Figure 5.13: DSC melting profiles of POP-OOO remelted from 0, 10, or 20°C to 40°C at 
1°C/min following previous cooling from the melt at 50°C/min.   
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  (a)                                                                       (b)  
 
   
  (c)                                                                       (d)  
 
Figure 5.14: POP-OOO during 1°C/min remelting at (a) 16.8°C, (b) 20.7°C, (c) 31.7°C, and 
(d) 35.6°C. Sample had previously been cooled to 0°C at 50°C/min from the melt and held 
at 0°C for 60 min before remelting. The width of each image corresponds to 0.6 mm. 
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  (a)                                                                       (b)  
 
Figure 5.15: POP-OOO during 1°C/min remelting at (a) 29.9°C, and (b) 35.0°C. Sample had 
previously been cooled to 10°C at 50°C/min from the melt and held at 10°C for 60 min 
before remelting. The width of each image corresponds to 0.6 mm. 
 
A small quantity of outer δ material (surrounding a more distinct looking crystal) could 
be seen melting away as soon as the POP-OOO_20C sample was heated at 1°C/min 
from 20°C (Figure 5.16a). This melting was more evident in HSM images by 25.8°C 
(Figure 5.16b), which was the temperature of the γ melting peak (Figure 5.13). The δ 
melted slowly until 27.2°C (only a thin melt border around the central crystal had 
melted at this point), after which point melting was rapid. As with POP-OOO_20C 
samples remelted at 0.1°C/min (see previous section), when POP-OOO_20C samples 
were remelted at 1°C/min, slight growth and slight darkening was seen internally in the 
circular crystals (~25.8-27.8°C) and it is unclear whether or not this indicated 
transformation from γ to β2, or that the crystals were already in the β2 form at the start 
of remelting (i.e. at 20°C).  
 
It appeared that only γ was present in DSC POP-OOO samples cooled to 20°C then 
remelted at 1°C/min. However, 25.5-27.3°C was the range where the recrystallisation 
of γ to δ and the subsequent end melting point of δ was seen in POP-OOO_20C 
samples remelted at 0.1C/min, while the melting peak to end melting point for γ took 
place over a similar temperature range (25.8-27.8°C) when these samples were 
remelted at 1°C/min. The γ melting peak in Figure 5.13 was also between the predicted 
values for γ and δ, so possibly both forms were contained within this peak. As with 
POP samples, DSC POP-OOO samples remelted from 20°C at 1°C appeared to have 
a low final DSC melting point; the final melting point of the γ melting peak was 27.8°C. 
However, crystals could still be seen in the HSM at this temperature (Figure 5.16c). 
These crystals appeared to grow until 30°C (Figure 5.16d), began to melt above 31°C, 
p-β2ʹ 
 
β1 
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and had a final melting point of 34.8°C. In contrast with DSC POP-OOO samples 
remelted from 0 or 10°C at 0.1°C/min, higher melting forms (β2 and β1) were not seen 
in DSC POP-OOO samples remelted at 1°C/min. 
 
   
  (a)                                                                       (b)  
 
   
  (c)                                                                       (d)  
 
Figure 5.16: POP-OOO during 1°C/min remelting at (a) 20.0°C (the very beginning of 
remelting), (b) 25.8°C, (c) 27.8°C, and (d) 30.0°C. Sample had previously been cooled to 
20°C at 50°C/min from the melt and held at 20°C for 60 min before remelting. The width of 
each image corresponds to 0.6 mm. 
 
 
5.4 Conclusions 
 
This is the first reported study of HSM experiments on the POP/OOO system where the 
morphology and transformations occurring during remelting of the crystals have been 
visualised. A summary of the polymorphic transformations seen in HSM samples for 
both POP and POP-OOO is presented in Figure 5.17. These pathways did not always 
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match with DSC results (Figures 5.1, 5.5, 5.9, and 5.13). In fact, only POP samples 
remelted from 0 or 10°C at 0.1°C/min appeared to have exact matching results for both 
HSM and DSC. However, the transformation pathways shown for POP are generally 
consistent with those reported by Sato et al. (1989) and Bayés-García et al. (2013). 
Sato et al. (1989) performed a series of isothermal holds after an initial chilling of the 
POP melt to produce α. This polymorph was able to transform into γ (12°C, 1 hr), p-β2ʹ 
(25°C, 2.5 hr), and β2 (30°C, 36 hr), which mirrors the behaviour in the top row of 
Figure 5.17 (where α is rewarmed at 0.1°C/min). Sato et al. (1989) found that δ could 
be produced at isothermal conditions but only in a narrow window between 25 and 
26.5°C. Similar behaviour was reported by Bayés-García et al. (2013) from their XRD 
study, where the δ form was produced by warming the γ form at 0.1°C/min. In this 
study it appears that δ could be generated at 20°C but, given the abovementioned 
literature findings, it is possible that this actually came via the initial crystallisation of the 
γ form.  
 
Across all experiments in this study, samples of POP remelted at 0.1°C/min displayed 
the most complex behaviour, while POP-OOO remelted at 1°C/min displayed the least 
complex behaviour upon remelting. Both the addition of OOO and the faster remelt rate 
of 1°C/min (as compared with a remelt rate of 0.1°C/min) appeared to be factors in 
producing the least complex behaviour in POP upon remelting. From DSC 
thermograms, it appeared that the addition of OOO resulted in less transformation and 
recrystallisation upon remelting of POP, even accounting for the POP-OOO samples 
having 20% less POP than pure samples. A further notable conclusion from Bayés-
García et al. (2013) was the prevalence of liquid during transformation of POP (i.e. 
melt-mediated transformations), so it may not be so surprising that maintaining a 
constant source of liquid in the form of OOO will facilitate transformations. 
 
With the exception of POP samples remelted at 0.1°C/min, all samples remelted from 
0°C in this study produced the largest final melting peak within their respective sample 
groups (see thermograms in Figures 5.1, 5.5, 5.9, and 5.13). The higher melting forms 
(β2 and β1) that were seen in DSC thermograms and HSM images of POP samples 
remelted at 0.1°C/min were not seen in those remelted at 1°C/min, probably as there 
was less time available for transformation at the higher remelt rate and so the samples 
melted in lower forms. The DSC thermograms also indicated less complex behaviour at 
the higher remelt rate; two rather than three melting peaks, along with no higher 
melting peaks, were seen when remelting at 1°C/min.  
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Figure 5.17: Diagrams of polymorphic pathways seen in HSM images of pure POP and an 
80/20 POP-OOO blend during remelting, following cooling from the melt at 50°C/min and 
a hold for 60 min at 0, 10, or 20°C. 
 
Sample  
and hold 
temperature 
Rewarm 
rate from 
0°C 
Polymorphic transformations 
POP           
0°C and 10°C 0.1°C/min α  γ  p-β2ʹ  β2  melt 
        β1  melt 
 1°C/min α  γ  p-β2ʹ  melt   
20°C 0.1°C/min δ  β2  β1  melt   
  γ  p-β1ʹ  melt     
    β2  melt     
 1°C/min δ  melt       
  γ  p-β2ʹ  melt     
    β2  melt     
POP-OOO           
0°C and 10°C  0.1°C/min α  γ  p-β2ʹ  β2  melt 
      β1  melt   
 1°C/min α  p-β2ʹ  β1  melt   
20°C 0.1°C/min δ  melt       
  γ or β2   β2  melt     
 1°C/min δ  melt       
  γ or β2   β2  melt     
 
Across all DSC samples in this study, the greatest quantity of higher melting 
polymorphs (β2 and β1) were seen in POP samples remelted from 10°C at 0.1°C/min, 
although a significant amount were also produced in samples remelted from 0°C at 
0.1°C/min. Greater quantities of higher forms appearing in samples of POP remelted at 
0.1°C/min, as compared with the other samples in this study, appeared to be backed 
up by HSM images. However, POP-OOO samples remelted from 0°C at 0.1°C/min 
displayed the largest proportion of higher forms within its thermogram, when comparing 
thermograms across all experiments. This was probably due to a combination of more 
α being produced at the lowest temperature used in these experiments (0°C), oil 
facilitating transformation to higher forms, and more time being available for 
transformation at the slower remelt rate. 
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Cooling to temperatures low enough to induce the lowest polymorphic form possible in 
POP (i.e. α) appeared to promote the formation of higher polymorphic forms (β2 and β1)  
upon remelting, especially when given sufficient time at a relatively slow remelt rate, 
i.e. 0.1°C/min. However, at a remelt rate of 1°C/min, the addition of OOO resulted in 
the formation of higher forms in HSM samples not seen when pure POP DSC samples 
were remelted. The addition of oil promoting transformation to higher forms was also 
visualised in the PPP/OOO work in the previous chapter. Some transformation and 
higher melting (>34°C) was seen in HSM images for POP remelted from 20°C at 
0.1°C/min and POP-OOO remelted from 0 or 10°C at 1°C/min that was not evident in 
the equivalent DSC thermograms. However, a smaller quantity of higher forms were 
seen visually in these HSM samples, as compared with HSM samples that had their 
equivalent DSC samples showing higher melting forms. With DSC, small heat changes 
can be difficult to detect and so the lower quantities of higher melting crystals seen in 
the aforementioned HSM samples may not have been so readily detected via DSC. It is 
possible that a small amount of growth of these higher melting crystals was more likely 
to occur in the static and geometrically thin HSM samples but was not possible in the 
more fluid DSC system. 
 
On many occasions, melting seen in DSC thermograms coincided with the appearance 
of growth in HSM images, suggesting that melt-mediated transformation may have 
occurred, as mentioned by Bayés-García et al. (2013) and definitively observed in the 
PPP/OOO study. It was perhaps not as obvious here, as in the melt-mediated 
transformation seen in the previous chapter for the PPP/OOO system, as no clear melt 
band was seen between polymorphs during transformation. Melting also appeared in 
HSM images coinciding with DSC recrystallisation peaks, perhaps explained in terms 
of exothermic recrystallisation energy levels surpassing those of endothermic melting 
at this point during remelting. Again, the HSM technique has shown a unique 
advantage in being able to visualise morphology along with transformations occurring 
in fat systems. However, as seen in the previous chapter, melting points visualised in 
the HSM images were higher than those obtained via DSC. As mentioned previously, 
mass transfer resistances may significantly delay melting by maintaining concentration 
gradients in the liquid phase and thus non-equilibrium conditions.  
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6.1 Introduction 
 
The presence of low melting oils in a food item softens the product, changing its 
texture, appearance, and mouthfeel. Additionally, in multi-component chocolate 
products, the onset of fat bloom can be caused by migration of low melting oils, such 
as HZ, from the filling into the chocolate coating (see 2.4.1.2 Fat bloom and migration 
in multi-component products). However, the addition of oil to CB has been found to 
either promote or inhibit fat bloom, depending on experimental conditions. Smith et al. 
(2007) demonstrated that even small additions (1%) of HZ to CB increased the 
transformation rate of βV to βVI, while the addition of olive oil to CB has also been 
shown to increase polymorphic transformation rates (Lovegren et al., 1976; 
Cruickshank and Biol, 1979). Conversely, Frazier and Hartel (2010) found that cookie 
dough made with high levels of palm oil shortening, peanut oil, or olive oil 
demonstrated a protective effect against bloom in chocolate chips post-baking. The 
authors concluded that fat migration from the cookie dough appeared to be the primary 
factor in controlling bloom on chocolate chips baked in cookies. Most of this fat 
migration is likely to occur when the chocolate chips are melted during baking, so the 
chocolate resolidifies with a different fat composition than before baking (Frazier and 
Hartel, 2010). The rate at which conversion to the stable polymorphs occurs in fats is 
related to mobility within the crystal structure. Mobility is also related to the solubility of 
the solid fat within the liquid fraction (Lovegren et al., 1976). 
 
Another contradiction is that cooling chocolate too quickly after tempering (see 2.3.10 
Tempering cocoa butter and chocolate) is generally associated with the formation of 
unstable polymorphs and fat bloom, and yet, solidifying chocolate using rapid cooling 
methods (see 2.4.3 Rapid cooling techniques), such as the Aasted Frozen Cone, 
appears to give resistance to fat bloom. The aim of the work in this chapter is to build 
on the results in previous chapters using the more complex system of CB and HZ (a 
system more applicable to the real world of confectionery manufacture), and to study 
the effect on crystallisation, remelting, and polymorphic behaviour of cooling this fat 
and oil system at various rates from the melt to 0°C. Various temperature regimes 
should also establish the effect on remelting and polymorphic behaviour of different 
holding times at 0°C, different hold temperatures during remelitng including 26°C (an 
important temperature during tempering), and various remelt rates. This may provide 
insights into the formation of the β polymorph in chocolate. Similarly to previous work in 
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this thesis, crystallisation should be entirely of the high melting CB components within 
the low melting HZ components.  
 
 
6.2 Materials and methods 
 
6.2.1 Sample preparation 
 
Samples of CB and HZ were kindly supplied by Nestlé Product Technology Centre, 
York. Experiments were performed using either CB or a CB-HZ blend (80/20, w/w). 
 
 
6.2.2 High resolution gas chromatography 
 
Samples of CB and CB-HZ were prepared and analysed as described in 3.5.2 
Experimental methodology. 
 
 
6.2.3 Differential scanning calorimetry 
 
Samples of ~1 mg were weighed and run as previously described in 3.3.2 Experimental 
methodology. Samples were melted at 60°C and subjected to various temperature 
regimes which were named Methods A to E (Table 6.1). Induction temperatures for 
DSC samples were taken as where the ramp of the crystallisation peak began. 
  
 
6.2.4 Hot stage microscopy 
 
Experiments were run as previously described in 3.2.2 Experimental methodology. The 
same temperature profiles that were used for DSC were also used for HSM (Table 6.1). 
Induction temperatures, indications of polymorphic transformations upon remelting, and 
melting temperatures were recorded. The accuracy of the results produced by the 
algorithm used for detecting induction times in Chapter 4 (and discussed in 3.2 Hot 
stage microscopy) would have been affected by the movement in the samples upon 
cooling, especially at more rapid cooling rates, and so induction was determined by 
visual analysis of the HSM images. 
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Table 6.1: Temperature profiles applied to pure CB and a CB-HZ blend (80/20) in HSM and DSC experiments. 
 
Cooling rates to 0°C 
from melt (°C/min) 
Remelting profile following hold at 0°C  
(all samples were held at 0°C for 60 min except in the case of Method B) 
 
METHOD A METHOD B* METHOD C METHOD D METHOD E 
 
Heated at 1°C/min Heated at 1°C/min Heated at 1°C/min Heated at 1°C/min Heated at 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 
 to 40°C to 40°C following a 
hold at 0°C for times 
ranging from 0-60 min 
to 40°C with 
30 min hold at 26°C 
to 40°C with a 
30 min hold at 
18, 22, 26, or 30°C 
5, 10, or 50°C/min to 26°C, 
held for 30 min at 26°C, then 
heated at 1°C/min to 40°C 
    0.05      
   0.1      
   0.2      
1      
5      
              10      
              50      
* CB-HZ samples only 
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6.2.5 X-ray diffraction 
 
The XRD setup was as previously described in 3.6.2 Experimental methodology. 
Samples of CB and CB-HZ were cooled at 0.05 or 1°C/min from the melt, held at 0°C 
for 60 min, and then remelted at 1°C/min. All readout frames taken by the XRD were of 
60 s duration. Scans were taken every 60 s except during 0.05°C/min cooling where 
scans were taken every 20 min ensuring that, as with 1°C/min cooling, one frame was 
taken for every °C upon cooling. Only one frame every 10 min was captured at 0°C in 
samples cooled at 0.05°C/min from the melt. 
 
 
6.3 Results and discussion 
 
6.3.1 Composition 
 
The compositions of the samples based on HR-GC area were within the “normal” range 
for both CB and HZ. The exact compositions of the samples used in this study cannot 
be published for reasons of confidentiality and commercial sensitivity.   
 
 
6.3.2 Cooling and nucleation 
 
6.3.2.1 DSC measurements 
 
The temperatures at which crystallisation was first detected in CB and CB-HZ samples 
from DSC curves and HSM images, along with DSC peak crystallisation temperatures, 
are given in Table 6.2 according to cooling rate. Both DSC and HSM results showed 
that more rapid cooling rates gave lower induction temperatures, although the HSM 
was less accurate at higher cooling rates, both from thermal lag and because the 
frequency of image capture was limited to one per second. At cooling rates below 
1°C/min, the start of crystallisation was difficult to ascertain from the DSC thermograms 
and so no definitive results were obtained. Induction temperatures appeared to be 
lower for DSC samples as compared with HSM samples. This could indicate either that 
the DSC instrument was not picking up on the very small heat changes caused by 
initial nucleation, or that induction is slightly easier in a static HSM system with a thin 
sample geometry. This difference in induction temperature between DSC and HSM 
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samples was more noticeable for blended samples. As expected, induction 
temperatures were slightly lower for blended samples (CB-HZ) than pure samples (CB) 
due to the additional oil in the system. There appeared to be a double crystallisation 
DSC peak when samples were cooled at 1°C/min (Figures 6.1 and 6.2). It is probable 
that these samples included a significant amount of the α form along with βʹ upon 
cooling. Samples of CB-HZ may have shown a third crystallisation peak but it was too 
small to be conclusive. However, this peak was not seen in pure CB samples.  
 
Table 6.2: Crystallisation induction temperatures obtained by HSM, and induction and 
peak crystallisation temperatures obtained by DSC of (a) pure CB, and (b) an 80/20 CB-
HZ blend, following various cooling rates from the melt. 
 
(a) 
Cooling rates to 
0°C from melt 
(°C/min) 
Induction 
temperature 
(°C) (HSM) 
Induction 
temperature 
(°C) (DSC) 
Peak crystallisation                    
temperature after induction                                      
(°C) (DSC) 
    
          0.05 23.9 (± 0.21) ? 18.5 (± 0.35) 
          0.1 23.8 (± 0.35) ? 16.6 (± 0.10) 
          0.2 23.7 (± 0.12) ? 15.4 (± 0.10) 
          1 22.8 (± 0.64) 21.5 (± 0.71) 18.4 (± 0.14)/15.1 (± 0.06) 
          5 21.8 (± 0.29) 19.6 (± 0.53) 14.4 (± 0.13) 
        10 21.8 (± 0.57) 18.1 (± 0.52) 13.6 (± 0.14) 
        50 17.4 (± 0.64) 16.9 (± 0.44) 11.1 (± 0.36) 
 
 
(b) 
Cooling rates to 
0°C from melt 
(°C/min) 
Induction 
temperature  
(°C) (HSM) 
Induction 
temperature     
(°C) (DSC) 
Peak crystallisation                   
temperature after induction                         
(°C) (DSC) 
    
          0.05 23.1 (± 0.32) ? 15.6 (± 0.20) 
          0.1 22.9 (± 0.31) ? 14.2 (± 0.20) 
          0.2 22.8 (± 0.35) ? 12.6 (± 0.25) 
          1 21.3 (± 0.41) 18.0 (± 1.01) 14.4 (± 0.47)/11.4 (± 0.16)/5.8 (± 0.22)* 
          5 20.3 (± 0.21) 16.0 (± 0.29) 10.3 (± 0.19) 
        10 19.9 (± 0.38) 15.1 (± 1.04)   9.6 (± 0.11) 
        50 16.0 (± 1.62) 14.4 (± 1.70)   9.3 (± 2.44) 
* Possible crystallisation but too small to be conclusive. 
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Figure 6.1: DSC profiles of CB cooled from the melt at various rates.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2: DSC profiles of an 80/20 CB-HZ blend cooled from the melt at various rates.   
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6.3.2.2 HSM images 
 
Figure 6.3 shows HSM images of both CB and CB-HZ at 0°C, following cooling at 0.05 
or 50°C/min from the melt. The effect of the different cooling rates on the samples is 
very obvious visually. However, there was no difference visually in the images when 
comparing CB and CB-HZ at the same cooling rate across all cooling rates and at all 
stages throughout cooling. More (and hence smaller) crystals being produced at lower 
temperatures has been found previously and is a reflection of the much larger 
temperature variation of nucleation rate than crystal growth (Stapley et al., 2009). 
Cooling rate and crystallisation temperature influence the organisation of the crystal 
network and the polymorphism of the TAG crystals and, therefore, impact upon the 
kinetics and physical properties of TAGs (Pérez-Martínez et al., 2007; Afoakwa et al., 
2008a). As all samples reached 0°C, crystallisation appeared to cover the entire slide.  
 
   
   (a)                                                                 (b) 
 
   
   (c)                                                                 (d) 
 
Figure 6.3: Images of samples at 0°C after cooling from the melt: (a) pure CB cooled at 
50°C/min; (b) CB cooled at 0.05°C/min; (c) an 80/20 CB-HZ blend cooled at 50°C/min; and 
(d) CB-HZ cooled at 0.05°C/min. The width of each image corresponds to 0.3 mm. 
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6.3.2.3 XRD data 
 
Across all XRD samples, the main peak on the graphs throughout cooling, holding at 
0°C, and remelting was in the range 4.13-4.19 Å (Figures 6.4 and 6.5), in close 
agreement with previous findings for the βʹIV polymorph of CB (Larsson, 1994; van 
Malssen et al. 1996b; Campos et al., 2010). Previous studies have also shown a strong 
peak at 4.32-4.36 Å for βʹIV in CB (Larsson, 1994; van Malssen et al. 1996b; Campos et 
al., 2010), which was not immediately obvious in the XRD readings from this study. 
However, previous studies have shown very sharp XRD peaks, whereas, the peaks in 
the current study were broader. A reading of 4.32-4.36 Å is actually contained within 
these broad peaks, very close to the actual peak reading. One possible factor that 
resulted in the broader peaks found in this study may have been that the XRD 
equipment used molybdenum as a radiation source, whereas normally a copper source 
is used. Another possibility may be that the sharper peaks found in previous studies 
were due to the collecting of longer, and therefore, more accurate readings. For 
example, Campos et al. (2010) took readings of at least 200 s in duration. In the 
current study, shorter and more frequent measurements (60 s in duration) were taken 
in order to try to capture any polymorphic transformation occurring. However, it is quite 
probable that broadening of the peaks was caused by possible impurities present in the 
samples. 
 
A shoulder was seen to the right of the main peaks on XRD graphs (Figure 6.4), except 
that for CB samples cooled at 1°C/min from the melt (Figure 6.4b). It was difficult to 
ascertain the exact d-spacing of this shoulder but it appears to occur in the range of 3.6 
to 3.8 Å. In a study by Larsson (1994), the relative intensity of readings for the XRD 
short spacings of CB polymorphs were classified as being either very strong, strong, 
medium, weak, or very weak. A medium intensity reading of 3.75 Å was found for βʹ, 
while strong readings were found at 3.65 and 3.73 Å for β. This shoulder, however, is 
likely to have been due to βʹ as it was no longer detected by 30°C upon remelting. So, 
it appears that neither the α nor β forms were seen in the XRD patterns. 
 
It was difficult to determine exact induction times for XRD samples, however, changes 
in XRD patterns upon cooling suggested that the first signs of crystallisation appeared 
at lower temperatures than for DSC and HSM. Distinct peaks in XRD graphs indicating 
crystallisation were first seen for CB at 16.6 and 11.9°C and for CB-HZ at 15.7 and 
8.4°C when cooled at 0.05 and 1°C/min, respectively. Slight deviations in baseline 
readings (i.e. melted sample) were seen ~4°C before the first distinct peaks were seen. 
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Additional XRD samples were run at a cooling rate of 5°C/min, which resulted in a first 
peak at 4 and 0°C for CB and CB-HZ, respectively. All of the induction temperature 
results for XRD, along with only βʹ seemingly being detected by XRD, suggests thermal 
lag as a possibility for the lower than expected induction results. In DSC and HSM 
experiments, for example, CB and CB-HZ samples cooled at 5°C/min from the melt 
resulted in induction temperatures of 19.6°C and 16.0°C in the DSC, and 21.8°C and 
20.3°C in the HSM, respectively. Given that the XRD samples were in glass tubes and 
cooled by the surrounding air (which is a poor conductor because the molecules in air 
are not in continuous contact with one another), thermal lag between the indicated 
temperature and the actual sample temperature seems likely. 
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                                                                (a) 
 
 
                                                                      (b) 
 
Figure 6.4: XRD patterns of CB cooled at (a) 0.05°C/min, and (b) 1°C/min from the melt. 
All samples were held at 0°C for 60 min before remelting at 1°C/min. 
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                                                                      (a) 
 
 
                                                                      (b) 
 
Figure 6.5: XRD patterns of CB-HZ cooled at (a) 0.05/min, and (b) 1°C/min from the melt. 
All samples were held at 0°C for 60 min before remelting at 1°C/min. 
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6.3.3 Transformation during remelting 
 
6.3.3.1 Method A – Effect of initial cooling rate 
 
Following various cooling rates from the melt to 0°C (see Method A in Table 6.1), 
where CB and CB-HZ were held for 60 min, samples were rewarmed to 40°C at 
1°C/min. The thermograms shown in Figure 6.6 represent CB samples during the 
remelting phase. There was only one melting peak in CB samples cooled at 0.2°C/min 
or below before remelting, which was at 26.2°C (± 0.18) and in the melting range for βʹ 
(Vaeck, 1960; Wille and Lutton, 1966; Chapman et al., 1971; Lovegren et al., 1976; van 
Malssen et al., 1996b). Samples of CB cooled at 1°C/min or above showed a double 
peak upon remelting and the first part of this peak occurred at 20.4°C (± 0.33) across 
all of these samples, while the second part was seen at 26.8°C (± 0.07) in samples 
previously cooled at 1°C/min and 24.0°C (± 0.62) in samples previously cooled at 
5°C/min or above. The first peak can be assigned to α melting, as the α form of CB has 
been found to melt in the range 17-23°C (Vaeck, 1960; Wille and Lutton, 1966; 
Lovegren et al., 1976; van Malssen et al., 1996b). The α form of TAGs is known to 
crystallise upon rapid cooling of the melt without appreciable undercooling (Blaurock et 
al., 1988). The 1°C/min cooled sample had also showed a double crystallisation peak 
(Table 6.2), which strongly indicates that both polymorphs could crystallise directly from 
the melt, although transformations from α to βʹ could also possibly occur. This is in 
contrast to the XRD data, but it is possible that thermal lag occurred when the XRD 
sample was cooled, resulting in slower cooling which was not rapid enough to induce 
crystallisation of α. 
 
The appearance of unstable α polymorphs upon cooling rates of 1°C/min and above 
would agree with Ostwald’s Rule of Stages; when several crystal types are in 
competition, the unstable form generally appears first at the detriment of the stable one 
(Himawan et al., 2006). Unstable crystals require less energy for their loosely packed 
structures to form as compared with more stable crystals, which are more tightly 
packed. Lower polymorphs generally nucleate first if they are able to reach even a 
small amount of subcooling. The unstable form appears initially for kinetic reasons (the 
kinetic barrier for nucleation, ΔG, is lower for lower polymorphic forms) and would 
evolve into a stable form for thermodynamic reasons (Boistelle, 1988). With regards to 
chocolate production, it has been noted previously that at higher cooling rates following 
tempering, the lower melting forms of CB (forms γ and α) are produced, while using 
moderate to rapid cooling rates following tempering results in the formation of the 
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metastable βʹIV polymorph, causing rapid, uncontrolled crystallisation (Kleinert, 1961; 
Ziegleder, 1990; Beckett, 2008). The β′IV polymorph later transforms into the more 
stable βVI polymorph during storage, resulting in bloom (Beckett, 2008). Slow cooling 
rates in this study seemed to produce the β′IV polymorph. However, the samples in this 
study were untempered and cooled directly from the melt to 0°C.  
 
At the start of the first part of this double peak in samples previously cooled at 1°C/min 
or above, there appeared to be a slight levelling off or small peak (~19.6°C) in the 
thermogram before the main peak at 20.4°C (± 0.33). According to previous studies 
(Vaeck, 1960; Wille and Lutton, 1966), this could have indicated some γ melting before 
the α melting peak. However, using XRD, Van Malssen et al. (1996b) appeared to 
demonstrate that the γ form in CB melts around 0°C and not around 17°C, as stated by 
previous researchers (Vaeck, 1960; Wille and Lutton, 1966). It is also possible that the 
peak at 24.0°C (± 0.62) was of the βʹIII form while the peak at 26.8°C (± 0.07) was of 
the βʹIV form (Wille and Lutton, 1966; Lovegren et al., 1976). Samples previously cooled 
at 5°C/min or above also had a slight shoulder in the area where the βʹIV form had 
melted in other samples, further indicating that the previous peak in the former samples 
was probably βʹIII. There was no evidence of any β melting peaks and the end-point 
melting temperature for CB DSC samples appeared to be 32.2°C (± 0.62). 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6: DSC melting profiles of CB remelted from 0 to 40°C at 1°C/min following 
previous cooling from the melt at various rates (indicated in the legend).   
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Figure 6.7 shows typical examples of images captured from 20 to 26°C during 
remelting of CB at 1°C/min, following previous cooling from the melt to 0°C at 
50°C/min. The samples initially appeared as in Fig 6.3a at 0°C and there was little 
change up to 20°C (Figure 6.7a), but then significant melting occurs such that the 
majority of the crystal mass in the CB sample had melted away by 26°C (Figure 6.7d); 
the final melting temperature of this material in all CB samples appeared to be 30°C. 
When all HSM samples in the study were remelted there was some movement of 
“debris” visible in the field of view at 30°C, followed by an apparent (according to the 
screen readout) immediate sharp increase in temperature to 30.4°C followed by an 
almost instant decrease to 30.2°C before the remelting ramp continued at a steady 
rate. This tended to coincide with the very last of the main body of indistinct crystal 
mass melting away, likely to have been the βʹ form melting at this temperature. The 
temperature fluctuation may be a response of the temperature controller to the sample 
temperature being depressed below the programme temperature from the latent heat 
of melting. When melting finished there was possibly a “rebound” resulting in the 
temperature overshooting to 30.4°C before oscillating back to 30.2°C and stabilising. 
Only on one occasion when remelting CB without an isothermal hold step was one 
small distinct high melting crystal seen on the slide, and this occurred following cooling 
at 50°C/min to 0°C. This more distinct crystal would have been of the β type as it finally 
melted ~35°C. 
 
For CB-HZ samples cooled at 0.2°C/min or below before remelting, the main melting 
peak in DSC thermograms (Figure 6.8) was at 24.6°C (± 0.32). Samples of CB-HZ 
cooled at 1°C/min or above showed three melting peaks. First came a double peak 
upon remelting, with the first part occurring at 21.2°C (± 0.31) across all samples 
(Figure 6.8); this appears to be the α form. While it was difficult to ascertain an average 
peak melting value for the second part of this double peak across all relevant samples 
(due to the sloping nature of some of these peaks), it appears from the thermograms in 
Figure 6.8 that this melting occurred within the range for the βʹ polymorph. This 
assumes that the 20 wt% HZ component is not sufficient to depress melting points 
dramatically (for comparison, in Chapter 4 the melting point of PPP polymorphs only 
reduced by ~1°C when diluted with 20 wt% OOO). As previously mentioned, the double 
peak in the crystallisation exotherm at 1°C/min indicates that both α and βʹ could 
crystallise from the melt.  
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  (a)                                                                  (b) 
 
   
  (c)                                                                  (d) 
 
Figure 6.7: Pure CB during 1°C/min remelting: (a) 20°C; (b) 22°C; (c) 24°C; and (d) 26°C. 
Samples had previously been rapidly cooled to 0°C at 50°C/min from the melt, held at 0°C 
for 60 min, and then heated from 0°C at 1°C/min. The width of each image corresponds to 
0.3 mm. 
 
From the thermogram in Figure 6.8, the temperature of the final melting peak in CB-HZ 
samples previously cooled at 1°C/min or above was 30.9°C (± 0.07), indicating the 
presence of the β form, likely to have been the βV polymorph (Wille and Lutton, 1966; 
Chapman et al., 1971; Lovegren et al., 1976). Looking at the tail end of the 
thermograms in Figure 6.8, there appears to have been a very small amount and a 
trace amount of β melting in the CB-HZ samples previously cooled at 0.2°C/min and 
0.1°C/min, respectively, that was not seen in the sample previously cooled at 
0.05°C/min from the melt. It appears, therefore, that the amount of β detected upon 
remelting decreased as the previous cooling rate was reduced from 1°C/min to 
0.05°C/min. As mentioned above, these β peaks were not present in the thermograms 
representing melting of the pure CB sample (Figure 6.6). In addition, the appearance of 
the β peaks also coincided with the incidence of the α form. Therefore, it seems 
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apparent from the thermograms in Figure 6.8 that in the presence of HZ, the α form of 
CB may transform relatively easily into the β form upon heating. There was a little more 
variation in the final melting temperature of CB-HZ samples within DSC results 
according to temperature regime, as compared with CB samples. The final melting 
temperature of samples previously cooled at 0.05°C/min and then remelted without a 
pause step was 32.6°C (± 0.15). Excluding this result, across all other CB-HZ DSC 
samples in this study, the final melting temperature was 34.1°C (± 0.46), while without 
a pause step during remelting (Methods A and B), the final melting temperature was at 
the lower end within the results, at 33.7°C (± 0.19). 
 
 
 
Figure 6.8: DSC melting profiles of an 80/20 CB-HZ blend remelted from 0 to 40°C at 
1°C/min following cooling from the melt at various rates (indicated in the legend). 
 
Figure 6.9 shows typical images from 20 to 26°C of a CB-HZ sample during remelting 
at 1°C/min, following previous cooling from the melt to 0°C at 50°C/min. It can be seen 
that upon remelting, the main body of crystal mass began to melt away as more distinct 
crystals grew. Investigation around the microscope slide showed the more distinct 
crystals to be covering the entire slide. These crystals were never captured under the 
microscope upon remelting CB-HZ when a previous cooling rate of 0.05°C/min had 
been used. Very few of the distinct crystals were seen upon remelting CB-HZ when 
previous cooling rates of 0.1 or 0.2°C/min had been used; these crystals had evidently 
started to grow in these samples before a temperature of 26°C was reached but the 
exact temperature that transformation began was difficult to elucidate. In stark contrast 
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with CB samples, when a cooling rate of 1°C/min or above was used, many of the 
distinct crystals were seen covering the microscope slide upon remelting CB-HZ 
samples. The starting temperature for transformation to these crystals was 19.5°C (± 
0.95). These distinct crystals would have been of the β type (confirmed by melting 
temperature) and in experiments where samples were remelted without a pause step 
(Methods A and B), the β crystals melted at 34.2°C (± 0.24). 
 
   
   (a)                                                                      (b) 
 
   
   (c)                                                                      (d) 
 
Figure 6.9: CB crystals growing in an 80/20 CB-HZ blend during 1°C/min remelting: (a) 
20°C; (b) 22°C; (c) 24°C; and (d) 26°C. Samples had previously been rapidly cooled to 0°C 
at 50°C/min from the melt, held at 0°C for 60 min, and then heated from 0°C at 1°C/min. 
The width of each image corresponds to 0.3 mm.  
 
Again, the results from HSM and DSC which indicated the presence of β, differ to those 
of XRD which did not detect β (Figures 6.4 and 6.5). However, as previously 
mentioned, thermal lag within the XRD setup may have caused cooling to be too slow 
to produce the α form, and consequently no subsequent transformation to β. 
Marangoni and McGauley (2003) confirmed the appearance of the α polymorph at 
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temperatures as high as 20°C (stable for 30 min), with a polymorphic transition region 
from α to βʹ observed at temperatures ranging from 0 to 20°C. A transition region from 
βʹ to β was also found in the range of 20 to 26°C. Although, transformation was quicker 
at the top end of this temperature range, transformation from βʹ to β still took hours in 
pure CB samples (Marangoni and McGauley, 2003). According to Gibon et al. (1986) 
the βʹ form of symmetrical TAGs, such as the ones present in CB, are less prone to the 
βʹ → β transition when βʹ nucleates directly from the melt than when occurring via the α 
→ βʹ → β process. However, Sato (2001) also found that the α form of TAGs can 
transform directly to β and it is this phenomenon that is likely to have occurred in this 
study when CB was remelted in the presence of HZ, especially following longer hold 
times at 0°C (see next section). 
 
 
6.3.3.2 Method B – Effect of holding time at 0°C 
 
Some preliminary HSM experiments with CB-HZ indicated the possibility that, following 
cooling from the melt at 50°C/min, an increase in holding time at 0°C (from 0 to 60 min) 
increased the amount of β produced upon remelting at 1°C/min. Although no changes 
seemed evident in HSM images during a 60 min hold at 0°C, some transformations 
must have taken place resulting in the occurrence of this phenomenon. Quantifying all 
the crystals on a microscope slide is problematic when only a small section at a time 
can be viewed and so these experiments were repeated via DSC (see Method B in 
Table 6.1), the results of which can be seen in Figure 6.10. With increased holding 
times at 0°C, there appears to be a general trend upon remelting of an increase in the 
α peak, a decrease in the βʹ peak, and an increase in the β peak. It perhaps seems 
counterintuitive that longer holding times at 0°C give greater peaks of α than shorter 
holding times. Transformation from α to βʹ can be seen (evidenced by the negative 
enthalpy) as soon as CB-HZ is heated following holding times at 0°C of 0-5 min, but not 
at holding times of 10 min or above. Therefore, it seems likely that some α transforms 
to βʹ at 0°C during holding times of 10 min and above. However, it appears that holding 
at 0°C somehow makes some α more “resilient” against transforming to βʹ. Whilst much 
of α transforms to βʹ, a small quantity of α appears to transform directly to β upon 
remelting with increased holding time at 0°C (Figure 6.10). The α polymorph has been 
found to remain stable for 25 h at 0°C (Marangoni and McGauley, 2003). 
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Figure 6.10: DSC melting profiles of an 80/20 CB-HZ blend remelted from 0 to 40°C at 
1°C/min following cooling from the melt at 50°C/min to 0°C for various hold times 
(indicated in the legend). 
 
Although it appears that some α to β transformation occurred in CB-HZ samples in this 
study, only transformations from βʹ to β (whether α → βʹ → β or simply βʹ → β) in 
CB/canola oil blends were reported by Pérez-Martínez et al. (2007). These authors 
remelted samples that had been cooled at 10°C/min from the melt to -50°C, held for 1 
min, and then reheated at 5°C/min. Increased molecular mobility due to the presence 
of oil was postulated as a reason for an increase in transformation from βʹ to β in some 
CB/canola oil samples. However, it can be seen in the DSC melting thermograms of 
Pérez-Martínez et al. (2007) that there is a small shoulder just before the βʹ melting 
peak in samples containing 30, 45, and 60% CB in canola oil, indicating a possible 
presence of the α polymorph. Coincidentally, at a concentration of 60% CB in canola 
oil, the shoulder was less obvious and this was concurrent with a smaller β peak, as 
compared with the 30 and 45% CB samples. This again not only highlights the 
influence of oil in facilitating transformation to β (in this case at a higher oil 
concentration), but also suggests that possibly some α to β transformation occurred (as 
reported in current study) that was not noted by Pérez-Martínez et al. (2007).  
 
At concentrations of 60% CB or above in canola oil, no transformation to β was noted 
by Pérez-Martínez et al. (2007) who suggested that this was caused by an increase in 
interfacial viscosity of the crystallising phase (compared with lower concentrations of 
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CB in canola oil) limiting molecular mobility. However, results from the current study 
show the presence of β following remelting of samples where the concentration was 
80% CB in HZ. As with canola oil (Byrdwell and Neff, 2004), the main TAG in HZ 
(Parcerisa, et al., 2000; Benitez-Sánchez et al., 2003) is OOO. Only following holding 
times of 0-5 min at 0°C was there no evidence of β upon remelting of CB-HZ as 
detected by DSC (Figure 6.10) in the current study. However, during the temperature 
regime employed by Pérez-Martínez et al. (2007), the samples would have spent time 
at or below 0°C for a total of 16 min (see paragraph above). However, no β crystals 
were observed by at concentrations of 60% CB or above in canola oil, whereas, some 
evidence of β was detected in the current study upon remelting CB-HZ following a hold 
time of only 10 min at 0°C, although the peak was very small (Figure 6.10). The faster 
remelt rate of 5°C/min (compared with 1°C/min) used by Pérez-Martínez et al. (2007) 
would not only have allowed less time for transformation to occur, but may also have 
made it easier to detect very small peaks. Smaller β peaks were seen in the current 
study when samples were remelted at 5°C/min or above (as compared with slower 
rates) to a holding stage at 26°C (see next section).  
 
No βʹ to β transformations were reported by Pérez-Martínez et al. (2007) for 
CB/soybean oil blends at any concentration. The authors suggested that this may have 
been due to the limited molecular interactions between the TAGs of the CB and the 
TAGs of the soybean oil, resulting in no effect on the molecular mobility at the 
crystallising interface. However, a small β peak seems evident from the thermogram of 
the 30% CB in soybean oil sample, which was not mentioned. As with CB/canola oil 
samples, there was also a small shoulder, possibly indicating the presence of α in 30, 
45, and 60% CB in soybean oil samples. Seemingly in contrast with Pérez-Martínez et 
al. (2007), Campos et al. (2010) suggested that a level as low as 1% LLL (one of the 
major TAGs in soybean oil) in CB promoted polymorphic transformations in CB, partly 
because it increased the volume fraction of liquid in the system, thus decreasing 
viscosity and enhancing molecular mobility. Also in contradiction to Pérez-Martínez et 
al. (2007), it was suggested that limited molecular compatibility with LLL was what 
actually accelerated polymorphic transformations into the stable β form in CB (Campos 
et al., 2010). However, the results of Campos et al. (2010) were from experiments 
holding samples at ambient temperatures for 24 hours or more.   
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6.3.3.3 Method C – Effect of holding at 26°C for 30 min 
 
Following various cooling rates from the melt to 0°C (see Method C in Table 6.1), 
where CB and CB-HZ were held for 60 min, samples were remelted to 40°C at 1°C/min 
including a 30 min isothermal hold at 26°C; this is an important temperature in the 
tempering of chocolate. During the tempering process, chocolate is normally cooled to 
around 26 to 29°C after melting and seeding (Manning and Dimick, 1985; Loisel et al., 
1997a; Talbot, 1999a), in order that stable fat crystals can form. Although 26°C was 
used in the experiments here, the temperature regime is obviously different to that in 
tempering. The thermograms shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12 represent CB and CB-HZ 
samples during the remelting phase, respectively. No deviations from the baseline 
were noticed in thermograms during isothermal hold periods in any sample in this 
study, possibly because any growth or melting was too slight to be detected. The 
pause in the rewarming step results in transient heat flow which complicates the 
endotherms and makes the true melting behaviour more difficult to discern. True peak 
melting values with these DSC samples were more difficult to ascertain in the region 
around 26°C (the isothermal hold step temperature) and above. Comparing Figures 
6.11 and 6.12 with Figures 6.6 and 6.8 (the equivalent thermograms without a pause 
step), respectively, no discernible differences could be seen in samples previously 
cooled at 0.2°C/min or below, other than a return to the baseline at 26°C in Figures 
6.11 and 6.12. However, it can be seen in Figure 6.11 that in CB samples previously 
cooled at 1°C/min or above, there was a larger βʹ peak (likely the βʹIV form) in 
comparison with the equivalent samples remelted without a pause step (Figure 6.6), 
indicating growth of this polymorph during the 30 min hold at 26°C. Coincidently, there 
was also regrowth of the main body of crystal mass noticed for these samples in HSM 
images during the 30 min hold at 26°C (see Table 6.3 and discussion below). It can 
also be seen in Figure 6.12 that in CB-HZ samples previously cooled at 1°C/min or 
above, there was a larger β peak (likely the βV form) in comparison with the equivalent 
samples remelted without a pause step (Figure 6.8), indicating growth of this 
polymorph during the 30 min hold at 26°C. There was either a slight fade (i.e., the 
image became less well defined) suggesting melting or no difference in the main body 
of crystal mass noticed for these samples in HSM images during the 30 min hold at 
26°C (see Table 6.3 and discussion below).  
 
Higher melting β crystals were never captured under the microscope upon remelting 
CB when a previous cooling rate of 0.05°C/min had been used. When CB samples 
were remelted following cooling at 0.1 or 0.2°C/min, 1 or 2 small β crystals were 
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detected at the end of the 30 min hold at 26°C, just beginning to grow at the edge of 
slide. Crystallisation was also never captured before 26°C when remelting samples that 
had previously been cooled at 1°C/min or above but it was obvious from the size of the 
few crystals that were seen following investigation across the slide that crystallisation 
must have occurred before 26°C. Given how very few distinct crystals were captured at 
26°C in CB samples, it can again be stated that the previously shown images in Figure 
6.7 represent a typical view of CB being remelted.  
 
 
 
Figure 6.11: DSC melting profiles of CB remelted from 0 to 40°C at 1°C/min, including a 
30 min hold at 26°C, following previous cooling from the melt at various rates (indicated 
in the legend).  
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Figure 6.12: DSC melting profiles of CB-HZ remelted from 0 to 40°C at 1°C/min, including 
a 30 min hold at 26°C, following previous cooling from the melt at various rates 
(indicated in the legend).  
 
For CB-HZ, an isothermal hold step of 30 min allowed time both to detect the more 
distinct β crystals and for some growth of these crystals to occur. An example can be 
seen for the growth of β crystals in CB-HZ between 0 min and 30 min at 26°C by 
comparing Figures 6.9d and 6.18c, respectively. The various cooling rates to 0°C 
applied to CB and CB-HZ via Method C (Table 6.1) appeared to bring about varying 
changes, during the hold at 26°C, to the main body of crystal mass, i.e., crystallisation 
excluding any β crystals. As shown in Table 6.3, this change included a fading/possible 
melting, an increased intensity/possible regrowth (the main crystal mass always faded 
slightly upon remelting before all isothermal hold steps), or no difference in the 
appearance of this material. For each sample, this difference appeared to be the same 
across the slide, regardless of whether any β crystals were growing in close vicinity or 
not. An example of regrowth of the main body of crystal mass can be seen in Figure 
6.13. Whenever an isothermal hold step was included during remelting in this study, 
the various temperature regimes had no significant impact on the β crystals final 
melting temperatures in HSM samples when β crystals were captured, which was 
35.0°C (± 0.55) and 35.1°C (± 0.55) for samples CB and CB-HZ, respectively. 
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Table 6.3: Changes observed in the main body of crystal mass in CB and CB-HZ samples 
during a 30 min isothermal hold at 26°C; samples were previously cooled at various rates 
to 0°C from the melt, held for 60 min, and then heated to 26°C at 1°C/min (see Method C 
in Table 6.1). 
 
Sample Cooling rate (°C/min) to 0°C before remelt 
 
0.05 0.1 0.2 1 5 10 50 
  
(difference in main crystal mass after 30 min at hold temperature of 26°C) 
 
CB ˂---------------slight melt-------------˃ slight 
regrowth 
˂----------------regrowth--------------˃ 
CB-HZ ˂-------regrowth-------˃ ˂------slight melt------˃ ˂-------------no difference-----------˃ 
    
 
 
   
   (a)                                                                      (b) 
 
Figure 6.13: Sample images of the main body of crystal mass in CB-HZ showing possible 
growth between (a) 0 min and (b) 30 min at 26°C; samples were previously cooled from 
the melt to 0°C at 0.05°C/min, held for 60 min, then heated to 26°C at 1°C/min. The width 
of each image corresponds to 0.15 mm.  
 
 
6.3.3.4 Method D – Effect of different hold temperatures 
 
Following cooling from the melt at 1 or 10°C/min to 0°C, where CB and CB-HZ were 
held for 60 min, samples were remelted to 40°C at 1°C/min including a 30 min 
isothermal hold at various temperatures (see Method D in Table 6.1). The 
thermograms shown in Figures 6.14 and 6.15 represent CB being remelted following 
cooling at 1 and 10°C/min, respectively, while the thermograms shown in Figures 6.16 
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and 6.17 represent CB-HZ being remelted following cooling at 1 and 10°C/min, 
respectively. When samples held at 18 or 22°C for 30 min resumed rewarming, they 
displayed the largest peaks seen in Figures 6.14 and 6.15; these peaks represent the 
βʹ form. There was also a fade in the crystal mass seen in HSM samples held at 18 or 
22°C for 30 min (Table 6.4), suggesting melting. In the previous chapter, POP samples 
gave the appearance of melting in the HSM, even though growth or transformation was 
evident in DSC thermograms. Some transformation to or growth of βʹ is likely to have 
occurred in the CB samples held at 18 or 22°C as, compared with samples remelted 
without a hold step following cooling from the melt at 1 or 10°C/min (Figure 6.6), there 
an increase in the βʹ peak (Figures 6.14 and 6.15), more than the increase seen in 
samples held at 26°C (samples held at 26°C are discussed above in 6.3.3.3 Method C 
– Effect of holding at 26°C for 30 min). Holding at 18°C also appears to have greatly 
diminished the α peak. An increase in the temperature of the βʹ melting peak was 
noticed with increased holding temperatures for all CB samples, except those held 
30°C, although there were no obvious differences in the final melting points at tail end 
of thermograms for samples held from 18-26°C. All the βʹ is likely to have melted by the 
end of the 30 min hold at 30°C and, similarly, no difference was noticed in HSM images 
after the 30 min hold (Table 6.4).  
 
 
 
Figure 6.14: DSC melting profiles of CB remelted from 0 to 40°C at 1°C/min, including a 
30 min hold at 18, 22, 26, or 30°C, following previous cooling from the melt at 1°C/min.  
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Figure 6.15: DSC melting profiles of CB remelted from 0 to 40°C at 1°C/min, including a 
30 min hold at 18, 22, 26, or 30°C, following previous cooling from the melt at 10°C/min.  
 
As with CB samples, there was an increase in the temperature of the final peak melting 
(in this case, β) with increased holding temperature for CB-HZ samples, including 
those held at 30°C. Again, there were no obvious differences in the final melting points 
at tail end of thermograms for these samples. There was also a fade in the main body 
of crystal mass for CB-HZ samples held at 18 or 22°C accompanied with a growth in 
the more distinct crystals that were captured, possibly an indication of transformation 
occurring to higher forms. The thermogram for CB-HZ samples rose to a fairly high 
level following a hold at 18 or 22°C, before melting of the β peak, perhaps due to the 
last of some form of βʹ melting (Figures 6.16 and 6.17). It can also be seen that, 
compared with samples remelted without a hold step following cooling from the melt at 
1 or 10°C/min (Figure 6.8), all CB-HZ samples showed a proportionate increase in β 
following the isothermal hold period, further indicating growth during the hold period. As 
with CB samples, it appeared that more transformation occurred at the lower hold 
temperatures as the β peaks seen upon remelting for CB-HZ samples held at 18 or 
22°C were larger than those seen for CB-HZ samples held at 26 or 30°C. Larger β 
crystals were also seen in HSM images at the end of a 30 min hold for CB-HZ samples 
held at 18 or 22°C (see Figure 6.19). Following a 30 min hold, the main body of crystal 
mass showed no difference at 26°C and slight regrowth at 30°C in CB-HZ samples. 
This perhaps indicates that more of the material surrounding the more distinct crystals 
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transformed to a higher form in CB-HZ samples held at 26°C, compared with those 
held at 30°C, and could explain why larger β peaks were seen in the former samples. 
The β peak in CB-HZ seen following a hold at 26°C began to melt at a higher point on 
the thermogram, as compared with the sample held at 30°C, however, this may have 
been due to continuation of some βʹ melting just above 26°C.  
 
 
 
Figure 6.16: DSC melting profiles of CB-HZ remelted from 0 to 40°C at 1°C/min, including 
a 30 min hold at 18, 22, 26, or 30°C, following previous cooling from the melt at 1°C/min.  
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Figure 6.17: DSC melting profiles of CB-HZ remelted from 0 to 40°C at 1°C/min, including 
a 30 min hold at 18, 22, 26, or 30°C, following previous cooling from the melt at 10°C/min.  
 
A summary of the changes to the main body of crystal mass in CB and CB-HZ samples 
observed by HSM during the various intermediate isothermal holds are shown in Table 
6.4. An example of melting of the main body of crystal mass can be seen in Figure 
6.18. Figure 6.19 shows typical examples of crystals after a 30 min holding period at all 
the isothermal holding steps used in Method D. When CB-HZ samples were remelted 
and held at 18°C for 30 min, transformation to β was evident within 2 min at 18°C, 
although the β crystals were seen more clearly when the temperature was raised to 21-
22°C. As perhaps expected, growth of the more distinct β crystals was greater at lower 
temperatures. During the tempering process, chocolate is normally cooled to around 26 
to 29°C after melting and seeding (Manning and Dimick, 1985; Loisel et al., 1997a; 
Talbot, 1999a), in order that stable fat crystals can form. Laboratory scale studies 
showed that following nucleation, crystallisation of chocolate was very fast at 26.1°C 
and slower at 30.5°C, while below 26°C crystallisation was so rapid that no induction 
time was observed (Loisel et al., 1997a). With increasing isothermal hold temperature 
from 18 to 26°C, it also appeared that less of the main body of crystal mass remained 
surrounding the more distinct crystals after 30 min at the hold stage, i.e., more of the 
crystal mass had melted away with increasing temperature. However, slight regrowth of 
this material was seen in samples during a 30 min hold at 30°C. 
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Table 6.4: Changes observed in the main body of crystal mass in CB and CB-HZ samples 
during a 30 min isothermal hold at 18, 22, 26, or 30°C; samples were previously cooled at 
1 or 10°C/min to 0°C from the melt, held for 60 min, and then heated to the isothermal 
hold at 1°C/min (see Method D in Table 6.1). 
 
Sample  
(cooling rate to 0°C 
before remelt) 
Isothermal hold temperature (°C) during remelt 
 
 
18 22 26 30 
  
(difference in main crystal mass after 30 min at hold temperature) 
 
CB (1°C/min) ˂-------------------melt-------------------˃ 
 
˂-------------------melt-------------------˃ 
 
˂-------------------melt-------------------˃ 
 
˂-------------------melt-------------------˃ 
 
slight regrowth 
 
regrowth 
 
no difference 
 
no difference 
no difference 
 
no difference 
 
slight regrowth 
 
slight regrowth 
 
CB (10°C/min) 
 
CB-HZ (1°C/min) 
 
CB-HZ (10°C/min) 
 
    
 
 
   
   (a)                                                                      (b) 
 
Figure 6.18: Sample images of the main body of crystal mass in CB showing 
fading/possible melting between (a) 0 min and (b) 30 min at 22°C; samples were 
previously cooled from the melt to 0°C at 10°C/min, held for 60 min, then heated to 22°C 
at 1°C/min. The width of each image corresponds to 0.15 mm.  
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   (a)                                                                      (b) 
 
   
   (c)                                                                      (d)  
 
Figure 6.19: CB crystals growing in an 80/20 CB-HZ blend after a 30 min hold at: (a) 18°C; 
(b) 22°C; (c) 26°C; and (d) 30°C. Samples had previously been rapidly cooled to 0°C at 
10°C/min from the melt, held at 0°C for 60 min, and then heated from 0°C to their 
respective holding temperatures at 1°C/min. The width of each image corresponds to 0.3 
mm.  
 
 
6.3.3.5 Method E – Effect of different rewarming rates to 26°C 
 
Melting endotherms at different heating rates to 26°C (1°C/min after 26°C) are shown 
in Figures 6.20 and 6.21. Less complex remelt bahaviour seemed evident from the 
DSC thermograms with increasing remelt rate to 26°C, especially noticeable in CB 
samples (Figure 6.20). It appears that the slower remelt rates allowed more time for 
transformation to occur (this was also found in the previous chapter for POP 
experiments). Indeed, only in CB samples remelted at 0.1°C/min to 26°C, followed by 
remelting to 40°C at 1°C/min after a 30 min hold at 26°C, was there a more obvious but 
very small β peak at 33.2°C (± 0.07), which had a final melting point of 35.7°C (± 0.07). 
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Peaks of βʹ were smaller in samples remelted to 26°C at 5°C/min or above, compared 
with those remeted at 2°C/min or below. These results suggest that faster remelt rates 
melted more of the sample before the holding stage at 26°C. 
 
With the less complex behaviour seen in thermograms of CB-HZ from 0 to 26°C, as 
compared with CB samples, it was easier to see (especially at remelt rates of 1°C/min 
or above) that increased remelt rates appeared to cause a small increase in peak 
melting values (Figure 6.21). As with CB samples, thermograms of CB-HZ samples 
showed that faster remelt rates to 26°C resulted in smaller melting peaks following the 
hold at 26°C, again suggesting that faster remelt rates melted more of the sample 
before the holding stage. The β peak seen in thermograms for CB-HZ decreased with 
increasing remelt rates to 26, and no β peaks seemed apparent for samples remelted 
at 5°C or above. However, many β crystals were still seen to cover microscope slides 
for all remelt rates, although some of those produced following a remelt rate of 
50°C/min to 26°C were fainter (see example in Figure 6.22) than the typical crystals 
(see example in Figure 6.19c) produced when lower remelt rates were used. At remelt 
rates of 2°C/min or below, there was an increase in the β peak seen in CB-HZ DSC 
samples, accompanied with a decrease in the βʹ peak. 
 
In CB samples remelted at very slow rates, there would have been more time for β 
crystals to form, but very few were captured in HSM images. When CB-HZ was 
remelted in the HSM at 0.1-2°C/min, there was no impact upon the starting 
temperature of transformation to the higher melting β crystals, which was 19.5°C (± 
0.95). At a remelt rate of 5°C/min, transformation was seen to occur in CB-HZ at 
23.4°C (± 0.00), while at a remelt rate of 10°C/min, transformation had clearly begun by 
26°C but the exact temperature was never captured. It is unclear whether 
transformation began before 26°C when samples were remelted at 50°C/min.  
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Figure 6.20: DSC melting profiles of CB heated from 0 to 26°C at various rates (indicated 
in the legend), held for 30 min at 26°C, and then remelted at 1°C/min to 40°C. Samples 
were previous cooled from the melt at 50°C/min.  
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Figure 6.21: DSC melting profiles of CB-HZ heated from 0 to 26°C at various rates 
(indicated in the legend), held for 30 min at 26°C, and then remelted at 1°C/min to 40°C. 
Samples were previous cooled from the melt at 50°C/min.  
 
As with Methods C and D, the various temperatures CB and CB-HZ were subjected to 
using Method E (Table 6.1) appeared to bring about varying changes to the main body 
of crystal mass during the hold stage (Table 6.5). An example of regrowth of the main 
body of crystal mass can be seen in Figure 6.23; a β crystal can be seen in Figure 
6.23b that grew into the edge of the image following the 30 min hold at 26°C. 
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Figure 6.22: CB crystals growing in an 80/20 CB-HZ blend after a 30 min hold at 26°C. 
Sample had previously been rapidly cooled to 0°C at 10°C/min from the melt, held at 0°C 
for 60 min, and then heated from 0°C to 26°C at 50°C/min. The width of the image 
corresponds to 0.3 mm.  
 
 
Table 6.5: Changes observed in the main body of crystal mass in CB and CB-HZ samples 
during a 30 min isothermal hold at 26°C; samples were previously cooled at 10°C/min to 
0°C from the melt, held for 60 min, and then heated to 26°C at various rates (see Method 
E in Table 6.1). 
 
Sample Remelt rate (°C/min) to 26°C isothermal hold 
 0.1 0.5 1 2 5 10 50 
  
(difference in main crystal mass after 30 min at hold temperature of 26°C) 
 
CB ˂----no difference----˃ ˂------------------------regrowth----------------------˃ no 
difference 
CB-HZ ˂-------------no difference-----------˃ 
 
slight 
regrowth 
˂----------------regrowth--------------˃ 
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  (a)                                                                       (b) 
    
Figure 6.23: Sample images of the main body of crystal mass in CB showing possible 
regrowth between (a) 0 min and (b) 30 min at 26°C; samples were previously cooled from 
the melt to 0°C at 10°C/min, held for 60 min, then heated to 26°C at 1°C/min. The width of 
each image corresponds to 0.15 mm.  
 
 
6.4 Conclusions 
 
This is the first reported study of HSM experiments on the CB/HZ system. From HSM 
images, no differences were observed visually between pure CB and the blended CB-
HZ sample during the cooling phase, but differences were apparent during remelting. 
Cooling rates from the melt of 1°C/min or above mostly produced the lower 
polymorphic forms of α and βʹ in CB and CB-HZ, which were seen as double peaks in 
the DSC melting thermograms. A double crystallisation peak was also seen when 
cooling at 1°C/min, which indicated that both forms crystallised directly from the melt, 
although transformaion from α to β′ is possible. Thermograms of CB-HZ samples 
previously cooled at 1°C/min or above displayed an additional melting peak of β, which 
was not apparent with pure CB samples.  
 
Cooling rates below 1°C/min appeared to produce mostly βʹ, which seemed less likely 
to transform to β within the time frame of experiments. Upon remelting, it could be seen 
from HSM images and DSC endotherms that the presence of liquid oil aided transition 
to the β form of CB, but only when samples were previously cooled at 1°C/min or 
higher from the melt and produced α crystals, which appear to then transform to β. 
Very few β crystals were seen upon remelting CB samples, or when remelting CB-HZ 
samples that had previously been cooled below 1°C/min. Thus, it would appear that in 
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the presence of HZ, following relatively rapid cooling rates from the melt, the α form of 
CB transforms relatively easily into the β form upon remelting.  
 
A direct transformation from α to β seemed more likely when CB-HZ samples were 
remelted following longer (although still relatively short) holding times at 0°C. With 
increased holding times at 0°C (from 0 to 60 min), it appeared from DSC results that 
upon remelting there was an increase in the α peak, a decrease in the βʹ peak, and an 
increase in the β peak. It appeared that holding CB-HZ at 0°C resulted in some α 
becoming more resilient against transforming to βʹ. Whilst much of α transformed to βʹ, 
a small but significant quantity of α appeared to transform directly to β upon remelting 
with increased holding time at 0°C. Therefore, HZ seems to aid a direct transformation 
from α to β in CB upon remelting, following a relatively short holding time at 0°C. 
 
When temperature regimes included a pause step at 26°C during remelting of samples 
previously cooled at 1°C/min or above, DSC thermograms displayed a greater βʹ peak 
for CB and a greater β peak for CB-HZ, compared with samples remelted without a 
hold step, indicating growth of these polymorphs during the hold stage; this was also 
seen in HSM images. Over an isothermal hold range of 18-30°C during remelting, 
greater transformation and growth occurred at lower temperatures, with larger and 
fewer crystals apparent in HSM images. With increased holding temperatures during 
remelting, an increase in the temperature of the final melting peak was observed in 
DSC thermograms with no obvious differences in final melting points for all samples 
within their respective sample groups (i.e., CB or CB-HZ), except for CB samples held 
at 30°C. This was probably due to the CB sample having completely melted at 30°C by 
the time heating recommenced following the 30 min hold. 
 
Thermograms of both CB and CB-HZ samples showed that faster remelt rates to 26°C 
resulted in smaller melting peaks following the hold at 26°C, suggesting that faster 
remelt rates melted more of the sample before the holding stage. The β peak seen in 
thermograms for CB-HZ decreased with increasing remelt rates to 26°C, and no β 
peaks seemed apparent for samples remelted at 5°C or above. However many β 
crystals were still seen to cover microscope slides in HSM samples for all remelt rates. 
 
The various temperature regimes used in this study had no significant impact on the 
final melting temperatures of β in HSM samples, although ultimately all samples were 
put through a heating ramp of 1°C/min in the final stage of remelting. It appears that 
with rapid cooling and the addition of HZ, the β polymorph will form without prior 
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tempering. As with the work in previous chapters, the HSM technique has shown its 
unique advantage in being able to visualise morphology and polymorphic 
transformations. However, as seen in the previous chapter for the POP/OOO system, 
DSC and HSM results do not always match entirely with respect to the identification of 
polymorphic form. This suggests that either the DSC technique cannot be totally relied 
upon to detect small but significant quantities of fat crystals, or that polymorphic 
behaviour in the more fluid system in DSC differs to that observed in HSM images, or 
both. 
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7.1 General conclusions 
 
Mixing of so-called “incompatible” fats is generally associated with undesirable results. 
However, the addition of oil to CB has been found to either promote or inhibit fat bloom, 
depending on experimental conditions. Another contradiction is that cooling chocolate 
too quickly after tempering is generally associated with the formation of unstable 
polymorphs and fat bloom, and yet, solidifying chocolate using rapid cooling methods 
appears to give resistance to fat bloom. This study concentrated on trying to gain a 
fundamental understanding of the crystallisation, phase behaviour, and melting in 
relatively simple fat in oil blends, with a view to understanding what may occur in more 
complex fat containing food systems. The main techniques used in this study were 
HSM and DSC. The HSM technique is relatively unused in the field of fat crystallisation 
and this thesis represents the first reported studies of HSM experiments on the 
PPP/OOO (the simplest binary system), POP/OOO (where only one fatty acid moiety is 
changed in comparison with PPP/OOO), and CB/HZ (more directly relevant to 
chocolate and confectionery products) systems. This technique has shown a unique 
advantage in visualising the crystallisation, growth, and morphology of fat crystals, 
along with physically seeing polymorphic transformations occurring during isothermal 
holds (which uniquely can be followed for individual crystals), and remelting.  
 
The same polymorphs were detected in this study as reported previously in the 
literature for PPP (α, βʹ, and β), and POP (α, γ, δ, pseudo-β2ʹ, pseudo-β1ʹ, β2, and β1). 
During experiments on CB, γ (form I) and βVI (form VI) were apparently not detected 
but the other four forms (II-V) were, i.e., α, β′III, β′IV, βV. Adding oil to the fats changed 
their polymorphic behaviour during experiments, where in most cases samples were 
cooled from the melt at 50°C/min. It could be seen in the HSM that rapid cooling of 
PPP-OOO blends to isothermal holds resulted in a melt-mediated transformation from 
β′ to β facilitated by a band of oil between the two polymorphs. This phenomenon was 
not seen with pure PPP, where the transformation only seemed to occur during 
remelting and was less obvious but still observable as a darkening of the affected 
regions. While all POP polymorphs were observed in this study, for each temperature 
regime less polymorphs and less complex behaviour overall during remelting was seen 
with the addition of oil. Rapid cooling to temperatures low enough to induce the 
formation of α in the POP/OOO system appeared to promote the formation of the β 
form upon remelting. The addition of oil also simplified the behaviour of CB, with no β′III 
apparent upon remelting. It was also the case with CB that with sufficient supercooling, 
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cooling rates of 1°C/min or above mostly produced lower polymorphic forms, such as 
α. With the addition of oil, a significant proportion of these lower forms transformed to 
the β polymorph upon heating. Slower cooling rates from the melt were only utilised for 
CB/HZ experiments, where very few β crystals were seen upon remelting. Cooling 
rates below 1°C/min appeared to produce mostly βʹ, which seemed less likely to 
transform to β within the time frame of experiments. Very few β crystals were seen 
upon remelting pure CB samples. Thus, HSM has apparently visualised polymorphic 
transformation to the β form in fats without prior tempering, facilitated by the presence 
of oil. The addition of oil also appeared to result in less complex behaviour upon 
remelting. 
 
Only for CB-HZ experiments were different holding times used following cooling from 
the melt to an isothermal hold, in this case at 0°C. A direct transformation from α to β 
seemed more likely when CB-HZ samples were remelted following longer (although still 
relatively short) holding times. With increased holding times at 0°C (from 0 to 60 min), it 
appeared from DSC thermograms that upon remelting there was an increase in the α 
peak, a decrease in the βʹ peak, and an increase in the β peak. It seemed that, with 
time, holding CB-HZ at 0°C resulted in some α becoming more resilient against 
transforming to βʹ.  
 
In PPP-OOO samples, HSM visualised for the first time a melt-mediated transformation 
from β′ to β, which was generally seen to originate from the centre of the crystal and 
spread outwards with a small liquid gap between the untransformed and transformed 
material. This “melt-mediated” transformation has often been hypothesised but could 
be clearly seen occurring in PPP-OOO samples, but not in pure PPP. The amount and 
location of liquid within a crystal network thus appears to play a key role in polymorphic 
transformations in fat systems. In POP/OOO and CB/HZ experiments, melting seen in 
DSC thermograms often coincided with the appearance of growth in HSM images, 
suggesting the possibility that melt-mediated transformation may also have occurred in 
these systems. However, there were no obvious melt bands seen in these systems as 
were seen for the melt-mediated transformation in the PPP/OOO system, although, 
liquid oil content was shown to be an important variable for polymorphic transformation 
to the β form in these systems also. 
 
Analysis of growth rates of PPP crystals showed that both reduced supersaturation and 
supercooling can be used to correlate the growth rates of the β′ and β forms. Growth 
rates of the β form during the melt-mediated transformation from β’ were well 
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correlated with driving forces that took into account that the concentration of PPP in the 
liquid from which the crystal was growing was limited by the solubility of the β′ 
polymorph at the sample temperature (as this liquid from which the β form was growing 
was fed by the melting of the β’ polymorph). Both reduced supersaturation and 
supercooling driving forces could be quantified this way, and a similar principle could 
be used to correlate the driving forces for polymorphic transformations in general. 
Extraction of growth rate data from the HSM images captured in POP/OOO and CB/HZ 
experiments was problematic. This was as a result of either rapid crystallisation at the 
lower crystallisation temperatures used, or due to two polymorphic forms growing in 
very different ways and impinging on each other. Therefore, the images captured in 
these systems were unsuitable for processing via the algorithm developed by Stapley 
et al. (2010). 
 
It appears that OOO forms ideal solutions with PPP, as predicted by the Hildebrand 
model. Differences to ideal behaviour can be explained by a lack of equilibration in the 
system due to diffusion rate limitations. Adding 20% oil to all systems only marginally 
affected melting points (as would be predicted by Hildebrand), although as seen in the 
PPP/OOO system, crystallisation temperatures were lower by a greater amount. 
Different remelt rates were shown to have an influence on both melting points and 
polymorphic behaviour. In HSM samples for the PPP/OOO system, remelt rates of 
0.1°C/min gave slightly lower final melting points than rates of 1°C/min, as the samples 
would have had more time to come to equilibrium (discussed in further detail below). A 
reduction in remelt rate from 1 to 0.1°C/min resulted in more complex behaviour in the 
POP/OOO system. Higher melting forms (β2 and β1) were observed in pure POP 
samples remelted at 0.1°C/min that were not seen in POP samples remelted at 
1°C/min, probably as there was more time available for transformation at the lower 
remelt rate. Across all samples in the POP/OOO study, the greatest quantities of higher 
forms appeared in POP samples remelted at 0.1°C/min following cooling from the melt 
to temperatures low enough to form α. However, POP-OOO samples remelted from 
0°C at 0.1°C/min displayed the largest proportion of higher forms within its 
thermogram, when comparing thermograms across all POP/OOO experiments. This 
was probably due to a combination of a large quantity of α being produced at the 
lowest temperature used in these experiments (0°C), oil facilitating transformation to 
higher forms, and more time being available for transformation at the slower remelt 
rate. In pure CB DSC samples, only those remelted at 0.1°C/min displayed a small β 
peak, which was not seen for higher remelt rates. 
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Thermograms of both CB and CB-HZ samples showed that faster remelt rates to 26°C 
resulted in smaller melting peaks following a hold at 26°C, suggesting that faster remelt 
rates melted more of the sample before the holding stage. The β peak seen in 
thermograms for CB-HZ decreased with increasing remelt rates to 26°C, and no β 
peaks seemed apparent for samples remelted at 5°C or above. However many β 
crystals were still seen to cover microscope slides in HSM CB-HZ samples for all 
remelt rates, highlighting a difference between results obtained for the HSM and DSC 
techniques (discussed in further detail below). In CB/HZ experiments, when remelting 
included a pause step at 26°C, both HSM and DSC samples previously cooled at 
1°C/min or above indicated increased growth of βʹ in pure CB and increased growth of 
β in CB-HZ, compared with samples remelted without a hold step. For hold steps in the 
range of 18-30°C during remelting, greater transformation and growth occurred at lower 
temperatures, with larger and fewer crystals apparent in HSM images. Increased 
holding temperatures during remelting increased the temperature of the final melting 
peak in DSC thermograms but this generally did not affect final melting points.  
 
Final melting points visualised in the HSM images were consistently higher than those 
obtained via DSC. While a definitive end of melting point can be observed with HSM, a 
major disadvantage with this technique may be that (as a consequence of the static 
nature of the system and thin sample geometry) diffusional mass transfer resistances 
significantly delay melting by maintaining concentration gradients in the liquid phase 
and thus non-equilibrium conditions for long time periods. The length of time required 
for melting depends on the diffusional distances in play, which in turn depends on the 
crystal sizes present. For example, when a fine microstructure was formed in 
PPP/OOO experiments at lower isothermal temperatures, PPP and OOO were very 
close to one another, diffusion distances were very small, and the melting behaviour 
was close to that predicted by the ideal Hildebrand model. When larger crystals were 
formed at higher isothermal temperatures, crystals took longer to melt and, 
consequently, the melting points were above ideal. It was also noticed in CB/HZ 
experiments that when samples were remelted without a hold step, ultimately resulting 
in a little less growth and slightly smaller β crystals, the final melting results were 
generally slightly lower that for samples remelted with a hold step. 
 
The HSM and DSC results also did not always match with respect to the identification 
of polymorphic form. In some experiments, small but significant quantities of β crystals 
were seen in HSM samples that were not seen in equivalent DSC samples. With DSC, 
small heat changes can be difficult to detect and so it is possible that small quantities of 
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higher melting β crystals seen in HSM samples may not be so readily detected via 
DSC. It is also possible that a small amount of growth of these β crystals was more 
likely to occur in the static and geometrically thin HSM samples but was not possible in 
the more fluid DSC system.  
 
Without prior tempering, the addition of oil to fats was shown to aid transformation of a 
significant proportion of lower polymorphic forms to the β polymorph upon heating. This 
phenomenon shows liquid oil content to be an important variable for polymorphic 
transformation. Whilst temperature is often seen as a key driver in governing 
polymorphic transformation, part of the temperature effect may actually be an indirect 
effect via the amount of liquid content. Although the findings in this study relate to CB 
and therefore chocolate and confectionery products, the ability of oil to aid polymorphic 
transformation to β may be applicable to other food systems. Potential applications 
could include producing novel fat blends with relatively stable fat network structures at 
a lower overall saturate level, or developing blends with bloom inhibiting properties. 
The results from experiments in this thesis could be used to advance our 
understanding of fat systems in general.  
  
 
7.2 Future work 
 
The findings from the work presented in this thesis suggest some possibilities for future 
works utilising the HSM technique, which are as follows: 
 
 Following on from experiments where POP (one of the main TAGs in CB) was 
combined with OOO, binary systems of the other two main TAGs in CB (POS 
and SOS) with OOO could be studied. This could lead to the study of ternary 
systems with OOO, culminating in the development of model CB and oil and 
model chocolate systems. 
 
 Experiments of longer duration than the ones in this study, more relevant to 
post-manufacture storage, could be carried out. 
 
 Single shear events could be studied by placing a sample between a fixed and 
a moving microscope slide; this could also potentially be useful in extrusion 
studies. 
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 The technology already exists to carry out HSM experiments while applying 
continuous shear and this could give results even more applicable to the real 
world of tempering in chocolate production and other food manufacturing 
processes that use shear. 
 
 Further development and validation of uses for the HSM technique would be 
advantageous, for example, the study of crystallisation at the oil-water interface 
and the study of 3D systems. 
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APPENDIX A  
Final melting temperatures obtained by HSM and final and peak melting temperatures obtained by DSC for PPP in OOO previously subjected to 
isothermal crystallisation at a base temperature plus an offset.  
 
Technique Wt. % Isothermal Melting points after crystallising at base temperature + offset (°C) 
 PPP base temp. 
(°C) 
base + 0°C base + 1°C base + 2°C base + 3°C base + 4°C base + 5°C 
         
HSM 10% 31.0 59.0/60.3/59.7 59.6/59.9/59.7 60.5/61.1/60.5 60.4/61.0/60.8 60.6/61.2/60.8 60.9/61.1/61.1 
 20% 35.0 64.0/64.0/64.0 63.8/64.0/63.9 64.2/64.3/64.1 64.1/64.1/64.3 64.0/64.2/64.8 64.6/64.7/64.6 
 40% 41.0 65.3/65.4/65.4 66.2/65.9/66.1 66.0/65.8/65.8 66.4/66.0/66.2 66.1/66.3/66.6 66.3/66.4/66.6 
 60% 43.0 67.3/67.0/67.1 67.0/66.9/67.0 66.9/67.0/67.2 67.2/67.6/67.2 67.5/67.4/67.4 67.4/67.4/67.4 
 80% 46.0 66.9/67.1/67.1 67.1/67.2/67.2 67.3/67.5/67.4 67.3/67.5/67.8 67.5/67.6/67.8 67.6/67.9/67.5 
 100% 47.0 67.5/67.5/67.6 67.6/67.6/67.6 67.6/67.6/67.6 67.6/67.6/67.6 67.6/67.7/67.6 67.8/67.9/67.8 
         
DSC 10% 31.0 60.8/60.4 60.5/60.2 60.6/60.8 60.2/60.3 60.7/60.7 61.2/61.5 
(end point) 20% 35.0 60.7/60.7/60.7 60.7/60.7/60.7 60.8/60.8/60.8 60.8/60.6/60.7 60.6/60.8/60.7 60.7/60.7/60.7 
 40% 41.0 64.7/63.9/64.6 64.4/64.1/64.5 64.6/64.4/64.6 64.8/64.3/64.7 64.7/64.3/64.7 64.6/64.2/64.7 
 60% 43.0 65.0/65.9/65.6 65.2/65.6/65.8 65.6/65.7/65.6 65.3/65.8/65.5 65.5/65.4/65.4 65.4/65.4/65.4 
 80% 46.0 66.4/66.3/66.3 66.2/66.4/66.2 66.3/66.4/66.2 65.9/65.9/65.9 65.8/65.8/65.9 65.8/66.0/66.0 
 100% 47.0 67.0/67.3/67.1 67.1/67.3/67.3 67.2/67.4/67.3 67.5/67.5/67.5 67.5/67.7/67.6 67.5/67.7/67.7 
         
DSC 10% 31.0 55.1/55.2 55.1/55.4 54.9/55.2 55.1/55.3 56.1/55.6 56.0/56.0 
(peak) 20% 35.0 57.3/56.7/57.2 57.2/56.7/57.2 57.4/57.1/57.3 57.7/57.7/57.7 57.9/57.7/57.8 57.7/57.9/57.8 
 40% 41.0 62.1/61.3/61.9 62.3/61.6/62.1 62.5/61.4/62.2 62.2/60.9/61.9 61.0/61.0/61.0 61.2/60.9/61.1 
 60% 43.0 63.3/63.6/63.4 63.6/63.9/63.7 64.1/63.0/63.4 62.9/62.9/63.0 63.1/63.5/63.2 63.1/63.1/63.0 
 80% 46.0 64.6/64.7/64.7 64.8/64.8/64.7 64.6/64.6/64.6 64.5/64.6/64.6 64.6/64.6/64.6 64.5/64.6/64.5 
 100% 47.0 65.8/65.9/65.8 65.8/66.0/65.8 65.8/65.9/65.9 66.0/66.1/66.0 66.0/66.0/66.1 66.1/66.1/66.0 
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APPENDIX B 
Final melting temperatures obtained by HSM and final and peak melting temperatures obtained by DSC for PPP in OOO previously subjected to 
non-isothermal crystallisation at cooling rates (CR) of 1 or 50°C/min, followed by a 60 min hold at 20°C, and then heating rates (HR) of 1 or 
0.1°C/min. 
 
Technique Wt. %  Temperature regime 
 PPP CR 1°C/min CR 1 °C/min CR 50°C/min CR 50°C/min 
  HR 1°C/min HR 0.1°C/min HR 1 °C/min HR 0.1°C/min 
      
HSM 10% 56.7 / 56.7 55.7 / 56.0 54.8 / 54.8 55.0 / 55.1 
 20% 61.2 / 60.8 59.7 / 59.9 59.5 / 59.5 59.6 / 59.5 
 40% 63.7 / 63.8 63.3 / 63.5 62.6 / 62.6 62.7 / 62.6 
 60% 66.7 / 66.9 64.9 / 64.7 64.7 / 64.6 64.7 / 64.7 
 80% 66.2 / 66.2 66.2 / 65.7 65.1 / 65.0 65.2 / 65.3 
 100% 67.4 / 67.4 67.4 / 67.4 67.4 / 67.4 67.4 / 67.4 
      
DSC 10% * * * * 
(end point) 20% 62.1 / 61.9 60.1 / 60.2 60.3 / 60.8 59.8 / 60.5 
 40% 64.9 / 64.9 63.6 / 64.1 64.1 / 64.2 63.8 / 64.1 
 60% 64.7 / 64.5 63.8 / 63.9 64.2 / 64.1 63.6 / 63.7 
 80% 65.3 / 65.4 64.6 / 64.6 65.2 / 65.2 64.8 / 64.8 
 100% 67.3 / 67.0 65.5 / 65.5 67.0 / 66.9 65.4 / 65.4 
      
DSC 10% 56.6 / 56.9 * 54.6 / 54.8 * 
(peak) 20% 59.0 / 59.2 59.4 / 59.6 58.1 / 58.6 59.5 / 60.0 
 40% 63.4 / 63.6 63.2 / 63.7 62.9 / 63.0 62.9 / 63.2 
 60% 63.3 / 63.3 63.2 / 63.3 63.0 / 63.1 63.1 / 63.2 
 80% 64.1 / 64.1 64.2 / 64.2 63.9 / 63.9 63.9 / 64.1 
 100% 65.3 / 65.4 65.3 / 65.3 65.2 / 65.3 65.1 / 65.1 
      
* unable to adequately determine.  
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APPENDIX C 
Melting temperatures of the β′ polymorph obtained by HSM for PPP in OOO previously subjected to isothermal crysta llisation at a base 
temperature plus an offset. 
 
Technique Wt. % Isothermal Melting point after crystallising at base temperature + offset (°C) 
 PPP base temp. 
(°C) 
base + 0°C base + 1°C base + 2°C base + 3°C base + 4°C base + 5°C 
         
HSM 10% 31.0 46.2/45.3/46.3 46.9/46.0/46.6 47.8/47.6/48.3 49.0/49.0/49.1 50.7/50.2/50.5 50.9/50.4/50.8 
 20% 35.0 48.6/48.7/48.8 48.8/49.2/49.1 49.9/49.8/49.6 50.0/50.6/50.1 51.6/51.5/51.7 51.2/52.0/51.7 
 40% 41.0 54.6/54.1/54.6 56.5/56.5/56.3 56.3/56.5/56.5 56.8/56.9/56.9 57.6/57.2/57.2 57.5/57.0/57.5 
 60% 43.0 57.1/57.0/57.0 56.9/57.1/57.0 57.4/57.2/57.3 57.3/57.4/57.2 57.3/57.6/57.4 57.4/57.6/57.4 
 80% 46.0 58.7/58.5/58.6 58.6/58.6/58.7 59.0/59.0/58.9 59.4/59.2/59.3 59.3/59.5/59.5 59.4/59.8/59.6 
 100% 47.0 60.0/60.0/60.0 60.3/60.2/60.2 60.4/60.2/60.3 60.3/60.4/60.3 60.2/60.3/60.3 60.4/60.6/60.5 
         
 
